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Abstract

This thesis deals with two themes: (1) construction of abstract domains for mode analysis of typed logic programs; (2) verification of logic programs using non-standard selection rules.

(1) Mode information is important mainly for compiler optimisations. The precision of a mode analysis depends partly on the expressiveness of the abstract domain. We show how specialised abstract domains may be constructed for each type in a typed logic program. These domains capture the degree of instantiation of a term very precisely. The domain construction procedure is implemented using the Gödel language and tested on some example programs to demonstrate the viability and high precision of the analysis.

(2) We provide verification methods for logic programs using selection rules other than the usual left-to-right selection rule. We consider five aspects of verification: termination; and freedom from (full) unification, occur-check, floundering, and errors related to built-ins. The methods are based on assigning a mode, input or output, to each argument position of each predicate. This mode is only fixed with respect to a particular execution. For termination, we first identify a class of predicates which terminate under the assumption that derivations are input-consuming, meaning that in each derivation step, the input arguments of the selected atom do not become instantiated. Input-consuming derivations can be realised using block declarations, which test that certain argument positions of the selected atom are non-variable. To show termination for a program where not all predicates terminate under the assumption that derivations are input-consuming, we make the stronger assumption that derivations are left-based. This formalises the "default left-to-right" selection rule of Prolog. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first formal and comprehensive approach to this kind of termination problem. The results on the other four aspects are mainly generalisations of previous results assuming the left-to-right selection rule.
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Preface

Modes and types are two widely used concepts in analysis and verification of logic programs. On the analysis side, modes and types allow us to infer information about the program which is useful for compiler optimisations, helping to generate more efficient code. On the verification side, modes and types allow us to prove a number of desirable properties of the program, such as occur-check freedom and termination. Some logic programming languages even go as far as only admitting programs that meet certain mode and type requirements. This has great benefits in terms of efficiency and reliability of software.

The separations between the above areas are not clearcut. Moreover, the notions of mode and type have differing meanings depending on the context in which they are used. There is a whole spectrum of such meanings.

This thesis treats two substantially different themes. However, both are related to modes and types. The two themes are

- the construction of abstract domains for mode analysis of typed logic programs,
- the verification of logic programs for non-standard selection rules.

Modes and types have quite different, albeit certainly related, meanings for the two themes. Within each theme, our usage of these notions follows widespread conventions. To avoid confusion, it seems therefore reasonable to keep the two themes clearly separated.

This gives rise to the following structure of this thesis. The thesis has three parts: an introductory part and two parts corresponding to the two themes. Part I is divided into two chapters. Chapter 1 consists of two separate introductions for Parts II and III. Chapter 2 puts the two themes into context by giving an overview of the whole spectrum
of mode and type concepts that are used in the literature, which encompasses the concepts used in this thesis.

The work presented in Part II has been accepted for presentation at the 9th International Workshop on Logic-Based Program Synthesis and Transformation (LOPSTR’99) [SHK99a]. The work presented in Part III is based on three conference papers [SHK98, SHK99b, Sma99], two of which the author has written together with Pat Hill and Andy King.
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Part I

Introduction and Background
Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, we will give two separate introductions for Parts II and III, respectively. As mentioned in the preface, both parts make use of notions of mode and type, but they use these notions in quite different ways.

In Part II, a mode is a characterisation of the degree of instantiation of a term. A type is a set of terms defined by means of a declaration, as provided in typed logic programming languages such as Gödel [HL94] or Mercury [SHC96].

In Part III, a mode is a specification of each argument position of each predicate in a program as either input or output. A type is any set of terms closed under instantiation.

In Chapter 2, we will consider the relationships between these notions in more detail.

1.1 Mode Analysis for Typed Logic Programs

In Part II we provide a generic method for constructing abstract domains for mode analysis of typed logic programs. A mode is a characterisation of the degree of instantiation of a term at a certain point in the execution of a program. Mode analysis is concerned with finding the modes of a program. We now present an introduction to mode analysis using abstract domains and then proceed to the actual contribution of Part II.

1.1.1 Previous Work

The following example illustrates the notions of degree of instantiation and point in the execution.

Example 1.1 Consider the following program\(^1\) for the append predicate.

append(Xs, Ys, Zs) :-
  Xs = [],
  Ys = Zs.
append(Xs, Ys, Zs) :-
  Xs = [X|Xs1],
  Zs = [X|Zs1],
  append(Xs1, Ys, Zs1).

\(^1\)The program is in so-called normal form, defined in Section 3.3.
append(Xs, Ys, Zs) :-
ground(Xs),
iff(Ys, Zs).
append(Xs, Ys, Zs) :-
iff_and(Xs, X, Xs1),
iff_and(Zs, X, Zs1),
append(Xs1, Ys, Zs1).

ground(ground).
iff(X, X).
iff_and(ground, ground, ground).
iff_and(any, ground, any).
iff_and(any, any, ground).
iff_and(any, any, any).

Figure 1: An abstraction of append

When we assume an initial query append([1, 2], [3, 4], Cs) and the standard left-to-right selection rule, then we can say that at each point in the execution just before an atom append(s, t, u) is called, s and t have the following degree of instantiation: they are ground. Moreover, for every computed answer, Cs is instantiated to a ground term. ☐

Information as in the above example can be derived using abstract interpretation [CC77]. Here we will look at a particular technique of abstract interpretation called abstract compilation [CD94, CD95, DWS86, HWD92], meaning that an abstract program is evaluated using a concrete semantics.

Example 1.2 Corresponding to the program in Example 1.1 is the abstract program shown in Figure 1. Note that the abstract program is obtained by replacing all unifications in the concrete program with calls to ground, iff and iff_and. These calls are called abstract unifications. The abstract unifications operate on abstract terms any and ground, where ground represents a term that is definitely ground and any represents any term. For example, iff_and(s, t, u) expresses that s is a ground term if and only if t and u are both ground terms. This reflects that on the concrete level, a list is ground if and only if its head and tail are ground.

When we assume an initial call append(ground, ground, _), all calls to append in this abstract program will have the term ground in the first two arguments, and the only answer for append is append(ground, ground, ground). It has been shown by Codish and Demeen [CD95] that from this, it can be concluded that in the concrete program, all calls to append have ground terms in the first two arguments, and all answers to append have ground terms in all arguments — just as was observed in Example 1.1. ☐

The technique of the above example has been developed further [CD94] to derive groundness dependencies with more detail, using a more or less ad-hoc notion of type. This is shown in the following example. Note that we are still assuming untyped languages.

Example 1.3 Figure 2 shows an alternative abstraction of the program in Example 1.1. Without worrying about the details, observe that the abstract terms used in this abstraction would be terms such as integer, representing an integer,\(^2\) list(integer), representing a nil-terminated list of integers, list(any), representing a nil-terminated list whose elements could be arbitrary terms, and any, representing any term.

\(^2\)Integers are just used as an example here.
1.1. MODE ANALYSIS FOR TYPED LOGIC PROGRAMS

\[ \text{append}(Xs, Ys, Zs) :\]
\[ \text{nil\_dep}(Xs), \]
\[ \text{iff}(Ys, Zs). \]
\[ \text{append}(Xs, Ys, Zs) :\]
\[ \text{cons\_dep}(Xs, X, Xs1), \]
\[ \text{cons\_dep}(Zs, X, Zs1), \]
\[ \text{append}(Xs1, Ys, Zs1). \]

\[ \text{nil\_dep}(\text{list}(\text{bot})). \]
\[ \text{iff}(X, X). \]
\[ \text{append}(Xs, Ys, Zs) :\]
\[ \text{cons\_dep}(Xs, X, Xs1), \]
\[ \text{cons\_dep}(Zs, X, Zs1), \]
\[ \text{append}(Xs1, Ys, Zs1). \]

\[ \text{lub}(A, A, A). \]
\[ \text{lub}(A, A, \text{bot}). \]
\[ \text{lub}(A, \text{bot}, A). \]
\[ \text{lub}(\text{any}, A, B) :\] \[ A \land B. \]

Figure 2: An alternative abstraction of \text{append}

The concrete unification \( Xs = [X|Xs1] \) is abstracted as \text{cons\_dep}(Xs, X, Xs1), which relates an abstract term for the list \( Xs \) with the abstractions of its head \( X \) and its tail \( Xs1 \). For example, if \( X \) is \text{integer} and \( Xs1 \) is \text{list}(\text{integer}), then \( Xs \) would be \text{list}(\text{integer}). If however \( X \) is \text{any} and \( Xs1 \) is \text{list}(\text{integer}), then \( Xs \) would be \text{list}(\text{any}).

For example, assume an initial call \text{append}(\text{list}(\text{any}), \text{list}(\text{any}), \ldots), meaning that \text{append} is called with the first two arguments being instantiated to lists. Then all calls to \text{append} in this abstract program will have \text{list}(\text{any}) in the first two arguments, and the only answer for \text{append} is \text{append}(\text{list}(\text{any}), \text{list}(\text{any}), \text{list}(\text{any})). For the concrete program, this implies: if \text{append} is called with the first two arguments being lists, then all subsequent calls to \text{append} also have lists in the first two arguments, and all answers to \text{append} have lists in all arguments. Similarly, we could infer: if \text{append} is called with the first two arguments being lists of \text{integers}, then all subsequent calls to \text{append} also have lists of integers in the first two arguments, and all answers to \text{append} have lists of integers in all arguments.

Clearly, in order to abstract the \text{append} program as in the above example, one has to know what a \text{list} is. The definition of a list underlying the above example is the standard one: for any type \( \tau \), \text{nil} is of type \text{list}(\tau); moreover, if \( h \) is of type \( \tau \) and \( t \) is of type \text{list}(\tau), then \text{cons}(h, t) \text{ is of type list}(\tau). Codish and Demoen [CD94] are not concerned with how such definitions could be derived in general, but only deal with a specific set of types including integers, lists, difference lists, and trees, and provide the definitions of the abstractions, such as the definition of \text{cons\_dep} in the above example. Of course, this set includes the most frequently used types and therefore much useful information can already be inferred.
1.1.2 Exploiting Type Declarations

In typed logic programming languages, all types are defined by a type declaration. For example, in Gödel, the type of lists is defined as follows.

```
CONSTRUCTOR List/1.
CONSTANT Nil: List(u).
FUNCTION Cons: u * List(u) -> List(u).
```

The first line defines a type constructor `List` with one type parameter. We say that `List(u)` is a polymorphic type, where `u` is a type parameter. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we explain the syntax of Gödel in more detail, but this example should be self-explanatory. Throughout the rest of this section, we will use Gödel type declarations to define types.

In Part II, we describe a method which takes a program, say the `append` program, including the type declarations, and generates an abstract program similar to the one in Example 1.3. In particular, the method generates the dependency predicates such as `cons_dep`, whose construction seems quite ad-hoc in the work of Codish and Demoen, since they are considering untyped languages.

To understand why this work is a proper generalisation of the work of Codish and Demoen [CD94] and also Codish and Lagoon [CL96], we must look at some more complex types. It is not surprising that when one introduces an ad-hoc notion of types into an untyped programming language, one is unlikely to deal with types that are more complex than, essentially, lists and trees. This is different when one considers typed languages, as we do in Part II.

First consider the following type declarations

```
BASE IntegerList.
CONSTANT Nil: IntegerList.
FUNCTION Cons: Integer * IntegerList -> IntegerList.
```

These declarations define the type of integer lists, where we assume that `Integer` is the usual built-in type. Note that `IntegerList` contains exactly the same terms as `List(Integer)`, and therefore it is reasonable to expect that the abstract domain characterising the degree of instantiation of terms of type `IntegerList` should be the same as the one sketched in Example 1.3. In our formalism, this is indeed the case.

Our formalism is based on a relation on types called “is a subterm type of”. `Integer` and `IntegerList` are both subterm types of `IntegerList`, meaning that a term of type `IntegerList` can have subterms of type `Integer` and subterms of type `IntegerList`. If `σ` is a subterm type of `τ`, and `τ` is not a subterm type of `σ`, then we say that `σ` is a non-recursive subterm type of `τ`. If `σ` is a subterm type of `τ`, and `τ` is subterm type of `σ`, then we say that `σ` is a recursive type of `τ`. `Integer` is a non-recursive subterm type of `IntegerList`, and `IntegerList` is a recursive type of `IntegerList`.

The relation “is a non-recursive subterm type of” is a generalisation of the relation “is a parameter of” which underlies the domain construction of Example 1.3. One can argue that the type `IntegerList` has no raison d’être since it is better to use the instance `List(Integer)` of the polymorphic type `List(u)`. However, we shall see other examples of a non-recursive subterm type not being a parameter.
1.2. Non-Standard Derivations

Example 1.4 As another example, consider a family tree.

CONSTRUCTOR Family/1.
FUNCTION Person: u * List(Family(u)) -> Family(u).

For a person, we may want to store the name, the age, or any other attribute. The first argument of Person is used for this purpose. Moreover, we want to store the list of children of this person, that is, a list of family trees, one for each child. As an example, consider Family(String). Our formalism constructs an abstract domain for this type which can characterise that all the "names" in the term

\[
\text{Person("Lisa", [Person("Frank", []), Person("Sara", [])])}
\]

are instantiated, whereas this is not true for the term

\[
\text{Person("Lisa", [Person(x, []), Person(y, [])])}.
\]

The methods of Codish and Demoen [CD94] and Codish and Lagoon [CL96] cannot deal with the above examples. We will see more examples in Part II.

The abstract domains used in our mode analysis are entirely in the spirit of previous work [CD94, CL96], and the inherent complexity of our mode analysis is therefore similar. In general, the complexity of a mode analysis depends on the complexity of the type declarations. We will argue that the formalism presented in Part II provides the highest degree of precision that a generic domain construction should provide. It also helps to understand other, more ad-hoc and pragmatic domain constructions as instances of a general theory. One could always simplify or prune down (widen) the abstract domains for the sake of efficiency.

Our method has been implemented in Gödel for Gödel programs. We show for some example programs that the analysis times compare well with a domain that only distinguishes ground and non-ground terms [CD95].

1.2 Non-Standard Derivations

Part III is concerned with verification methods for logic programs that use non-standard derivations; that is, they use a selection rule other than the usual left-to-right selection rule of Prolog. We consider five aspects of verification: termination, unification freedom\(^3\), occur-check freedom, flounder freedom, and freedom from errors related to built-ins.

Non-standard derivations are useful for a variety of purposes: multiple modes, parallel execution [AL95], the test-and-generate paradigm [Nai92], and certain uses of accumulators [EG99].

\(^3\)A program is called \textit{unification free} if it only requires (double) matching instead of the full unification procedure.
For verification of logic programs \cite{AE93,AL95,BC99,EBC99}, in particular programs using non-standard derivations, it has been shown to be useful to assign a mode (input or output) to each argument position of each predicate, and require certain correctness properties concerning those modes. We will adopt some correctness properties that have previously occurred in the literature and also introduce some new ones.

Considering non-standard derivations does not imply that any atom in a query can be selected for resolution at any time. For some aspects of verification, such as termination or freedom from errors related to built-ins, it is necessary to ensure a certain degree of instantiation of an atom before that atom is selected \cite{AL95}. We will argue that a reasonable minimal assumption is that derivations are input-consuming, that is, an atom is only selected once it is sufficiently instantiated in its input arguments, so that unification with a clause head does not instantiate these arguments any further.

Input-consuming derivations have not been defined in this form previously, although the concept is related to (F)GHC \cite{Ued86} and non-destructive programs \cite{ER98}. This is discussed in Section 11.1.

In existing implementations, input-consuming derivations can be ensured by delay declarations \cite{HL94,SIC98,SHC96}. Using delay declarations, an atom in a query is selected only if its arguments are instantiated to a specified degree. In particular, we will consider block declarations. These are a simple kind of delay declaration where only tests for partial instantiation are possible, but not, for example, tests for groundness.

Hence Part III of this thesis is aimed at verifying programs with delay declarations, but we try to take the more abstract view and formulate results in terms of input-consuming derivations wherever possible. This view has not been taken by other authors previously \cite{AL95,Lreet93,MT95, MK97, Na92}.

We now give an overview of Part III. Note first the following general points:

- Section 5.2 defines most of the notation and terminology. Sections 7.2 and 8.2 introduce some further terminology related to delay declarations. In any case, the index can be used to find the place where notation or terminology is introduced.

- Section 11.1 is devoted to the literature related to Part III. However, the related literature is also considered throughout the rest of Part III wherever useful for motivation or illustration.

1.2.1 Correctness Properties of Programs

In Chapter 5, we introduce a number of correctness properties concerning the modes of a program. The following example gives a flavour of these properties.

**Example 1.5** Consider the usual append/3 program (it will be given in Figure 10 on page 57), where the first two arguments are input and the third is output. The query

\[
\text{append}([1], [2], Xs), \text{append}([3], [4], Ys), \text{append}(Xs, Ys, Zs)
\]

is "well-behaved" in that it meets all correctness properties we introduce.

In particular, note that the third atom has variables \text{Xs} and \text{Ys} in input positions, and that these variables occur elsewhere in output positions. In other words, every
variable has a \textit{producer}. Moreover, note that \(x_s\) and \(y_s\) occur each only once in an output position. In other words, every variable has at most one producer. Finally, note that for each variable, the output occurrence precedes any input occurrence. If we assumed the left-to-right selection rule, this could be interpreted as follows: every piece of data is produced before it is consumed.

Having at most one producer is the main aspect of a well-known correctness property called \textit{nicely-modeledness}, and having at least one producer is the main aspect of an equally well-known correctness property called \textit{well-modeledness}. In contrast, the query

\[
\text{append}(\{1\}, \{2\}, x_s), \text{append}(\{3\}, \{4\}, x_s), \text{append}(x_s, y_s, z_s)
\]

is not nicely modeled because there are two output occurrences of \(x_s\), and it is not well modeled because there is no output occurrence of \(y_s\).

As can be seen in the above example, the correctness properties are traditionally defined assuming that there is a left-to-right data flow in a query (or clause body) [AE93, AL95, AM94, AP94b, BC99, EBC99, EG99]: every atom only uses as input data that was produced by other atoms occurring to the left. With such a restricted view, it is not possible to reason about programs where the textual order of atoms differs from the data flow. We will therefore generalise these properties by considering them up to permutation of a query. For example, a query is \textit{permutation} nicely modeled if some permutation of it is nicely modeled.

### 1.2.2 Termination of Input-Consuming Derivations

Input-consuming derivations formalise the natural meaning of input. For most programs, assuming input-consuming derivations is necessary for termination. For example, it is easy to see that given the usual \texttt{append} program, an infinite derivation for the query

\[
\text{append}(\{1\}, [], a_s), \text{append}(a_s, [], b_s)
\]

is obtained by always selecting the rightmost atom (see Figure 10 on page 57).

This raises the question whether assuming input-consuming derivations is sufficient to ensure termination. In Chapter 6, we define a class of predicates for which this is indeed the case. We present a method for showing that a predicate is in this class. This method is based on level mappings, closely following the traditional approach for derivations using the standard left-to-right selection rule [EBC99].

Note however that the class of predicates for which all input-consuming derivations are finite is quite limited. Relying on this assumption alone cannot be a comprehensive method of showing termination for realistic programs. This is also the reason why we speak of a class of \textit{predicates} and not of a class of programs. Within one program, some predicates may be in that class and some may not.
1.2.3 Ensuring Input-Consuming Derivations

In Chapter 7, we show how block declarations, which are a particularly simple and efficient kind of delay declaration, can be used to ensure that derivations are input-consuming. The block declarations declare that certain arguments of an atom must be non-variable before that atom can be selected for resolution.

Usually, one would have block declarations such that an atom is only selected when its input positions are non-variable. However, this is sometimes not sufficient. Suppose we have a predicate p/1 whose argument is input, and "p(f(1))." is a clause defining this predicate. The atom p(f(x)) is non-variable in its input position. Nevertheless its selection would violate the requirement of an input-consuming derivation, since unification with the clause head instantiates x. This and similar problems give rise to the definition of two further correctness properties for programs. Despite these problems, block declarations are adequate for ensuring input-consuming derivations in existing implementations.

Previous literature on delay declarations has not recognised that the simplicity and efficiency of block declarations give them a special role. There has never been a systematic account of when block declarations are sufficient to ensure any desired properties such as termination, and when more complex constructs, say groundness checks, are needed.

1.2.4 Termination and block Declarations

In Chapter 8, we present two approaches to showing or ensuring termination for programs with block declarations. As suggested above, it is often necessary to make stronger assumptions about the selection rule rather than just to assume that derivations are input-consuming. We do so by assuming left-based derivations. This formalises the "default left-to-right" selection rule of most existing Prolog implementations.

The first approach is relatively simple and tries to eliminate the well-known problem of speculative output bindings [Nai92]. The approach consists of two complementary methods: one exploits the fact that a program does not use any speculative bindings; the other exploits the fact that a program does not make any speculative bindings.

The idea of the second approach is as follows: first, block declarations must be used to ensure that derivations are input-consuming. Some predicates are known, by Chapter 6, to terminate for all input-consuming derivations. For all other predicates, the textual position of atoms using those predicates must be taken into account. More precisely, the latter atoms must be placed sufficiently late, which ensures that they are only selected once their input is completely instantiated.

Example 1.6 The following clause is part of a program for the well-known n-queens problem. It is an example of the test-and-generate paradigm.

\begin{verbatim}
 nqueens(N,Sol) :-
    sequence(N,Seq),
    safe(Sol),
    permute(Sol,Seq).
\end{verbatim}
1.2. NON-STANDARD DERIVATIONS

A solution to the $n$-queens problem is encoded as a permutation of the list $[1, \ldots, n]$, which represents the position of the queen in each row of the chess board. The predicate sequence generates the list $[1, \ldots, n]$. This list is then permuted using permute and the solution candidates are tested for being legal configurations by the predicate safe. The call to safe occurs before the call to permute to achieve coroutining of the two atoms safe(Sol) and permute(Sol,Seq).

In the clause body, the call to permute is placed sufficiently late. Assuming left-based derivations, this means that when permute is called, the input Seq is ground. With less instantiated input, termination of permute could not be guaranteed. In contrast, the predicate safe will frequently be called with partially instantiated lists as input. However, this is not a problem because, as we will see, the assumption of input-consuming derivations is sufficient to ensure termination of safe.

Chapter 8 formalises and extends heuristics that have previously been proposed to ensure termination of programs with block declarations under the assumption of a default left-to-right selection rule [Nai92]. In this informal work, even the selection rule itself is not formalised.

Most approaches to the termination problem for programs using non-standard derivations abstract from the relevance of the textual order of atoms for the selection rule. These approaches must either yield relatively weak results, or strengthen the assumptions about the selection rule in some other way rather than assuming the default left-to-right selection rule [AL95, Lüt93, MT95, MK97].

1.2.5 Further Aspects of Verification

In Chapter 9, we study some further aspects of verification of logic programs using non-standard derivations.

The first aspect is freedom from unification. This means that the unification procedure can be replaced with so-called double matching. The idea is that when a selected atom in a query is unified with the head of a clause, the input arguments of the clause head are first bound to the input arguments of the selected atom. This fits with the idea that derivations are input-consuming, since it means that the input arguments of the selected atom are not instantiated. Afterwards, the output arguments of the selected atom are bound to the output arguments of the clause. We will see that under certain conditions, programs are free from unification.

The second aspect is freedom from occur-check. It is well-known that the unification algorithm used in existing logic programming systems leaves out the occur-check for efficiency reasons. We show that for programs meeting certain correctness conditions, namely permutation nicely modeled, input-linear programs, the occur-check can safely be omitted.

The third aspect is freedom from floundering. A derivation flounders if it ends with a non-empty query where no atom is sufficiently instantiated to be selected in accordance with the block declarations. Freedom from floundering is an important aspect of verification mainly because of its relationship to termination. In principle, termination and flounder freedom are conflicting aims. Clearly, termination could trivially be ensured by having block declarations such that no atom can ever be selected, which
means that all derivations would flounder immediately. We show however that under
reasonable assumptions, namely that programs are permutation well typed, no deriv-
ations flounder. This implies that our methods for showing termination in no way rely
on trivial termination by floundering.

As the last aspect, we consider freedom from errors related to built-ins. These are
type errors, arising from calls like \texttt{X is foo}, or instantiation errors, arising from calls like
\texttt{X is V}. One previous proposal for preventing such errors uses well typed programs and
delay declarations to ensure that built-ins are only called when their input arguments
are ground \cite{AL95}. Unfortunately, \texttt{block} declarations cannot test (directly) whether
an argument is ground. The main contribution of Section 9.4 is to show that under
certain conditions, \texttt{block} declarations are nevertheless sufficient. The method is based
on constant types, that is types consisting only of constants. The most prominent
examples would be \texttt{integer} or other numeric types. We exploit the fact that for a term
of constant type, being non-variable implies being ground.

1.2.6 Weakening Some Conditions

In Chapter 10, we consider ways of simplifying the \texttt{block} declarations by omitting tests
that can be proven at compile time to be always met at runtime. This is particularly
useful for built-ins, since there is usually no direct way of having delay declarations for
those. We will also consider ways of weakening a restriction imposed for many results
in Part III, namely that the input arguments of each clause head contains no variable
more than once. This restriction is quite severe in that it prevents two input arguments
being tested for equality. Moreover, we consider a generalisation of the notion of a mode
of a program, allowing for a predicate to be used in different modes even within a single
execution of the program.

1.2.7 Related Work and Conclusion

Chapter 11 takes a look at the literature related to Part III. It then discusses some ideas
and features that are distinctive of this work, as well as some open problems. Finally,
it concludes the thesis with a summary of Part III.
Chapter 2

Notions of Modes and Types

This chapter gives an overview of mode and type concepts used in the literature, encompassing the uses made of these concepts in this thesis. In Section 2.1, we consider modes; in Section 2.2, we consider types, and in Section 2.3, we consider ways of combining the two concepts. Finally in Section 2.4, we recall very briefly the concepts of modes and types as used in this thesis.

2.1 Modes

One of the distinctive features of logic programming, as opposed to other programming paradigms, is that there is no a priori notion of input and output. The same program can be used to compute answers to different problems [Apt97]. The following example illustrates this.

Example 2.1 A program like the following is the standard example to introduce logic programming to novices [Apt97, SS86].

direct_flight(rome, london).
direct_flight(paris, london).
direct_flight(paris, rome).
direct_flight(london, bristol).

connection(X, Y) :-
    direct_flight(X, Y).
connection(X, Y) :-
    direct_flight(X, Z),
    connection(Z, Y).

This program can be used to answer questions of different kinds.

- Is there a flight connection from Rome to Bristol?

    | ?- connection(rome, bristol).
    yes
• To which cities are there flight connections from Rome?

    | ?- connection(rome, City).
    City = london ;
    City = bristol ;
    no

• From which cities are there flight connections to Rome?

    | ?- connection(City, rome).
    City = paris ;
    no

• Where do I change planes flying from Paris to Bristol?

    | ?- direct_flight(paris, City), direct_flight(City, bristol).
    City = london ;
    no

These different ways of using a logic program are usually referred to by saying that the program is used in different modes. For example, consider the second query above. The first solution to this query is computed by the following derivation:

    connection(rome,City) \rightarrow direct_flight(rome,City) \rightarrow \Box

One way of characterising this derivation is by saying that the first argument positions of connection and direct_flight, respectively, are used as input positions, whereas the second positions are used as output positions.

Another way of characterising this is by saying that connection(rome,City) and direct_flight(rome,City) are call patterns in this derivation, whereas connection(rome,london) and direct_flight(rome,london) are answer patterns. Or more abstractly, connection(ground,free) and direct_flight(ground,free) are call patterns, whereas connection(ground,ground) and direct_flight(ground,ground) are answer patterns.

For the last query, assuming the standard left-to-right selection rule, we might also say that the first atom is a producer of City and the second atom is a consumer of City.

All those characterisations suggest that modes are inextricably linked to the procedural rather than the declarative view of logic programming. However, it is also possible to take a declarative view of modes [Nai96], as we will discuss in Subsection 2.3.2.

We will now shed some light on different notions of modes occurring in the literature by comparing them under two criteria. The first criterion is how prescriptive or descriptive the notion of modes is. The second criterion is the granularity with which modes are characterised.

### 2.1.1 Descriptive versus Prescriptive Modes

This criterion is closely linked to the question: In which context and for which purpose are modes used? Figure 3 shows a rough subdivision of the literature into three groups.
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Figure 3: Descriptive versus prescriptive modes

Groundness analysis

Mode analysis, more often called groundness analysis, is concerned with the question “at a given program point, what is the degree of instantiation of variable x?” and in particular, “is x bound to a ground term?” Such information is useful for compiler optimisations such as the specialisation of unification, but also because it improves the precision of other analyses [MS93]. It is also important for termination analysis [LS96, LS97]. Much research has been done on groundness analysis [AMSH94, AMSH98, BCHK97, Cod97, CBGH97, CDY94, CD94, CD95, CGBH94, CL96, GGS99, HHK97, HACK00, KSH99, MS93, TL97].

For the derivation on the facing page, it can be inferred that at the point just before \texttt{direct\_flight} is called, the first argument of \texttt{direct\_flight} is a ground term, and at the point after \texttt{direct\_flight} is resolved, the second argument is also a ground term.

In this context, “mode” is a descriptive concept, that is, no assumptions are made about how programs are — or should be — written. The analysis takes an arbitrary program and describes the modes of this program. This is usually done using abstract interpretation [CC77]. Since groundness is an undecidable property, this description can only be approximate. For some program points an analysis might be able to infer that a variable is bound to a ground term, but it cannot decide the groundness of every variable for every program point.

One usually distinguishes goal-dependent and goal-independent groundness analyses [CBGH97, CDY94, CGBH94, MS93]. In the former, one assumes that the program is executed with an initial goal that is instantiated to a certain degree. This introduces a slight prescriptive aspect into groundness analysis, since it assumes that programs should be used in a certain way. Most of the literature on groundness analysis however is relevant for goal-dependent and goal-independent groundness analyses alike.

Part II is about the construction of abstract domains for groundness analysis. In the implementation, these domains are used for goal-dependent groundness analysis.

\footnote{A term is called \textit{ground} if it does not contain variables.}
Modes as verification tool

Modes have been used for a variety of verification purposes [AM94, EG99]. For example, they have been used to show that programs are occur-check free [AL95, AP94b], unification free [AE93], successful [BC99], and terminating [EB99]. Here it is assumed that each argument position of each predicate is either input or output, and that the program and initial goal fulfill certain correctness properties such as being well moded or nicely moded. Usually, this approach is not concerned with how these modes are determined.

For the derivation on page 14, one would say that for both predicates, the first argument is input and the second is output, which can be denoted by writing the mode of the program as \( \{ \text{connection}(I, O), \text{direct-flight}(I, O) \} \).

In this context, “mode” is a fairly prescriptive concept, since assumptions are made about how programs should be written and used. If a program does not adhere to the correctness property required for a certain verification purpose, the verification method is not applicable. Part III of this thesis uses modes to verify properties such as termination and occur-check freedom.

Moded languages

The most prescriptive approach to modes is to use a moded language, for example Mercury [Hen92, SHC96]. In Mercury, the user has to declare the mode of some predicates, while the mode of others is inferred. The program has to fulfill certain correctness properties concerning these modes. Otherwise it is not accepted by the compiler.

These correctness properties restrict the class of legal programs and hence to a certain extent limit the expressiveness of a language. On the other hand, as Mercury shows, they allow the compiler to generate very efficient machine code.

2.1.2 The Granularity

We now distinguish different mode concepts by another criterion: the granularity of the formalism to characterise the instantiation of a term, or in other words, the degree of precision with which the instantiation of a term can be characterised. Note that for this criterion, we cannot easily draw a picture like the one in Figure 3 on the preceding page, since there is no such obvious hierarchy. We distinguish between two-valued and more fine-grained characterisations.

Two-valued characterisations

The lowest granularity is given when we have a characterisation which can only take two possible values. Most groundness analyses only distinguish ground and possibly non-ground terms [AMSH94, AMSH98, BCHK97, CD95, HHK97, HACK00, KSH99, MS93]. Likewise, the works which use modes for verification purposes only distinguish input and output positions [AE93, AL95, AM94, AP94b, BC99, EB99, EG99]. Part III of this thesis also falls into this category, since we assume that an argument position is either input or output.
2.2. TYPES

More fine-grained characterisations

The mode analyses by Codish and others [CD94, CL96] characterise the degree of instantiation of the list, say, \([1, x, 5]\) by the abstract term \(\text{list(any)}\), that is, a list whose elements cannot be characterised. Note that characterising this degree of instantiation is only meaningful with some notion of \(\text{type}\). Similar approaches have been taken by Gallagher and de Waal [GW94] and Van Hentenryck et al. [VCL95], and in Part II of this thesis.

Other mode analyses that provide a relatively high degree of granularity but without using any notion of type have been developed by Janssens and Bruynooghe [JB92] and Tan and Lin [TL97].

The mode system of Mercury is based on instantiation states, which are a formalism for asserting how instantiated a term is. With instantiation states, one could express, say, that an argument position of a predicate is bound to a list of variables when the predicate is called and to a ground list when the predicate succeeds. This is a refinement of the notion of input and output.

2.2 Types

In logic programming, a type is usually a set of terms associated with an argument position, reflecting the programmer’s understanding of what “kind” of term is expected in this argument position. For example, as arguments to the predicate \(\text{direct flight}\) we might expect terms such as \(\text{rome}\) and \(\text{paris}\), but not the number 3 or the list \([3, 5]\).

Types have been shown to be useful in all programming paradigms, since they can help detect logical errors in a program. However, types are not as widespread in logic programming as in imperative and functional programming.

As before, we discuss different notions of types occurring in the literature looking at them from various angles.

2.2.1 What is a Type?

First, we distinguish various approaches by how abstractly and generally the types are described. Figure 4 shows a rough subdivision of the literature into five groups. In this subsection, we ignore the existence of variables, that is, we only consider ground terms.

Built-in types in Prolog

Prolog is an untyped programming language. Nevertheless, in Prolog implementations, there are usually a few built-in types such as \(\text{integer}\) or \(\text{atom}\) [ISO95, SIC98]. These are only of any significance in connection with built-in predicates, for example \(\text{functor}/3\). Any call to \(\text{functor}\) where the third argument is a ground term other than an integer results in a type error.

Ad-hoc types

Codish and Demoen [CD94] have shown how to derive type dependencies of logic programs using a specific set of types including integers, lists, difference lists, and trees.
They suggest that this choice is for illustrative purposes and that it could easily be generalised, but as we will discuss in Section 4.5, the generalisation is by no means obvious.

### Regular types

Many authors have developed formalisms to characterise types in a more general way, for example regular approximations [GW94, GL96, SG95a] or type graphs [VCL95]. The work of Codish and Demoen has also been developed further in this respect [CL96]. In all of these formalisms, an unlimited number of different types can be designed, but restrictions are imposed which ensure that these types are, in some sense, regular.

### Declared types

Typed logic programming languages such as Mercury [SHC96] or Gödel [HL94] provide a syntax used to declare types. Each constant, function and predicate symbol used in a program must have its type declared. The type declarations have to meet a number of restrictions that can be syntactically checked. With these restrictions it is possible to type-check programs at compile time. Part II of this thesis uses this notion of types.

### Arbitrary types

The literature that uses types for verification purposes [AE93, AL95, AM94, AP94b, BC99, BLR92] has the most general notion of type: any set of ground terms could be a type. On the level of the theory, there is no need to impose any restrictions. Part III of this thesis uses this notion of types.
2.2. TYPES

2.2.2 Non-ground Types

In the previous subsection, we disregarded the possibility that a type might contain non-ground terms, or in other words, that a non-ground term might have a type. Considering non-ground terms adds another dimension to the classification of different approaches to types. Therefore this aspect should be studied separately.

In typed logic programming languages such as Mercury [SHC96] or Gödel [HL94], a variable has a type which is inferred from the declared types of the surrounding symbols. This ensures that the type of a term does not change via further instantiation. Hence the degree of instantiation and the type of a term are completely different issues. In contrast, Codish and others [CD94, CL96] would use, say, list(any) to represent a list whose elements cannot be characterised, and they would refer to list(any) as a type. In Part II, we also introduce objects such as list(any), but we call them abstract terms, not types, since they only characterise the instantiation of a term, not its type.

Summarising, in typed logic programming languages, a non-ground term has a type which will not change via further instantiation. In the terminology used by some works on groundness analysis, a non-ground term also has a type, but this type represents the degree of instantiation of a term and hence may change via further instantiation.

The literature that uses types for verification purposes [AE93, AL95, AM94, AP94b, BC99, BLR92] defines a type as any set of terms closed under instantiation. Compared to requiring that a type must be a set of ground terms, this has the advantage that one can reason about programs that operate on non-ground data structures. For example, the predicate append can be used to append two lists whose elements are not instantiated. Part III also defines types in this way.

Defining a type as a set of terms closed under instantiation links the notion of type to that of mode. Therefore, we will consider non-ground types further in Section 2.3.

2.2.3 Polymorphism

Perhaps more important than the fact that the predicate append can be used to append two lists whose elements are not instantiated, is the fact that append can be used to append two lists regardless of the type of the list elements. Using a predicate for terms of different types in this way is called (parametric) polymorphism.

A polymorphic type is a type that is parametrised by another type. For example, the type list(integer) is the type of integer lists and is composed of a type constructor list and a type integer. For any type τ, there is a type list(τ). Note that allowing for type-checking at compile time, as practised in typed programming languages, is a much harder problem for polymorphic languages than for monomorphic ones [Hen93, Hil93, Mil78, MO84].

Part II of this thesis deals with groundness analysis of polymorphically typed programs. Previous works only allowed for very restricted forms of polymorphism. The works which use types for verification purposes [AE93, AL95, AM94, AP94b, BC99, BLR92], including Part III of this thesis, do not treat polymorphism explicitly.

There is another notion of polymorphism called ad-hoc polymorphism, but this is usually called overloading [Mil78, Str67]. For example, the constant nil may be used
to denote the empty list as well as the empty tree. We are not concerned with ad-hoc polymorphism in this thesis.

2.2.4 Descriptive versus Prescriptive Types

As with modes, we can compare notions of types with respect to how descriptive and prescriptive they are. Figure 5 shows a subdivision of the literature into three groups. Note that this subdivision is very similar to the one we had for modes (Figure 3 on page 15).

Type analysis

Type analysis [CD94, CL96, GGS99, VCL95] is concerned with the question “what is the type of an argument or a variable?” This question can be qualified further by

- specifying the types of the arguments of the query with which the program is used,
- specifying program points of interest, such as the entry or exit point of a predicate.

In this context, “type” is a descriptive concept, and type analysis is inseparably linked to mode analysis. Saying that $x$ is bound to a list can be viewed as a statement about the type of $x$ as well as the degree of instantiation of $x$. Type analysis is a particularly precise kind of mode analysis, as described in Subsection 2.1.1, and further in the next section.

Type analysis is usually done using abstract interpretation [CC77]. The points made about abstract interpretation on page 15 apply here as well.

Types as verification tool

Just as type analysis is a particularly precise kind of mode analysis, types as verification tool [AE93, AL95, AM94, AP94b, BC99, BLR92] can be regarded as a refinement of modes as verification tool, and have been used for the same purposes. In addition to assuming that each argument position of a program is either input or output, a type is associated with each argument position. The program and initial goal have to be well typed, which is a property ensuring that all computed answers have terms of the correct
type in each argument position. Usually, this approach is not concerned with how the
type of each argument position is determined.

Just like modes as verification tool (page 16), “type” is a fairly prescriptive concept
here, since assumptions are made about how programs should be written and used.
Part III of this thesis uses this notion of type.

**Typed languages**

As with modes, the most prescriptive approach to types is having a typed language such
as Mercury [Hen92, SHC96] or Gödel [HL94]. Part II deals with typed languages and
hence uses this prescriptive notion of types. In typed languages, the user has to declare
the types of each constant, function and predicate symbol used. The type declarations
have to meet a number of restrictions that can be syntactically checked. These ensure
at compile time that no type errors can occur. That is, a predicate cannot be called
with an argument not having the declared type.

### 2.3 Combining Modes and Types

We have seen on page 17 that fine-grained characterisations of the instantiation of a
term often use some notion of type. On the other hand, we have seen in Subsection 2.2.2
that the degree of instantiation of a term plays a role in some concepts of types. Hence,
Modes and types are closely related. We now look at two ways of developing this
relationship.

#### 2.3.1 Directional Types

A natural way of joining modes and types is by the notion of *directional types* [BM95,
BLR92, RNP92]. A directional type for an argument of a predicate has the form \( \sigma \rightarrow \tau \).
It is an assertion that if the argument is instantiated to a degree specified by \( \sigma \) at
call time, then it will be instantiated to a degree specified by \( \tau \) when the predicate returns.
For example, the predicate \texttt{append} in forward mode could be specified by
\( \texttt{append(list \rightarrow list, list \rightarrow list, free \rightarrow list)} \) which should be read as: if \texttt{append} is called
with the first and second arguments being lists, then for any answer, all arguments will
be instantiated to lists.

Directional types have two aspects [BM95]. One is *input-output correctness*: if a
call satisfies the input assertion, then the answer should specify the output assertion. It
does not depend on the selection rule. The other is *call correctness*: If a call satisfies its
input assertion, all triggered calls should also satisfy their input assertion. This aspect
depends on the selection rule.

Both Part II and Part III of this thesis use formalisms that resemble directional
types. The formalisms allow to express the intuition that, say, \texttt{append} is used in forward
mode, although the precise meanings of the formalisms differ of course. To illustrate
this point, we now show how this would be expressed. In Part II, simplifying the syntax

---

2This requirement could sometimes be relaxed since the types of some symbols can be reconstructed from the context.
somewhat, this intuition would be expressed by saying that \texttt{append(list, list, any)} is a call pattern and \texttt{append(list, list, list)} is an answer pattern. In Part III, it would be expressed by saying that the mode of \texttt{append} is \texttt{append(I, I, O)} and the type is \texttt{append(list, list, list)}.

2.3.2 A Declarative View of Modes

To understand Naish’s declarative view of modes [Nai96], we must first understand his notion of type. It often happens that the success set of a program, that is, the set of ground atoms that are true in all its models, contains atoms that are not true according to the programmer’s intentions. For example, the success set of the usual \texttt{append} program contains the atom \texttt{append([], 7, 7)}. A type is a set of atoms specified by the programmer which excludes such unintended atoms. For example, a natural type of \texttt{append} would be the set of all ground atoms \texttt{append(s, t, u)} where \texttt{s, t, u} are lists.

It is desirable that any call to a logic program can only give answers that are in the type. Calls that could result in answers not in the type should be considered unsafe. Suppose we are wondering whether a call to \texttt{append(s, t, u)} is safe. If we knew that all ground instances of \texttt{append(s, t, u)} that are in the success set of \texttt{append} are also in the type of \texttt{append}, then we would know that the call \texttt{append(s, t, u)} is safe. However, there is no way we could know the success set without actually executing the program.

Therefore, we have to approximate the success set. A mode of a program is any set of ground atoms which is a superset of the success set. One mode suggested for \texttt{append} is \{\texttt{append(s, t, u)} | \texttt{s ∈ list ∧ (t ∈ list ⇔ u ∈ list)}\}. Consider again the question whether a call is safe. If the call is \texttt{append([], X, X)}, then it has a ground instance \texttt{append([], 7, 7)} which is in the mode but not in the type, and it is therefore unsafe. If the call is \texttt{append([], X, [])}, then for all instances in the mode, X must be bound to a list, and hence all instances in the mode are also in the type and the call is safe. In short, the mode together with the type encode the requirement that either the second or the third argument must be a list for a call to be safe, which means that either the second or the third argument must be input. This shows how procedural information can be derived from this declarative view.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we gave an overview of mode and type concepts used in the literature, by looking at these concepts from different angles. We now recall the most important properties of the mode and type concepts used in Parts II and III of this thesis. In Part II, modes are

- descriptive: the modes of a program are analysed, not prescribed;
- fine-grained: the modes are characterised very precisely.

In Part II, types are

- declared: a syntax for this purpose is provided in typed programming languages;
• **prescriptive:** we consider typed programming languages, where a program must meet certain criteria concerning the types before it can be accepted by the compiler;

• **polymorphic:** a type can be parametrised by another type;

• **independent of instantiation:** the type of a term does not change via instantiation.

In Part III, modes are

• **(relatively) prescriptive:** the programs must meet certain criteria concerning the modes for our methods to be applicable;

• **coarse:** it is only possible to declare that arguments are input or output.

In Part III, types are

• **“arbitrary”**: on the level of the theory, any set of terms (closed under instantiation) could be a type;

• **(relatively) prescriptive:** the programs must meet certain criteria concerning the types for our methods to be applicable;

• **closed under instantiation:** if a term has a type, then it continues to have that type even after it has been further instantiated.
Part II

Mode Analysis for Typed Logic Programs
Chapter 3

The Structure of Types and Terms

This part of the thesis describes a mode analysis for typed logic programs using abstract interpretation. It is divided into two chapters. This chapter is concerned with concrete terms, which are the data used in the programs we want to analyse. We define relations between the types in a program giving rise to certain structural properties of terms which the mode analysis is supposed to characterise.

In the next chapter, we will then define abstract terms to characterise these structural properties, as well as the actual mode analysis.

3.1 Introduction

Types are used in programming to restrict the underlying syntax so that only meaningful expressions are allowed. This enables most typographical errors and inconsistencies in the knowledge representation to be detected by the compiler. As a consequence, an increasing number of applications using typed logic programming languages such as Mercury [SHC96] or Gödel [HL94] are being developed.

Modes characterise the degree to which program variables are instantiated at certain program points. This information can be used to underpin optimisations such as the specialisation of unification and the removal of backtracking, and to support determinacy analysis [HK97]. When a mode analysis is formulated in terms of abstract interpretation, the program execution is traced using descriptions of data (the abstract domain) rather than actual data, and operations on these descriptions rather than operations on the actual data. A simple domain for mode analysis has two elements ground and non-ground to distinguish between ground and possibly non-ground terms. More complex domains can characterise partially instantiated data structures with more precision.

The main contribution of this part of the thesis is to describe a generic method of deriving precise abstract domains for mode analysis from the type declarations of a typed program. Each abstract domain is specialised for a particular type and characterises varying degrees of instantiation of terms of this type. In particular it characterises the property of termination. This property is well-known for lists as nil-termination and is here generalised to arbitrary types. Observe that termination of terms is closely
related to the termination of programs that operate on these terms. For example, if
the predicate \texttt{Append} is called with the first argument being a nil-terminated list, all
invoked calls to \texttt{Append} also have the first argument being a nil-terminated list, and
\texttt{Append} is guaranteed to terminate.

The procedure for constructing such domains is implemented (in Gödel) for Gödel
programs. By incorporating the constructed domains into a mode analyser, we see that
although the precision of the analysis is significantly improved, the analysis times (for
the programs tested) compare well with a domain that only distinguishes ground and
non-ground terms.

The abstract domains are used in an \textit{abstract compilation} [CD95, DW86, HWD92]
framework: a program is abstracted by replacing each unification with an abstract
counterpart, and then the abstract program is evaluated by applying a standard operational
semantics to it.

We believe that this work is the natural generalisation of work by Codish and oth-
ers [CD94, CL96] and takes the idea presented there to its limits: our abstract domains
provide the highest degree of precision that a generic domain construction should pro-
vide. It thus helps to understand other, more ad-hoc and pragmatic domain construc-
tions as instances of a general theory.

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 introduces three examples. Section
3.3 defines some syntax. Section 3.4 defines relations between types. Section 3.5
defines termination of a term, as well as functions that extract certain subterms of a
term.

3.2 Motivating and Illustrative Examples

We introduce three examples that are used throughout Part II. The syntax is that of
the typed language Gödel [HL94]. Variables and \texttt{(type)} parameters begin with lower
case letters; other alphabetic symbols begin with upper case letters. We use \texttt{Integer}
(abbreviated as \texttt{Int}) to illustrate a type containing only constants \(1, 2, 3 \ldots\).

\textbf{Example 3.1} This is the usual list type. We give its declaration to illustrate the type
description language of Gödel.

\begin{verbatim}
CONSTRUCTOR List/1.
CONSTANT Nil: List(u).
FUNCTION Cons: u * List(u) -> List(u).
\end{verbatim}

\texttt{List} is a \texttt{(type)} constructor; \texttt{u} is a \texttt{type} parameter that can be instantiated to any \texttt{type}
such as \texttt{Int} or \texttt{List(Int)}; \texttt{Nil} is a \texttt{constant} of \texttt{type List(u)}; and \texttt{Cons} is the \texttt{usual}
constructor for \texttt{lists} whose \texttt{elements} must all have the \texttt{same} \texttt{type}. We use the standard
\texttt{list} notation \([\ldots]\) where convenient. It is common to distinguish \textit{nil-terminated} lists
from \textit{open} lists. For example, \([\ldots]\) and \([1, x, y]\) are nil-terminated, but \([1, 2|y]\) is open.  

\textbf{Example 3.2} This example was invented to counter a common point of criticism that
"list flattening" cannot be realised in Gödel, that is terms such as \([1, [2, 3]]\) cannot
be defined, let alone flattened. The \texttt{Nests} module formalises nested lists by the \texttt{type}
\texttt{Nest(v)}.
IMPORT Lists, Integers.
CONSTRUCTOR Nest/1.
FUNCTION E: v -> Nest(v);
N: List(Nest(v)) -> Nest(v).

A trivial nest is constructed using function E, a complex nest by “nesting” a list of
nests using function N. The notable property of the declaration for N is that the range
type, Nest(v), is a proper sub-term (in the syntactic sense) of the argument type
List(Nest(v)). We have seen a similar type declaration in Example 1.4. We use this
example throughout to demonstrate that this work is a non-trivial generalisation of pre-
vious approaches to abstract domain construction [CD94, CL96, TL97]. The Integers
module is imported since we frequently use Nest(Int) as an example.

Example 3.3 A table is a data structure containing an ordered collection of nodes,
each of which has two components, a key (of type String) and a value, of arbitrary
type. We give part of the Tables module which is provided as a system module in
Gödel.

IMPORT Strings.
BASE Balance.
CONSTRUCTOR Table/1.
CONSTANT Null: Table(u);
LH, RH, EQ: Balance.
FUNCTION Node:
Table(u) * String * u * Balance * Table(u) -> Table(u).

Tables is implemented in Gödel as an AVL-tree [Emd81]: A non-leaf node has a key
argument, a value argument, arguments for the left and right subtrees, and an argument
which represents balancing information.

3.3 Notation and Terminology

The set of polymorphic types is given by the term structure $T(\Sigma_\tau, U)$ where $\Sigma_\tau$
is a finite alphabet of constructor symbols which includes at least one base (constructor of
arity 0), and $U$ is a countably infinite set of parameters (type variables). We define the
order $\prec$ on types as the order induced by some (for example lexicographical) order on
constructor and parameter symbols, where parameter symbols come before constructor
symbols. Parameters are denoted by $u, v$. A tuple of distinct parameters ordered with
respect to $\prec$ is denoted by $\bar{u}$. Types are denoted by $\sigma, \rho, \tau, \phi, \omega$ and tuples of types are
denoted by $\bar{\sigma}, \bar{\tau}$.

Let $\Sigma_f$ be an alphabet of function (term constructor) symbols which includes at
least one constant (function of arity 0) and let $\Sigma_p$ be an alphabet of predicate sym-
boles. Each symbol in $\Sigma_f$ (respectively $\Sigma_p$) has its type as subscript. If $f_{(\tau_1,..,\tau_n)} \in \Sigma_f$
(respectively $p_{(\tau_1,..,\tau_n)} \in \Sigma_p$) then $\langle \tau_1,..,\tau_n \rangle \in T(\Sigma_\tau, U)^*$ and $\tau \in T(\Sigma_\tau, U) \setminus U$. If
$f_{(\tau_1,..,\tau_n)} \in \Sigma_f$, then every parameter occurring in $\langle \tau_1,..,\tau_n \rangle$ must also occur in $\tau$.
This condition is called transparency condition. We call $\tau$ the range type of
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A symbol is often written without its type if it is clear from the context. Terms and atoms are defined in the usual way [HL94, HT92]. In this terminology, if a term has a type \( \sigma \), it also has every instance of \( \sigma \). Thus in general, the type of a term is not unique. However the most general type of a term is unique up to parameter renaming. If \( V \) is a countably infinite set of variables, then the triple \( L = (\Sigma_p, \Sigma_f, V) \) defines a polymorphic many-sorted first order language. Variables are denoted by \( x, y \); terms by \( t, r, s \); tuples of distinct variables by \( \bar{x}, \bar{g} \); and a tuple of terms by \( \bar{t} \). The set of variables in a syntactic object \( o \) is denoted by \( \text{vars}(o) \).

A substitution (denoted by \( \theta \)) is a mapping from variables to terms which is the identity almost everywhere. The domain of a substitution \( \theta \) is \( \text{dom}(\theta) = \{ x \mid x \theta \neq x \} \). The application of a substitution \( \theta \) to a term \( t \) is denoted as \( t\theta \). Type substitutions are defined analogously and denoted by \( \psi \).

Programs are assumed to be in normal form. Thus a literal\(^2\) is an equation of the form \( x = y \) or \( x = f(\bar{g}) \), where \( f \in \Sigma_f \), or an atom \( Q(\bar{g}) \), where \( Q \in \Sigma_p \). A query \( G \) is a conjunction of literals. A clause is a formula of the form \( Q(\bar{g}) \leftarrow G \). If \( S \) is a set of clauses, then the tuple \( P = \langle L, S \rangle \) defines a polymorphic many-sorted logic program.

3.4 Relations between Types

An abstract term characterises the structure of a concrete term. It is a crucial choice in the design of abstract domains which aspects of the concrete structure should be characterised [TL97, VCL95]. In this part of the thesis we show how this choice can be based naturally on the information contained in the type declarations. This is formalised in this section. We describe how function declarations relate types to one another.

**Definition 3.1** [subterm type] A type \( \sigma \) is a direct subterm type of \( \phi \) (denoted as \( \sigma \triangleleft \phi \)) if there is \( f_{(\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n, \tau)} \in \Sigma_f \) and a type substitution \( \psi \) such that \( \tau \psi = \phi \) and \( \tau_i \psi = \sigma \) for some \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \). The transitive, reflexive closure of \( \triangleleft \) is denoted as \( \triangleleft^* \).

If \( \sigma \triangleleft^* \phi \), then \( \sigma \) is a subterm type of \( \phi \).

Throughout Part II, we impose two restrictions on the language declarations we consider. We first need to define a simple type.

**Definition 3.2** [simple type] A simple type is a type of the form \( C(\bar{a}) \), where \( C \in \Sigma_r \).

The restrictions are as follows:

- **Simple Range Condition:** For all \( f_{(\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n, \tau)} \in \Sigma_f \), \( \tau \) is a simple type.

- **Reflexive Condition:** For all \( C \in \Sigma_r \) and types \( \sigma = C(\bar{a}) \), \( \tau = C(\bar{\bar{a}}) \), if \( \sigma \triangleleft^* \tau \), then \( \sigma \) is a sub"term" (in the syntactic sense) of \( \tau \).

---

\(^1\)For example, the term \( \text{Nil} \) has type \( \text{List}([\text{Int}]) \), \( \text{List}([\text{List}([\text{Int}])]) \) etc.

\(^2\)We ignore negated literals here. In the implementation, negated literals may occur in the analysed program, but they are ignored in the analysis, which means that they do not contribute any information.
We do not know of any real programs that violate these conditions. In particular, they are met by all examples in Section 3.2. We now motivate the need for these restrictions.

The Simple Range Condition allows for the construction of an abstract domain for a type such as $\text{List}(\sigma)$ to be described independently of the type $\sigma$. An example of a violation of this condition would be to declare

\[
\text{FUNCTION } \ F : \text{String} \rightarrow \text{List(Float)}.
\]

in addition to the declarations in Example 3.1. Then we would have the pathological situation that a term of type $\text{List(Float)}$ can have subterms of type $\text{String}$, $\text{Float}$ and $\text{List(Float)}$, whereas for all $\sigma \neq \text{Float}$, $\text{List}(\sigma)$ can only have subterms of type $\sigma$ and $\text{List}(\sigma)$. In Mercury [SHC96] and in typed functional languages such as ML or Haskell [Tho99], this condition is enforced by the syntax. For example, the list type would be declared in Haskell as

\[
\text{data List } u = \text{Nil} | \text{Cons } u (\text{List } u)
\]

and adding another declaration such as

\[
\text{data List Float = F String}
\]

would be illegal. Being able to violate the Simple Range Condition can be regarded as an artefact of the Gödel syntax.

An example of a violation of the Reflexive Condition would be to declare

\[
\text{FUNCTION } \ F : \text{List(List(u))} \rightarrow \text{List(u)}.
\]

in addition to the declarations in Example 3.1. Then a term of type $\text{List(Int)}$ could have subterms of type $\text{List(Int)}$, $\text{List(List(Int))}$, $\text{List(List(List(Int)))}$ etc. The condition ensures that, for a program and a given query, there are only finitely many types and hence, the abstract program has only finitely many abstract domains.

**Definition 3.3** [recursive type and non-recursive subterm type] A type $\sigma$ is a **recursive type of $\phi$** (denoted as $\sigma \triangleright \phi$) if $\sigma \triangleleft \phi$ and $\phi \triangleleft \sigma$.

A type $\sigma$ is a **non-recursive subterm type of $\phi$** (denoted as $\sigma \triangleleft \phi$) if $\phi \not\triangleleft \sigma$ and there is a type $\tau$ such that $\sigma \triangleleft \tau$ and $\tau \triangleright \phi$. We write $\mathcal{N}(\phi) = \{ \sigma \mid \sigma \triangleright \phi \}$. If $\mathcal{N}(\phi) = \{ \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m \}$ and $\sigma_j \triangleleft \sigma_{j+1}$ for all $j \in \{1, \ldots, m-1\}$, we abuse notation and denote the tuple $(\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m)$ by $\mathcal{N}(\phi)$ as well.

Note that for example, $\text{Int} \triangleright \text{Int}$, although one might find it counterintuitive to think of $\text{Int}$ as recursive type. Note moreover that in the above definition, $\tau \triangleright \phi$ includes the case that $\tau = \phi$. The definition has been designed to achieve uniformity of the presentation.

It follows immediately from the definition that if $\sigma \triangleright \phi$, then $\sigma \not\triangleright \phi$. The relation $\triangleleft$ can be visualised as a type graph (similarly defined by Janssens and Bruynooghe [JB92], Somogyi [Som87] and Van Hentenryck et al. [VCL95]). The type graph for a type $\phi$ is a directed graph whose nodes are subterm types of $\phi$. The node $\phi$ is called the initial node. There is an edge from $\sigma_1$ to $\sigma_2$ if and only if $\sigma_2 \triangleleft \sigma_1$. The recursive types of $\phi$ are all the types in the strongly connected component (SCC) of $\phi$, and the non-recursive
subterm types are all the types \( \sigma \) not in the SCC of \( \phi \) but such that there is an edge from the SCC to \( \sigma \). The finiteness of this graph is ensured by the Reflexive Condition. Our domain construction relies on the fact that \( \mathcal{N}(\phi) \) is finite.

**Example 3.4** In Figure 6 there is a type graph for each of the examples in Section 3.2. Trivially \( \mathbf{Int} \cong \mathbf{Int} \). However, \( \mathbb{L}(u) \cong \mathbb{L}(u) \) is non-trivial in that, in the type graph for \( \mathbb{L}(u) \), there is a path from \( \mathbb{L}(u) \) to itself. Furthermore \( \mathbb{L}(\mathbf{Nest}(v)) \cong \mathbf{Nest}(v) \). Non-recursive subterm types of simple types are often parameters, as in \( \mathcal{N}(\mathbb{L}(u)) = \langle u \rangle \) and \( \mathcal{N}(\mathbf{Nest}(v)) = \langle v \rangle \). However, this is not always the case, since \( \mathcal{N}(\mathbb{Table}(u)) = \langle u, \mathbb{Balance}, \mathbb{String} \rangle \).

It is important that the relation \( \triangleleft \) is closed under instantiation of its arguments.

**Lemma 3.1** Let \( \sigma, \phi \) be types and \( \psi \) a type substitution. If \( \sigma \triangleleft \phi \) then \( \sigma \psi \triangleleft \phi \psi \). If \( \sigma \triangleleft^* \phi \) then \( \sigma \psi \triangleleft^* \phi \psi \).

**Proof.** For the first statement, there is \( f_{(\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n, \sigma)} \in \Sigma_f \) and a type substitution \( \psi' \) such that for some \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \), \( \tau_i \psi' = \sigma \) and \( \tau \psi = \phi \). Consequently \( \tau \psi' \psi = \sigma \psi' \) and \( \tau \psi' \psi = \phi \psi' \), so \( \sigma \psi \triangleleft \phi \psi \). The second statement follows from the first. \( \square \)

The following lemma states another useful property of the relations \( \triangleleft^* \) and \( \bowtie \).

**Lemma 3.2** Let \( \phi, \tau, \sigma \) be types so that \( \sigma \triangleleft^* \tau \triangleleft^* \phi \) and \( \sigma \bowtie \phi \). Then \( \tau \bowtie \phi \).

**Proof.** Since \( \sigma \bowtie \phi \), it follows that \( \phi \triangleleft \tau \). Thus, since \( \sigma \triangleleft^* \tau \), it follows that \( \phi \triangleleft^* \tau \). Furthermore \( \tau \triangleleft^* \phi \), and therefore \( \tau \bowtie \phi \). \( \square \)

The following lemma ensures that the abstract domains defined later are well-defined. It states that any sequence of non-recursive subterm types terminates.

**Lemma 3.3** Let \( \tau \in T(\Sigma, U) \setminus U \) and \( \Gamma \subseteq \Sigma_\tau \). Let \( I \) be a non-empty index set (finite or infinite) starting at 1 and \( \{(C_i(\bar{u}_i), \tau_i, \phi_i) \mid i \in I\} \) a sequence where \( C_i \in \Gamma \), \( \tau_1 = C_1(\bar{u}_1) \phi_1 = \tau \), \( \text{dom}(\phi_1) \subseteq \bar{u}_1 \) and, for each \( i \in I \) where \( i > 1 \):

- \( C_i \in \Gamma \), \( \text{dom}(\psi_i) \subseteq \bar{u}_i \) and \( C_i(\bar{u}_i) \psi_i = \tau_i \psi_{i-1} \),
- \( \tau_i \in T(\Gamma, U) \) and \( \tau_i \bowtie C_{i-1}(\bar{u}_{i-1}) \).

![Figure 6: Some type graphs, with initial node highlighted](image)
Then $I$ and hence $\{(C_i(\bar{a}_i), \tau_i, \psi_i) \mid i \in I\}$ is finite.

**Proof.** Let $\psi_0$ be the identity substitution. The sequence is illustrated in Figure 7. First note that, by Lemma 3.1 and Definition 3.3, for each $i \in I$ where $i \geq 2$, we have $\tau_i \psi_{i-1} \triangleleft \tau_{i-1} \psi_{i-2}$. Thus, for all $i, j \in I$ where $i > j$, $\tau_i \psi_{i-1} \triangleleft \tau_j \psi_{j-1}$.

Let $d(\rho)$ be the number of occurrences of constructors in a type $\rho$. If $\Gamma_0 \subseteq \Sigma_\tau$, define

$$D(\Gamma_0, \rho) = d(\rho) + \sum_{C \in \Gamma_0} \left( \sum_{\sigma \in N(C(\bar{a}_i))} d(\sigma) \right).$$

The proof is by induction on $D(\Gamma, \tau)$. Since $\tau \notin U$, it follows that $D(\Gamma, \tau) \geq 1$. If $D(\Gamma, \tau) = 1$, then $\tau = C_1(\bar{a}_1)$, $N(C_1(\bar{a}_1)) \subseteq U$ and $|I| \leq 2$.

Suppose that $D(\Gamma, \tau) = M > 1$. Assume that, for all types $\rho$ and sets of constructors $\Gamma_0 \subseteq \Gamma$ such that $D(\Gamma_0, \rho) < M$, the result holds. Since the result obviously holds if $|I| \leq 2$, suppose $|I| > 2$ so that $\tau_2$ is not a parameter. Consider the sequence $\{(C_i(\bar{a}_i), \tau_i, \psi_i) \mid i \in I'\}$ where $I'$ is an index set starting at 2, $\psi_i'$ is the identity substitution and, for each $i \in I'$, we have $C_i(\bar{a}_i) \psi_i' = \tau_i \psi_i' \psi_{i-1}$. Since $\tau_i \triangleleft C_i(\bar{a}_i)$, $\psi_i'$ $\psi_i = \psi_i$ for each $i \in I'$. As in the first paragraph, for each $i \in I'$, $\tau_i \psi_i' \psi_{i-1} \triangleleft \tau_2$.

However, $\tau_2 \triangleleft C_1(\bar{a}_1)$. Thus, by the Reflexive Condition and Lemma 3.2, for each $i \in I'$, we have $C_i \neq C_1$. Thus, for each $i \in I'$, we have $C_i \in \Gamma'$ where $\Gamma' = \Gamma \setminus \{C_1\}$. However, $D(\Gamma', \tau_2) = d(\tau_2) + D(\Gamma, \tau) - d(\tau) - \sum_{\sigma \in N(C_1(\bar{a}_i))} d(\sigma)$.

Hence, as $d(\tau) > 0$ and $\tau_2 \in N(C_1(\bar{a}_i))$, $D(\Gamma', \tau_2) < M$ and we can use the induction hypothesis. Hence $I'$ is finite.

Assume now that $I'$ is maximal with respect to the above conditions and that $|I'| = N'$ and suppose $K = N' + 1 \in I$. (If $K \notin I$, then, as $I$ is finite, $I$ is finite.) Then $\tau_K \psi_{K-1} = u$ where $u$ is parameter since, if $\tau_K \psi_{K-1} = C_K(\bar{a}_K) \psi_{K-1}$, then $K$ also satisfies the above conditions so that $I'$ is not maximal. Thus $\psi_{K-1}'$ is the identity substitution and $\tau_K = u$. By the transparency condition, since $\tau_K \triangleleft C_1(\bar{a}_i)$, $u \in \bar{a}_1$. As $\psi_{K-1} = \psi_{K-1}', \psi_{K-1} = \psi_1$ and $\tau_K \psi_{K-1} = \bar{a}_1 \psi_1$. Hence $d(\tau_K \psi_{K-1}) < d(\tau)$ so that $D(\Gamma, \tau_K \psi_{K-1}) < D(\Gamma, \tau)$. 

---

Figure 7: The sequence of non-recursive subterm types
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Hence, the inductive hypothesis can be applied to the remaining sequence starting at \( \tau_k \). Thus the subsequence starting at \( \tau_k \) is finite and therefore the complete sequence starting at \( \tau \) is finite. \( \square \)

3.5 Traversing Concrete Terms

We now define termination of a term, as well as functions that extract certain subterms of a term.

From now on, we shall often annotate a term \( t \) with a type \( \phi \) by writing \( t^\phi \). The use of this notation always implies that the type of \( t \) must be a (possibly trivial) instance of \( \phi \). The annotation \( \phi \) gives the (type) context in which \( t \) is used. If \( S \) is a set of terms, then \( S^\phi \) denotes the set of terms in \( S \), each annotated with \( \phi \).

**Definition 3.4** [subterm] Let \( t^\phi \) be a term. Then \( t^\phi \) is a **subterm of** \( t^\phi \) at **depth** 0. If \( s = f_{\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n}(s_1, \ldots, s_n) \) and for some type substitution \( \psi \), \( s^\psi \) is a subterm of \( t^\phi \) at depth \( d \), then \( s^\psi_i \) is a **subterm of** \( t^\phi \) at **depth** \( d+1 \) for \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \). We write \( s^\sigma \triangleleft^d t^\phi \) if \( s^\sigma \) is a subterm of \( t^\phi \) at some depth \( d \) (\( s^\sigma \triangleleft^d t^\phi \) when \( d = 1 \)).

It can be seen that \( s^\sigma \triangleleft^d t^\phi \) implies \( \sigma \triangleleft^d \phi \). When the superscripts are ignored, the above is the usual definition of a subterm. The superscripts provide a uniform way of describing the “polymorphic type relationship” between a term and its subterms, which is independent of further instantiation.

**Example 3.5** \( x^v \) is a subterm of \( E(x)^{\text{Nest}(v)} \), and \( \tau^v \) is a subterm of \( E(\tau)^{\text{Nest}(v)} \). \( \triangleleft \)

**Definition 3.5** [recursive subterm] Let \( s^\sigma \) and \( t^\tau \) be terms such that \( s^\sigma \triangleleft^d t^\tau \), and \( \phi \) a type such that \( \sigma \bowtie \phi \) and \( \tau \bowtie \phi \). Then \( s^\sigma \) is a **\( \phi \)-recursive subterm of** \( t^\tau \). If furthermore \( \tau = \phi \), then \( s^\sigma \) is a **recursive subterm of** \( t^\tau \). \( \triangleleft \)

In particular, for every type \( \phi \), a variable is always a \( \phi \)-recursive subterm of itself. The correspondence between subterms and subterm types can be illustrated by drawing the term as tree that resembles the corresponding type graph.

**Example 3.6** The term tree for \( t = N([E(7)])^{\text{Nest}(v)} \) is given in Figure 8 where the node for \( t \) is highlighted. Each box drawn with solid lines stands for a subterm. We can map this tree onto the type graph for \( \text{Nest}(v) \) in Figure 6 by replacing the subgraphs enclosed
with dotted lines with corresponding nodes in the type graph. Thus the recursive subterms of \( t \) occur in the boxes corresponding to nodes in the SCC of \( \text{Nest}(v) \). All subterms of \( t \) except \( \tau^\phi \) are recursive subterms of \( t \).

Note that \( E(7)^{\text{Nest}(v)} \) is a \( \text{Nest}(v) \)-recursive subterm of \( [E(7)]^{\text{List}(\text{Nest}(v))} \) (in Definition 3.5, take \( \sigma = \phi = \text{Nest}(v) \) and \( \tau = \text{List}(\text{Nest}(v)) \)). However, \( E(7)^\sigma \) is not a recursive subterm of \( [E(7)]^{\text{List}(u)} \). Thus whether or not a member of a list should be regarded as a recursive subterm of that list depends on the context.

We now define termination of a term. Consider a term \( t^\phi \), where \( \phi \) is simple. Termination of \( t \) means that no recursive subterm of \( t^\phi \) is a variable. The formal definition is slightly more general.

**Definition 3.6** [termination function \( Z \)] Let \( t^\phi \) be a term and \( \phi \) be a type such that \( \tau \bowtie \phi \). Define \( Z(t^\tau, \phi) = \text{false} \) if a \( \phi \)-recursive subterm of \( t^\tau \) is a variable, and \( \text{true} \) otherwise.

A term \( t \) is terminated if \( t = \mathcal{f}_{(t_1, \ldots, t_n)}(t_1, \ldots, t_n) \) and \( Z(t^\tau, \tau) = \text{true} \). A term is open if it is not terminated. For a set \( S^\tau \) of terms define \( Z(S^\tau, \phi) = \bigwedge_{t \in S} Z(t^\tau, \phi) \).

We omit \( \tau \) in the expression \( Z(t^\phi, \phi) \) whenever \( \tau = \phi \).

**Example 3.7** Any variable \( x \) is open. The term \( 7 \) has no variable subterm, therefore \( Z(7, \text{Int}) = \text{true} \) and \( 7 \) is terminated. The term \( [x]^{\text{List}(u)} \) has itself and \( \text{Nil}^{\text{List}(u)} \) as recursive subterms, therefore \( Z([x], \text{List}(u)) = \text{true} \) and \( [x] \) is terminated. However, \( [x]^{\text{List}(\text{Nest}(v))} \) has \( x^{\text{Nest}(v)} \) as a \( \text{Nest}(v) \)-recursive subterm, and so it follows that \( Z([x]^{\text{List}(\text{Nest}(v))}, \text{Nest}(v)) = \text{false} \). Furthermore, \( \text{N([x])}^{\text{Nest}(v)} \) has \( x^{\text{Nest}(v)} \) as a recursive subterm, so \( Z(\text{N([x])}, \text{Nest}(v)) = \text{false} \) and \( \text{N([x])} \) is open.

The abstract domain should not only characterise termination, but also the instantiation of subterms of a term. We define functions which extract sets of subterms from a term.

**Definition 3.7** [extractor \( E^\sigma \) for \( \sigma \)] Let \( t^\tau \) be a term and \( \phi, \sigma \) be types such that \( \tau \bowtie \phi \) and \( \sigma \in N(\phi) \). Let \( R \) be the set of \( \phi \)-recursive subterms of \( t^\tau \). Define

\[
E^\sigma(t^\tau, \phi) = \text{vars}(R) \cup \{ s \mid s^\rho \in R \text{ and } s^\sigma \bowtie r^\rho \}.
\]

For a set \( S^\tau \) of terms define \( E^\sigma(S^\tau, \phi) = \bigcup_{t \in S} E^\sigma(t^\tau, \phi) \). As with \( Z \), we write \( E^\sigma(t^\tau, \tau) \) simply as \( E^\sigma(t, \tau) \).

**Example 3.8** For the term \( \text{N}(\text{E}(7)) \) of type \( \text{Nest}(\text{Int}) \), we have

\[
E^\sigma(\text{N}(\text{E}(7)), \text{Nest}(v)) = \{ 7 \}.
\]

The type \( \text{Table}(u) \) has three non-recursive subterm types \( u \), \( \text{Balance} \) and \( \text{String} \), and so there are three extractor functions: \( E^u \), which extracts all value subterms; \( E^{\text{Balance}} \), which extracts all arguments containing balancing information; and \( E^{\text{String}} \), which extracts all key subterms. In particular, this means that for a term \( t \) of type \( \text{Table(String)} \), both \( E^{\text{String}}(t) \) and \( E^u(t) \) would contain terms of type \( \text{String} \).
Note that a priori, the extracted terms have no type annotation. This is because, in
the proofs, we sometimes need to write an expression such as \( E^\sigma (E^\rho (t, \tau) \cdot \rho^\psi , \phi) \), which
reads: first compute \( E^\rho (t, \tau) \), then annotate it with \( \rho^\psi \), then pass it to \( E^\sigma \).

Note also that if \( t \) has a \( \phi \)-recursive subterm which is a variable, then this variable
is always extracted. Intuitively this is because this variable might later be instantiated
to a term which has variable subterms of type \( \sigma \). Thus the property “\( E^\sigma (t^\tau , \phi) \) does not
contain variables” is closed under instantiation of \( t \).

The following lemma shows that \( Z \) and \( E^\sigma \) can be expressed in terms of the
immediate subterms of a term. This provides the basis for defining the abstraction of a
(normal form) equation in a concrete program, which naturally involves a term and its
immediate subterms. Actually, we could have defined \( Z \) and \( E^\sigma \) by this property, but
the definition using subterms is probably more intuitive.

**Lemma 3.4** Let \( t = f_{\tau_1 \ldots \tau_n} (t_1, \ldots, t_n) \) be a term and \( \sigma \in \mathcal{N}(\tau) \). Then
\[
Z(t, \tau) = \bigwedge_{\tau_i \vdash \tau} Z(t_i^{\tau_i}, \tau)
\]
\[
E^\sigma(t, \tau) = \{ t_i \mid \tau_i = \sigma \} \cup \bigcup_{\tau_i \vdash \tau} E^\sigma(t_i^{\tau_i}, \tau).
\]

**Proof.** Let \( r^\rho \) be a \( \tau \)-recursive subterm of \( t_i^{\tau_i} \), for some \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \) where \( \tau_i \vdash \tau \).
Then by Definitions 3.4 and 3.5, \( r^\rho \vdash \tau \) and \( r^\rho \equiv^s t^\tau \), and hence \( r^\rho \) is a recursive subterm
of \( t^\tau \).

Now let \( r^\rho \) be a recursive subterm of \( t^\tau \). Then either \( r^\rho = t^\tau \) or, for some \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\},
(\tau^\rho \equiv^s t_i^{\tau_i}). \) In the latter case, by Definitions 3.4 and 3.5, \( \rho \equiv^s \tau_i, \tau_i \equiv^\sigma \tau \) and \( \rho \vdash \tau \). Hence,
by Lemma 3.2, \( \tau_i \vdash \tau \) so that \( r^\rho \) is a \( \tau \)-recursive subterm of \( t_i^{\tau_i} \).

Thus the recursive subterms of \( t \) are \( t \), together with the \( \tau \)-recursive subterms of \( t_i^{\tau_i} \), for
all \( \tau_i \vdash \tau \). The result then follows from Definitions 3.6 and 3.7. \( \square \)

The following lemmas are needed in the proof of Lemma 3.7, which is the key lemma
used to prove Theorem 4.3.

**Lemma 3.5** Let \( \phi \) be a type, \( \psi \) a type substitution, and \( t \) a term having a type which
is an instance of \( \phi \psi \). If \( s^\tau \) is a subterm of \( t^\phi \), then \( s \) has a type which is an instance of
\( \tau \psi \).

**Proof.** Induction on the depth of subterms. \( \square \)

**Lemma 3.6** Let \( \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \sigma_3 \) be types. If \( \sigma_1 \vdash \sigma_2 \) and \( \sigma_2 \psi \vdash \sigma_3 \) for some type substitution
\( \psi \) then \( \sigma_1 \psi \vdash \sigma_3 \).

**Proof.** By Lemma 3.1 it follows that \( \sigma_1 \psi \equiv^s \sigma_3 \) and \( \sigma_3 \equiv^s \sigma_1 \psi \). \( \square \)

Consider simple types \( \phi \) and \( \tau \) such that \( \tau \psi \vdash \phi \) for some type substitution \( \psi \) (for example \( \phi = \text{Nest}(v), \tau = \text{List}(u) \) and \( \psi = \{u/\text{Nest}(v)\}) \). The following key
lemma relates \( \phi \) with \( \tau \) with respect to the termination and extractor functions.
Lemma 3.7 Let $\phi$ and $\tau$ be simple types such that $\tau\psi \bowtie \phi$ for some $\psi$, let $t$ be a term having a type which is an instance of $\tau\psi$, and $\sigma \in \mathcal{N}(\phi)$. Then

$$
\mathcal{Z}(t^{\tau\psi}, \phi) = \mathcal{Z}(t, \tau) \land \bigwedge_{\rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau)} \bigwedge_{\rho \vdash \phi} \mathcal{Z}(\mathcal{E}^\rho(t, \tau)^{\rho\psi}, \phi) \quad (1)
$$

$$
\mathcal{E}^\sigma(t^{\tau\psi}, \phi) = \bigcup_{\rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau)} \bigcup_{\rho \vdash \phi} \mathcal{E}^\rho(t, \tau)^{\rho\psi}, \phi) \quad (2)
$$

PROOF. The proof consists of four parts. In Part 1, we define a number of sets of subterms of $t$. We then show six propositions which say that each expression occurring in (1) and (2) can be expressed in terms of these sets. In Part 2 we show how the left and right hand sides of both (1) and (2) can be related using these sets. This is then used in Part 3 to show (1), and in Part 4 to show (2).

PART 1: To avoid confusion between the many symbols occurring in the proof, keep in mind that $\phi$, $\tau$, $\sigma$ and $\psi$ occur in the statement and thus are fixed. We use $f$ as an abbreviation for $f_{\tau_1 \ldots \tau_n, \tau'}$ (not $f_{\tau_1 \ldots \tau_n}$, as earlier in this chapter), and $\overline{\tau}$ to denote $(\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n)$. Superscripts are omitted where irrelevant. Define

$$
R = \{ r^\omega \mid r^\omega \text{ is a } \phi\text{-recursive subterm of } t^{\tau\psi} \} \\
S = \{ \tau_i \mid f(\overline{\tau})^\tau\psi' \in R \text{ and } \tau_i^\psi' = \sigma \} \\
A = \{ r^\omega \mid r^\omega \text{ is a } \tau\text{-recursive subterm of } t^{\tau'} \}.
$$

Note that, by Lemma 3.5, each $r^\omega \in A$ has a type which is an instance of $\omega\psi$. Furthermore for all $\rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau)$ define

$$
B^\rho = \{ \tau_i \mid f(\overline{\tau})^\tau\psi' \in A \text{ and } \tau_i^\psi' = \rho \}.
$$

Note that, by Lemma 3.5, each $\tau_i \in B^\rho$ has a type which is an instance of $\tau_i^\psi' \psi = \rho\psi$. For all $\rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau)$ with $\rho\psi \bowtie \phi$ define

$$
C^\rho = \{ r^\omega \mid r^\omega \text{ is a } \phi\text{-recursive subterm of some } s^{\rho\psi}, s \in B^\rho \} \\
D^\rho = \{ \tau_i \mid f(\overline{\tau})^\tau\psi' \in C^\rho \text{ and } \tau_i^\psi' = \sigma \}.
$$

S1-S6 state how these sets relate to the computations of (1) and (2).

S1 \hspace{1cm} Z(t^{\tau\psi}, \phi) = false if and only if $vars(R) \neq \emptyset$.
S2 \hspace{1cm} Z(t, \tau) = false if and only if $vars(A) \neq \emptyset$.
S3 \hspace{1cm} E^\sigma(t^{\tau\psi}, \phi) = vars(R) \cup S.
S4 \hspace{1cm} For each $\rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau)$, $E^\rho(t, \tau) = vars(A) \cup B^\rho$.
S5 \hspace{1cm} For each $\rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau)$ with $\rho\psi \bowtie \phi$, $Z(E^\rho(t, \tau)^{\rho\psi}, \phi) = false$ if $vars(C^\rho \cup A) \neq \emptyset$.
S6 \hspace{1cm} For each $\rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau)$ with $\rho\psi \bowtie \phi$, $E^\sigma(E^\rho(t, \tau)^{\rho\psi}, \phi) = vars(A) \cup vars(C^\rho) \cup D^\rho$. 
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S1 and S2 follow from Definition 3.6 and the definitions of $R$ and $A$. S3 and S4 follow from Definition 3.7 and the definitions of $R$, $S$, $A$ and $B^p$. S5 and S6 are proved below. First we prove S5.

\[
\mathcal{Z}(\mathcal{E}^p(t, \tau)^{\rho\psi}, \phi) = false \iff \text{(by S4)}
\]

\[
\mathcal{Z}((\text{vars}(A) \cup B^p)^{\rho\psi}, \phi) = false \iff \text{(by Def. 3.6)}
\]

\[
\text{vars}\left(\{r^\omega \mid r^\omega \text{ is a } \phi-\text{recursive subterm of } s^{\rho\psi}, s \in \text{vars}(A) \cup B^p\}\right) \neq \emptyset \iff \text{(by Def. 3.5)}
\]

\[
\text{vars}\left(\{r^\omega \mid r^\omega \text{ is a } \phi-\text{recursive subterm of } s^{\rho\psi}, s \in B^p\}\right) \neq \emptyset \iff \text{(by Def. of } C^p\text{)}
\]

\[
\text{vars}(A) \cup \text{vars}(C^p) \neq \emptyset.
\]

We now prove S6.

\[
\mathcal{E}^\sigma(\mathcal{E}^p(t, \tau)^{\rho\psi}, \phi) = \text{(by S4)}
\]

\[
\mathcal{E}^\sigma((\text{vars}(A) \cup B^p)^{\rho\psi}, \phi) = \text{(by Def. 3.7)}
\]

\[
\text{vars}\left(\{r^\omega \mid r^\omega \text{ is a } \phi-\text{recursive subterm of } s^{\rho\psi}, s \in \text{vars}(A) \cup B^p\}\right) \cup \{r_i \mid f(\overline{r})^{\rho\psi'} \text{ is a } \phi-\text{recursive subterm of } s^{\rho\psi}, s \in B^p, \tau_i^{\rho\psi'} = \sigma\} = \text{(by Def. 3.5)}
\]

\[
\text{vars}(A) \cup \text{vars}\left(\{r^\omega \mid r^\omega \text{ is a } \phi-\text{recursive subterm of } s^{\rho\psi}, s \in B^p\}\right) \cup \{r_i \mid f(\overline{r})^{\rho\psi'} \text{ is a } \phi-\text{recursive subterm of } s^{\rho\psi}, s \in B^p, \tau_i^{\rho\psi'} = \sigma\} = \text{(by Def. of } C^p, D^p\text{)}
\]

\[
\text{vars}(A) \cup \text{vars}(C^p) \cup D^p.
\]

PART 2: Let $r^\omega$ be a subterm of $t^\tau$ at depth $d$. We show by induction on $d$ that $r^{\omega\psi} \in R$ if and only if $r^\omega \in A$ or $r^{\omega\psi} \in C^p$ for some $\rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau)$ with $\rho\psi \bowtie \phi$. For $d = 0$ this follows from the definitions of $R$ and $A$.

Suppose now that $r^\omega$ is a subterm of $t^\tau$ at depth $d > 0$. Then there exists a subterm $f(\overline{r})^{\rho\psi'}$ of $t^\tau$ at depth $d - 1$ such that for some $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, $r = r_i$ and $\omega = \tau_i^{\rho\psi'}$.

$\Rightarrow$: Assume that $r^{\omega\psi} \in R$. Since $\omega\psi \bowtie \phi$, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that $\tau_i^{\rho\psi'} \bowtie \phi$ so that $f(\overline{r})^{\rho\psi'} \in R$. By the induction hypothesis there are two possibilities:

a) $f(\overline{r})^{\rho\psi'} \in A$. Since $\tau_i^{\rho\psi'} \bowtie \tau$, either $\omega \bowtie \tau$ or $\omega \triangleleft \tau$. If $\omega \bowtie \tau$ then $r^\omega \in A$. If $\omega \triangleleft \tau$, that is $\omega \in \mathcal{N}(\tau)$, then $r \in B^\omega$ and hence $r^{\omega\psi} \in C^\omega$, and therefore $r^{\omega\psi} \in C^\rho$ for some $\rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau)$.

b) $f(\overline{r})^{\rho\psi'} \in C^p$ for some $\rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau)$ with $\rho\psi \bowtie \phi$. Since $\omega\psi \bowtie \phi$ it follows that $r^{\omega\psi} \in C^\rho$.

$\Leftarrow$: Again we break this up into cases:
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a) \( r^\omega \in A \). Since \( \omega \bowtie \tau \), it follows by Lemma 3.2 that \( \tau' \psi' \bowtie \tau \) so that \( f(\bar{f})^\tau \psi' \in A \). By the induction hypothesis \( f(\bar{f})^\tau \psi' \in R \). Since \( \omega \bowtie \tau \) and \( \tau \psi \bowtie \phi \), it follows by Lemma 3.6 that \( r^\omega \psi \in R \).

b) \( r^\psi \in C^\rho \) for some \( \rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau) \) with \( \rho \psi \bowtie \phi \). By definition of \( C^\rho \) there are two possibilities: either \( r \in B^\rho \), in which case \( \omega = \rho \) and \( f(\bar{f})^\tau \psi' \in A \), or \( \omega \psi \bowtie \phi \) and \( f(\bar{f})^\tau \psi' \psi' \) is a subterm of an element of \( B^\rho \). In the latter case, by Lemma 3.2, \( \tau' \psi' \bowtie \phi \) so that \( f(\bar{f})^\tau \psi' \psi' \in C^\rho \).

In both cases, by the induction hypothesis \( f(\bar{f})^\tau \psi' \psi' \in R \). In the first case, since \( \omega = \rho \) and \( \rho \psi \bowtie \phi \), it follows that \( r^\omega \psi \in R \). In the second case, since \( \omega \psi \bowtie \phi \), \( r^\omega \psi \in R \).

PART 3: We prove (1). By \( S_1 \), \( Z(t, \tau) = false \) if and only if \( \text{vars}(R) \neq \emptyset \). By Part 2, \( \text{vars}(R) \neq \emptyset \) if and only if \( \text{vars}(A) \neq \emptyset \) or \( \text{vars}(C^\rho) \neq \emptyset \) for some \( \rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau) \) with \( \rho \psi \bowtie \phi \). Then, by \( S_2 \) and \( S_3 \), this holds if and only if

\[
Z(t, \tau) \wedge \bigwedge_{\rho \in \mathcal{N}(\phi)} Z(E^\rho(t, \tau) \psi', \phi) = false.
\]

PART 4: We prove (2) by showing that:

\[
\text{vars}(R) \cup S = \bigcup_{\rho \psi = \sigma} (\text{vars}(A) \cup B^\rho) \cup \bigcup_{\rho \psi \bowtie \phi} (\text{vars}(C^\rho) \cup D^\rho).
\]

The result then follows from \( S_3 \), \( S_4 \), and \( S_6 \).

\( \subseteq \): For a variable \( x \in R \) it follows by Part 2 that \( x \in A \), or \( x \in C^\rho \) for some \( \rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau) \) with \( \rho \psi \bowtie \phi \). For a term \( r \in S \), there is \( f(\bar{f})^\tau \psi' \psi' \in R \) such that \( r = r_i \), and \( \tau_i \psi' \psi' = \sigma \). By Part 2, either \( f(\bar{f})^\tau \psi' \psi' \in A \), or \( f(\bar{f})^\tau \psi' \psi' \in C^\rho \) for some \( \rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau) \) with \( \rho \psi \bowtie \phi \).

Assume first \( f(\bar{f})^\tau \psi' \psi' \in A \). We show that \( r \in B^\rho \) for some \( \rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau) \) with \( \rho \psi = \sigma \), namely \( \rho = \tau_i \psi' \psi' \). Since by construction of \( A \), \( \tau_i \psi' \psi' \bowtie \tau \), we only have to show that not \( \tau_i \psi' \psi' \bowtie \tau \). By Lemma 3.6, \( \tau_i \psi' \psi' \bowtie \tau \), together with \( \tau \psi \bowtie \phi \), would imply \( \tau_i \psi' \psi' \bowtie \phi \). This however is a contradiction, since it follows from \( \tau_i \psi' \psi' = \sigma \) that \( \tau_i \psi' \psi' \bowtie \phi \).

Assume now \( f(\bar{f})^\tau \psi' \psi' \in C^\rho \) for some \( \rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau) \) with \( \rho \psi \bowtie \phi \). Since \( \tau_i \psi' \psi' = \sigma \) it follows that \( r \in D^\rho \).

\( \supseteq \): For a variable \( x \in A \), or \( x \in C^\rho \) for some \( \rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau) \) with \( \rho \psi \bowtie \phi \), it follows by Part 2 that \( x \in R \).

Secondly assume \( r \in B^\rho \) for some \( \rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau) \) with \( \rho \psi = \sigma \). By definition, there is \( f(\bar{f})^\tau \psi' \psi' \in A \) such that \( r = r_i \) and \( \tau_i \psi' \psi' = \rho \). By Part 2, \( f(\bar{f})^\tau \psi' \psi' \in R \), and since \( \tau_i \psi' \psi' = \sigma \), it follows that \( r \in S \).

Thirdly assume \( r \in D^\rho \) for some \( \rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau) \) with \( \rho \psi \bowtie \phi \). By definition, there is \( f(\bar{f})^\tau \psi' \psi' \in C^\rho \) such that \( r = r_i \) and \( \tau_i \psi' \psi' = \sigma \). By Part 2, \( f(\bar{f})^\tau \psi' \psi' \in R \), and since \( \tau_i \psi' \psi' = \sigma \), it follows that \( r \in S \). \( \square \)
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Example 3.9 First let $\phi = \tau = \text{List}(u)$ and $\psi$ be the identity. Then by Definition 3.3 there is no $\rho$ such that $\rho \in \mathcal{N}(\tau)$ and $\rho \psi \bowtie \phi$. Therefore in both equations of Lemma 3.7, the right half of the right hand side is empty. Furthermore there is obviously exactly one $\rho$ such that $\rho \psi = \sigma$, namely $\rho = \sigma$. Thus the equations read

$$Z(t, \tau) = Z(t, \tau)$$

(1)

$$\mathcal{E}^\sigma(t, \tau) = \mathcal{E}^\sigma(t, \tau)$$

(2)

In the same way, Lemma 3.7 reduces to a trivial statement for the Tables module (Example 3.3) and in fact for many types that are commonly used. However for Example 3.6, Lemma 3.7 says that

$$Z([E(7)], \text{List}(\text{Nest}(v)), \text{Nest}(v)) = Z([E(7)], \text{List}(u)) \land Z(\mathcal{E}^u([E(7)], \text{List}(u)), \text{Nest}(v))$$

(1)

$$\mathcal{E}^v([E(7)], \text{List}(\text{Nest}(v)), \text{Nest}(v)) = \emptyset \cup \mathcal{E}^v([E(7)], \text{List}(u), \text{Nest}(v))$$

(2)

In this chapter, we have defined the aspects of the structure of a (concrete) term which we want to characterise. First, we are interested in termination of a term. Secondly, we group the subterms of a term together according to their types. This is done using the extractor functions. In the next chapter, we will define abstract terms based on these concepts.
Chapter 4

Abstract Domains for Mode Analysis

In this chapter, we describe a mode analysis using abstract domains based on the termination and extractor functions introduced in the previous chapter.

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.1 defines the abstract domains and the abstraction function for terms. Section 4.2 defines termination and extractor functions for abstract terms, in analogy to the functions for concrete terms. Section 4.3 defines an abstract program and shows how its semantics approximates its concrete counterpart. Section 4.4 reports on experiments. Section 4.5 discusses the results and related work.

4.1 Abstraction of Terms

We first define an abstract domain for each type. Each abstract domain is a term structure, built using the constant symbols Bot, Any, Ter, Open, and the function symbols $C^A$, for each $C \in \Sigma_r$. The meaning of these symbols will be explained shortly.

**Definition 4.1** [abstract domain] If $\phi$ is a parameter, define

$$\mathcal{D}_\phi = \{\text{Bot, Any}\}.$$  

If $C(\overline{u})$ is a simple type with $\mathcal{N}(C(\overline{u})) = \langle \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m \rangle$ and $\phi = C(\overline{u})\psi$ where $\psi$ is a type substitution, define

$$\mathcal{D}_\phi = \{C^A(b_1, \ldots, b_m, \text{Ter}) \mid b_j \in \mathcal{D}_{\sigma_j}\psi\} \cup \{C^A(\underbrace{\text{Any, \ldots, Any, Open}}_{m\ \text{times}}, \text{Bot, Any})\}.$$  

$\mathcal{D}_\phi$ is the abstract domain for $\phi$. If $b \in \mathcal{D}_\phi$, then $b$ is an abstract term for $\phi$.  

By Lemma 3.3, every abstract domain is well-defined. We shall see later that if an abstract term $C^A(b_1, \ldots, b_m, \text{Ter})$ abstracts a term $t$, then each $b_j$ corresponds to a non-recursive subterm type $\sigma_j$ of $C(\overline{u})$. The $b_j$ characterises the degree of instantiation of the subterms extracted by $E^{\sigma_j}$. In particular, the value Any for $b_j$ corresponds to the case when a variable is extracted by $E^{\sigma_j}$ from $t$. Thus, if $t$ is a non-variable open term, each $b_j$ must have the value Any.
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The termination flags Ter and Open in the last argument position of an abstract term are not abstract terms but Boolean flags. The flag Ter abstracts the property of a term being terminated (and thus corresponds to true) and Open that of being open (and thus corresponds to false). Note that for some types, for example Int, a term can be open only if it is a variable. In these cases, the termination flag is omitted in the implementation (see Section 4.4). We keep it in the theory for the sake of a uniform presentation.

**Example 4.1** Consider the examples in Section 3.2 (see also Figure 6 on page 31).

\[ D_{\text{Int}} = \{ \text{Int}^A(\text{Ter}), \text{Int}^A(\text{Open}), \text{Bot}, \text{Any} \}. \]

The following examples illustrate that Definition 4.1 is “parametric”.

\[
\begin{align*}
D_{\text{List}(\text{Int})} &= \{ \text{List}^A(i, \text{Ter}) \mid i \in D_{\text{Int}} \} \cup \{ \text{List}^A(\text{Any}, \text{Open}), \text{Bot}, \text{Any} \} \\
D_{\text{List}(\text{String})} &= \{ \text{List}^A(i, \text{Ter}) \mid i \in D_{\text{String}} \} \cup \{ \text{List}^A(\text{Any}, \text{Open}), \text{Bot}, \text{Any} \} \\
D_{\text{List}(u)} &= \{ \text{List}^A(i, \text{Ter}) \mid i \in D_u \} \cup \{ \text{List}^A(\text{Any}, \text{Open}), \text{Bot}, \text{Any} \}.
\end{align*}
\]

Some further examples are, assuming that \( u < \text{Balance} < \text{String} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
D_{\text{Balance}} &= \{ \text{Balance}^A(\text{Ter}), \text{Balance}^A(\text{Open}), \text{Bot}, \text{Any} \} \\
D_{\text{String}} &= \{ \text{String}^A(\text{Ter}), \text{String}^A(\text{Open}), \text{Bot}, \text{Any} \} \\
D_{\text{Table}(\text{Int})} &= \{ \text{Table}^A(i, b, s, \text{Ter}) \mid i \in D_{\text{Int}}, b \in D_{\text{Balance}}, s \in D_{\text{String}} \} \cup \{ \text{Table}^A(\text{Any}, \text{Any}, \text{Any}, \text{Open}), \text{Bot}, \text{Any} \} \\
D_{\text{Nest}(\text{Int})} &= \{ \text{Nest}^A(i, \text{Ter}) \mid i \in D_{\text{Int}} \} \cup \{ \text{Nest}^A(\text{Any}, \text{Open}), \text{Bot}, \text{Any} \}.
\end{align*}
\]

We now define an order on abstract terms which has the usual interpretation that “smaller” stands for “more precise”. Since the least upper and greatest lower bound of two abstract terms with respect to this order always exist, it follows that each abstract domain is a lattice.

**Definition 4.2** [order \( < \) on abstract terms]  For the termination flags define \( \text{Ter} < \text{Open} \). For abstract terms, \( < \) is defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Bot} &< b & \text{if } b \neq \text{Bot}, \\
b &< \text{Any} & \text{if } b \neq \text{Any}, \\
C^A(b_1, \ldots, b_m, c) &\leq C^A(b'_1, \ldots, b'_m, c') & \text{if } c \leq c' \text{ and } b_j \leq b'_j, j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}.
\end{align*}
\]

For a set \( S \) of abstract terms, let \( \sqcup S \) denote the least upper bound of \( S \) with respect to the order \( < \).

We now define the abstraction function for terms. This definition needs an abstraction of truth values as an auxiliary construction. The abstraction function formalises the relationship between concrete and abstract terms, so that the results of a mode analysis can be interpreted. The abstraction function is never actually computed during the analysis.
Definition 4.3 [abstraction function $\alpha$ for terms] Let $\tau = C(\bar{u})$ and let $\mathcal{N}(\tau) = \langle \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m \rangle$. For the truth values define $\alpha(\text{true}) = \text{Ter}$ and $\alpha(\text{false}) = \text{Open}$. If $S$ is a set of terms, define

$$\alpha(S) = \bigcup \{ \alpha(t) \mid t \in S \},$$

where $\alpha(t)$ is defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{any} & \quad \text{if } t \text{ is a variable,} \\
C^A(\alpha(\mathcal{E}^{\sigma_1}(t, \tau)), \ldots, \alpha(\mathcal{E}^{\sigma_m}(t, \tau)), \alpha(Z(t, \tau))) & \quad \text{if } t = f_{\langle \tau_1, \ldots, \tau_m \rangle}(t_1, \ldots, t_n).
\end{align*}
\]

Note that this definition is based on the fact that $\alpha(\emptyset) = \text{Bot}$. From this it follows that the abstraction of a constant $t = f_{\langle \tau \rangle}$ is $C^A(\text{Bot}, \ldots, \text{Bot}, \text{Ter})$.

The least upper bound of a set of abstract terms gives a safe approximation for the instantiation of all corresponding concrete terms. Safe means that each concrete term is at least as instantiated as indicated by the least upper bound. As we will see in Section 4.3, our mode analysis can only give approximations of the instantiation of terms in this sense. It can never infer that a term is definitely free, that is, an uninstantiated variable. Inferring that a term is definitely free requires different techniques [BDB+96].

Example 4.2 We illustrate Definition 4.3.

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha(7) &= \text{Int}^A(\text{Ter}) & (\tau = \text{Int}, m = 0, n = 0) \\
\alpha(\text{Nil}) &= \text{List}^A(\alpha(\emptyset), \alpha(Z(\text{Nil}, \tau))) & (\tau = \text{List}(u), \mathcal{N}(\tau) = \langle u \rangle, n = 0) \\
&= \text{List}^A(\text{Bot}, \text{Ter}) \\
\alpha(\text{Cons}(7, \text{Nil})) &= \text{List}^A(\text{List}(\langle 7 \rangle), \alpha(Z(\text{Cons}(7, \text{Nil}), \tau))) & (\tau = \text{List}(u), \mathcal{N}(\tau) = \langle u \rangle, n = 2) \\
&= \text{List}^A(\text{Int}^A(\text{Ter}), \text{Ter}).
\end{align*}
\]

Table 1 gives some further examples. Note that there is no term of type $\text{Int}$ whose abstraction is $\text{Int}^A(\text{Open})$. \textless\textgreater

The following is an auxiliary lemma needed for the proof of Lemma 4.2.

Lemma 4.1 Let $t^\sigma$ be a term. Every subterm of $t^\sigma$ is either a recursive subterm of $t^\sigma$, or a subterm of a term in $\mathcal{E}^\sigma(t, \tau)$, for some $\sigma \in \mathcal{N}(\tau)$.

PROOF. The proof is by induction on the depth of subterms of $t^\sigma$. For the base case observe that $t^\sigma$ is a recursive subterm of itself.

Now suppose the result holds for all subterms of $t^\sigma$ up to depth $i$. Let $r^\rho$ be a subterm of $t^\sigma$ at depth $i$ and $w^\omega \ll r^\rho$. If $r^\rho$ is not a recursive subterm of $t^\sigma$, then $r^\rho$ is a subterm of a term in $\mathcal{E}^\sigma(t, \tau)$ for some $\sigma \in \mathcal{N}(\tau)$, and thus $w^\omega$ is also a subterm of a term in $\mathcal{E}^\sigma(t, \tau)$. If $r^\rho$ is a recursive subterm of $t^\sigma$, then since $\rho \triangleright \omega$ and $\omega \ll \rho$, by Definition 3.3 either $\omega \triangleright \tau$ or $\omega \ll \tau$. Thus either $w^\omega$ is a recursive subterm of $t^\sigma$ or $w \in \mathcal{E}^{\omega}(t, \tau)$. \textless\textgreater

The following lemma shows that the abstraction captures groundness.
4.1. ABSTRACTION OF TERMS

Table 1: Some terms, their types, and abstractions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>term</th>
<th>type</th>
<th>abstraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>$\text{Any}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[7,x]$</td>
<td>List(Int)</td>
<td>List$_4^4(\text{Any, Ter})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[7</td>
<td>x]$</td>
<td>List(Int)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle E(7) \rangle$</td>
<td>Nest(Int)</td>
<td>Nest$_4^4(\text{Int, Ter})$, Ter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle E(7), x \rangle$</td>
<td>Nest(Int)</td>
<td>Nest$_4^4(\text{Int, Ter})$, Ter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle E(7) \mid x \rangle$</td>
<td>Nest(Int)</td>
<td>Nest$_4^4(\text{Any, Open})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lemma 4.2 Let $S$ be a set of terms having the same type. Then a variable occurs in an element of $S$ (that is $S$ is non-ground) if and only if $\text{Any}$ or $\text{Open}$ occurs in $\alpha(S)$.

PROOF. There are three cases depending on whether $S$ is empty, contains a variable, or neither.

CASE 1: $S$ is empty. Then $\alpha(S) = \text{Bot}$.

CASE 2: $x \in S$ for some variable $x$. Then $\alpha(x) = \text{Any}$ and thus $\alpha(S) = \text{Any}$.

CASE 3: $S$ contains no variables but contains a non-variable term. Then the type of terms in $S$ is of the form $\tau \psi$ for some type substitution $\psi$ and simple type $\tau = C(\overline{a})$. Suppose that $N(\tau) = \langle \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m \rangle$ for some $m \geq 0$. Then there are abstract terms $b_1, \ldots, b_m$ and a termination flag $b$ such that

$$\alpha(S) = C^A(b_1, \ldots, b_m, b).$$

There are two subcases.

CASE 3a: For some $t \in S$ and variable $x$, $x^\rho$ is a recursive subterm of $t^\tau$. Then $Z(t, \tau) = \text{Open}$. Hence $b = \text{Open}$ and

$$\alpha(S) = C^A(b_1, \ldots, b_m, \text{Open}).$$

CASE 3b: No term in $S$ has a recursive subterm that is a variable. Then $Z(t, \tau) = \text{Ter}$ for each $t \in S$. Hence, by Definition 4.2, $b = \text{Ter}$. The proof for this case is by induction on the length of the longest $\forall t$-sequence (see Lemma 3.3) for $\tau \psi$. The base case is when $m = 0$. Then by Lemma 4.1, every term in $S$ is ground and $\alpha(S) = C^A(\text{Ter})$.

Now suppose $m > 0$. By Lemma 4.1, $S$ contains a non-ground term if and only if $E^{\sigma_j}(t, \tau)$ contains a non-ground term for some $t \in S$ and $j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$. By Definition 4.3

$$\alpha(S) = \sqcup \{ C^A(\alpha(E^{\sigma_1}(t, \tau)), \ldots, \alpha(E^{\sigma_m}(t, \tau)), \text{Ter}) \mid t^\tau \in S \}. $$

Thus, by Definitions 4.2 and 4.3, for each $j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$, we have $b_j = \alpha(E^{\sigma_j}(S, \tau))$. Let $j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$. If $E^{\sigma_j}(S, \tau)$ is empty, by Case 1 above, $\alpha(E^{\sigma_j}(S, \tau)) = \text{Bot}$. If $E^{\sigma_j}(S, \tau)$
contains a variable, by Case 2 above, $\alpha(\mathcal{E}^{\tau_i}(S, \tau)) = \text{Any}$. Otherwise, $\mathcal{E}^{\tau_i}(S, \tau)$ contains a non-variable term and the terms in $\mathcal{E}^{\tau_i}(S, \tau)$ have type $\sigma_j \psi$, for which, by induction hypothesis, the result holds. Hence $b_j$ has an occurrence of $\text{Any}$ or $\text{Open}$ if and only if $\mathcal{E}^{\tau_i}(S, \tau)$ contains a non-ground term. It follows that $\alpha(S)$ has an occurrence of $\text{Any}$ or $\text{Open}$ if and only if $S$ contains a non-ground term. \hfill $\square$

4.2 Traversing Abstract Terms

In order to define abstract unification and, in particular, the abstraction of an equation in a program, we require an abstract termination function and abstract extractors similar to those already defined for concrete terms. The type superscript annotation for concrete terms is also useful for abstract terms.

**Definition 4.4** [abstract termination function and extractor for $\sigma$] Let $\phi$ and $\tau = C(\vec{u})$ be simple types such that $\tau \psi \sqsupseteq \phi$ for some $\psi$, and $\mathcal{N}(\tau) = \langle \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m \rangle$. Let $b$ be an abstract term for an instance of $\tau \psi$.

1. Abstract termination function.

$$\mathcal{A}(b^{\psi}, \phi) = \text{Open} \quad \text{if } b = \text{Any}$$

$$\mathcal{A}(b^{\psi}, \phi) = \text{Ter} \quad \text{if } b = \text{Bot}$$

$$\mathcal{A}(b^{\psi}, \phi) = c \land \bigwedge_{\sigma_j \psi \sqsupseteq \phi} \mathcal{A}(b_j^{\psi}, \phi) \quad \text{if } b = C^A(b_1, \ldots, b_m, c).$$

2. Abstract extractor for $\sigma$. Let $\sigma \in \mathcal{N}(\phi)$.

$$\mathcal{A}^\sigma(b^{\psi}, \phi) = \text{Any} \quad \text{if } b = \text{Any}$$

$$\mathcal{A}^\sigma(b^{\psi}, \phi) = \text{Bot} \quad \text{if } b = \text{Bot}$$

$$\mathcal{A}^\sigma(b^{\psi}, \phi) = \sqcup(\{ b_j \mid \sigma_j \psi = \sigma \} \sqcup \{ \mathcal{A}^\sigma(b_j^{\psi}, \phi) \mid \sigma_j \psi \geq \phi \}) \quad \text{if } b = C^A(b_1, \ldots, b_m, c).$$

\hfill $\square$

As for the concrete termination functions and extractors, we omit the superscript $\tau \psi$ in the expressions $\mathcal{A}(b^{\psi}, \phi)$ and $\mathcal{A}^\sigma(b^{\psi}, \phi)$ whenever $\tau = \phi$ and $\psi$ is the identity. In this (very common) case, the abstract termination function is merely a projection onto the termination flag of an abstract term $b$ or $\text{Open}$ if the abstract term is $\text{Any}$. Similarly, the abstract extractor for $\sigma$ is merely a projection onto the $j$th argument of an abstract term, where $\sigma = \sigma_j$. Note the similarity between the above definition and Lemma 3.4.

**Example 4.3**

$$\mathcal{A}(\text{List}^A(\text{Any}, \text{Ter}), \text{List}(\text{Nest}(v))) = \text{Ter} \land \mathcal{A}(\text{Any}, \text{Nest}(v)) = \text{Open}.$$  

$$\mathcal{A}^v(\text{List}^A(\text{Any}, \text{Ter}), \text{List}(\text{Nest}(v))) = \text{Any}.$$  

$$\mathcal{A}(\text{List}^A(\text{Nest}^A(\text{Int}^A(\text{Ter})), \text{Ter}), \text{List}(\text{Nest}(v))) = \text{Ter} \land \mathcal{A}(\text{Nest}^A(\text{Int}^A(\text{Ter})), \text{Ter}) \land \mathcal{A}(\text{Nest}(v)) = \text{Ter}.$$  

$$\mathcal{A}^v(\text{List}^A(\text{Nest}^A(\text{Int}^A(\text{Ter})), \text{Ter}), \text{List}(\text{Nest}(v))) = \mathcal{A}^v(\text{Nest}^A(\text{Int}^A(\text{Ter})), \text{Ter}) \land \mathcal{A}(\text{Nest}(v)) = \text{Int}^A(\text{Ter}).$$
The following theorem states the fundamental relationship between concrete and abstract termination functions and extractors.

**Theorem 4.3** Let $\phi$ and $\tau = C(u)$ be simple types such that $\tau \psi \vdash \phi$ for some $\psi$, and $\sigma \in \mathcal{N}(\phi)$. Let $t^{\tau \psi}$ be a term. Then

$$\alpha(Z(t^{\tau \psi}, \phi)) = \mathcal{A}Z(\alpha(t)^{\tau \psi}, \phi)$$
$$\alpha(E^\sigma(t^{\tau \psi}, \phi)) = \mathcal{A}E^\sigma(\alpha(t)^{\tau \psi}, \phi)$$

**Proof.** The proof is by induction on the structure of $t$. First assume $t$ is a variable $x$ or a constant $d$. Here we omit the type superscripts because they are irrelevant.

$$\alpha(Z(x, \phi)) = \alpha(\text{false}) = \text{Open} = \mathcal{A}Z(\text{Any}, \phi) = \mathcal{A}Z(\alpha(x), \phi).$$
$$\alpha(E^\sigma(x, \phi)) = \bigcup \{\alpha(x)\} = \text{Any} = \mathcal{A}E^\sigma(\text{Any}, \phi) = \mathcal{A}E^\sigma(\alpha(x), \phi).$$

Now assume $t$ is a compound term. Let $\mathcal{N}(\tau) = (\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m)$. In the following sequences of equations, * marks steps which use straightforward manipulations such as rearranging least upper bounds or applications of $\alpha$ to sets. We show (1) working from right to left.

$$\mathcal{A}Z(\alpha(t)^{\tau \psi}, \phi) =$$
$$\mathcal{A}Z(C^A(\alpha(E^{\sigma_1}(t, \tau_1)), \ldots, \alpha(E^{\sigma_m}(t, \tau_m)), \alpha(Z(t, \tau)))^{\tau \psi}, \phi) =$$
$$\alpha(Z(t, \tau)) \land \bigwedge_{\sigma_j \psi \alpha \phi} \mathcal{A}Z(\alpha(E^{\sigma_j}(t, \tau))^{\sigma_j \psi}, \phi) =$$
$$\alpha(Z(t, \tau)) \land \bigwedge_{\sigma_j \psi \alpha \phi} \alpha(Z(E^{\sigma_j}(t, \tau)^{\sigma_j \psi}, \phi)) =$$
$$\alpha(Z(t^{\tau \psi}, \phi)).$$

We show (2), also working from right to left.

$$\mathcal{A}E^\sigma(\alpha(t)^{\tau \psi}, \phi) =$$
$$\mathcal{A}E^\sigma(C^A(\alpha(E^{\sigma_1}(t, \tau)), \ldots, \alpha(E^{\sigma_m}(t, \tau)), \alpha(Z(t, \tau)))^{\tau \psi}, \phi) =$$
$$\bigcup \{\alpha(E^{\sigma_j}(t, \tau)) \mid \sigma_j \psi = \sigma\} \cup \{\mathcal{A}E^\sigma(\alpha(E^{\sigma_j}(t, \phi))^{\sigma_j \psi}, \phi) \mid \sigma_j \psi \alpha \phi \phi\} =$$
$$\bigcup \bigcup \{\alpha(E^{\sigma_j}(t, \tau)) \mid \sigma_j \psi = \sigma\} \cup \{\alpha(E^{\sigma_j}(t, \tau)^{\sigma_j \psi}, \phi)) =$$
$$\alpha(E^\sigma(t^{\tau \psi}, \phi)).$$

**Example 4.4** This illustrates Theorem 4.3 for $\phi = \tau \psi = \text{List}(u)$ and $\sigma = u$.

$$\alpha(Z([7], \text{List}(u))) = \text{Ter} = \mathcal{A}Z(\text{List}^A(\text{Int}^A(\text{Ter})), \text{Ter}), \text{List}(u))$$
$$\alpha(E^u([7], \text{List}(u))) = \text{Int}^A(\text{Ter}) = \mathcal{A}E^u(\text{List}^A(\text{Int}^A(\text{Ter})), \text{Ter}), \text{List}(u)).$$
4.3 Abstract Compilation

We now show how the abstract domains can be used in the context of abstract compilation. We define an abstract program and show that it is a safe approximation of the concrete program with respect to the usual operational semantics.

In a (normal form) program, each unification is made explicit by an equation. We now define an abstraction of such an equation. Thus we define for each \( f \in \Sigma_f \), a predicate which expresses the dependency between \( \alpha(f(t_1, \ldots, t_n)) \) and \( \alpha(t_1), \ldots, \alpha(t_n) \).

**Definition 4.5** [abstract dependency \( \text{f}_{\text{dep}} \)] Let \( f_{(\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_m)} \in \Sigma_f \) where \( \tau = C(\bar{u}) \) and \( \mathcal{N}(\tau) = \langle \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m \rangle \). Then \( \text{f}_{\text{dep}}(\alpha(A_1, \ldots, A_m), b_1, \ldots, b_n) \) holds if

\[
\begin{align*}
  a_j &= \bigcup \{ \{b_i \mid \tau_i = \sigma_j\} \cup \{\mathcal{A}\mathcal{E}(\alpha(\tau_i), \tau) \mid \tau_i \bowtie \tau\} \} \quad \text{for all } j \in \{1, \ldots, m\} \quad (1) \\
  c &= \bigwedge_{\tau \bowtie \sigma} \mathcal{A}Z(\alpha(\tau), \tau) \quad (2)
\end{align*}
\]

**Example 4.5** To give an idea of how Definition 4.5 translates into code, consider \text{Cons}. Assuming that \text{Lub}(a, b, c) holds if and only if \( c = \bigcup \{a, b\} \), one clause for \text{Cons}_{\text{dep}} might be:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Cons}_{\text{dep}}(\text{List}_a(c, \text{Ter}), b, \text{List}_a(a, \text{Ter})) & \leftarrow \\
\text{Lub}(a, b, c).
\end{align*}
\]

The first argument of \text{Cons}_{\text{dep}} stands for a list, and the other arguments for the head and tail of this list. Note however that the code is slightly simplified. The reason is that unless the type of \( a \), \( b \), and \( c \) is specified, there are infinitely many answers for \text{Lub}(a, b, c), which causes a termination problem. Therefore, in the implementation, this clause is parametrised with the type of \( a \), \( b \), and \( c \).  

**Lemma 4.4** If \( t = f(t_1, \ldots, t_n) \) then \( \text{f}_{\text{dep}}(\alpha(t), \alpha(t_1), \ldots, \alpha(t_n)) \) holds.

**Proof.** Suppose \( \mathcal{N}(\tau) = \langle \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m \rangle \) and \( \tau = C(\bar{u}) \). By Definition 4.3

\[
\alpha(t) = C^A(\alpha(\mathcal{E}(\sigma_1(t), \tau)), \ldots, \alpha(\mathcal{E}(\sigma_m(t), \tau)), \alpha(\mathcal{Z}(t, \tau))).
\]

We must show (1) and (2) in Definition 4.5. First, we prove (1). For each \( \sigma_j \in \mathcal{N}(\tau) \),

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha(\mathcal{E}(\sigma_j(t), \tau)) &= \alpha(\{t_i \mid \tau_i = \sigma_j\} \cup \bigcup_{\tau_i \bowtie \sigma} \mathcal{E}(\sigma_j(t_i), \tau)) \quad \text{(Lemma 3.4)} \\
&= \bigcup(\{\alpha(t_i) \mid \tau_i = \sigma_j\} \cup \{\alpha(\mathcal{E}(\sigma_j(t_i), \tau)) \mid \tau_i \bowtie \tau\}) \quad \text{(moving \( \alpha \) inwards)} \\
&= \bigcup(\{\alpha(t_i) \mid \tau_i = \sigma_j\} \cup \{\mathcal{A}\mathcal{E}(\alpha(t_i), \tau) \mid \tau_i \bowtie \tau\}) \quad \text{(Theorem 4.3)}.
\end{align*}
\]

\( \square \)
4.3. ABSTRACT COMPILATION

Equation (2) is proven in a similar way:

\[
\alpha(Z(t, \tau)) = \alpha\left( \bigwedge_{t_1 : t} Z(t_1^m, \tau) \right) \quad \text{(Lemma 3.4)}
\]

\[
= \bigwedge_{t_1 : t} \alpha(Z(t_1^m, \tau)) \quad \text{(moving } \alpha \text{ inwards)}
\]

\[
= \bigwedge_{t_1 : t} \mathcal{A}Z(\alpha(t_1)^{m}, \tau) \quad \text{(Theorem 4.3)}.
\]

\[\square\]

**Definition 4.6** [abstraction \(\aleph\) of a program] For a normal form equation \(e\) define

\[
\aleph(e) = \begin{cases} 
  e & \text{if } e \text{ is of the form } x = y \\
  f_{\text{dep}}(x, y_1, \ldots, y_n) & \text{if } e \text{ is of the form } x = f(y_1, \ldots, y_n).
\end{cases}
\]

For a normal form atom \(a\) and clause \(K = h \leftarrow g_1 \wedge \ldots \wedge g_k\) define

\[
\aleph(a) = a \\
\aleph(K) = \aleph(h) \leftarrow \aleph(g_1) \wedge \ldots \wedge \aleph(g_l).
\]

For a program \(P = \langle L, S \rangle\) define

\[
\aleph(P) = \{ \aleph(K) \mid K \in S \} \cup \{ f_{\text{dep}}(a, a_1, \ldots, a_n) \mid f_{\text{dep}}(a, a_1, \ldots, a_n) \text{ holds} \}.
\]

Let

\[
\aleph(\text{Append}(xzs, ys, zis)) = \text{Cons}_\text{dep}(xzs, x, zis) &
\]

\[
= \text{Cons}_\text{dep}(zs, x, zis) &
\]

\[
= \text{Append}(x1s, ys, zis).
\]

\[\square\]

**Example 4.6** In the following we give the usual recursive clause for `Append` in normal form and its abstraction.

We now define the operational semantics of concrete and abstract programs. We assume a fixed language \(L\) and program \(P = \langle L, S \rangle\), and a left-to-right computation rule. A *program state* is a tuple \(\langle G, \theta \rangle\) where \(G\) is a query and \(\theta\) a substitution. It is an initial state if \(\theta\) is empty. We write \(C \in_S S\) if \(C\) is a renamed variant of a clause in \(S\).

**Definition 4.7** [reduces to] The relation \(\overset{P}{\rightarrow}\) (“reduces to”) between states is defined by the following rules:

\[
\langle h_1 : \ldots : h_l, \theta \rangle \overset{P}{\rightarrow} \langle h_2 : \ldots : h_l, \theta' \rangle \quad \text{if } h_1 \text{ is } 'x = t' \text{ and } x\theta = t\theta' \quad (1)
\]

\[
\langle h_1 : \ldots : h_l, \theta \rangle \overset{P}{\rightarrow} \langle G : h_2 : \ldots : h_l, \theta' \rangle \quad \text{if } h \leftarrow G \in_S S \text{ and } h\theta = h_1\theta' \quad (2)
\]
Moreover, \( \preceq \) and \( \preceq^* \) are defined in the usual way. If for an initial query \( G \),
\[
\langle G, \emptyset \rangle \preceq^* \langle p(x_1, \ldots, x_n) : H, \theta \rangle \preceq^* \langle H, \theta' \rangle,
\]
we call \( p(x_1, \ldots, x_n)\theta \) a call pattern and \( p(x_1, \ldots, x_n)\theta' \) an answer pattern for \( p \).

Note that it is common to require that \( \theta' \) is the most general unifier, but nevertheless, our notion of “reduces” with arbitrary unifier has been considered by Lloyd [Llo87].

**Theorem 4.5** Let \( H, H' \) be queries, \( \theta \) a substitution and \( j \geq 0 \). If \( \langle H, \emptyset \rangle \preceq^j \langle H', \theta \rangle \), then \( \langle \mathcal{N}(H), \emptyset \rangle \overset{\text{H}(P)}{\sim}^j \langle \mathcal{N}(H'), \theta^\alpha \rangle \), where \( \theta^\alpha = \{ x/\alpha(x\theta) \mid x \in \text{dom}(\theta) \} \).

**Proof.** By Definition 4.7, \( \langle H, \emptyset \rangle \preceq^j \langle H', \theta \rangle \) if and only if \( \langle H, \theta \rangle \overset{\text{L}(P)}{\sim}^j \langle H', \theta \rangle \), and likewise for \( \mathcal{N}(P) \). Therefore it is enough to show that for all \( j \geq 0 \)
\[
\langle H, \theta \rangle \preceq^j \langle H', \theta \rangle \quad \text{imply} \quad \langle \mathcal{N}(H), \theta^\alpha \rangle \overset{\text{H}(P)}{\sim}^j \langle \mathcal{N}(H'), \theta^\alpha \rangle. \tag{3}
\]
The proof is by induction on \( j \). The base case \( j = 0 \) holds since
\[
\langle \mathcal{N}(H), \theta^\alpha \rangle \overset{\text{H}(P)}{\sim}^0 = \langle \mathcal{N}(H), \theta^\alpha \rangle.
\]

For the induction step, assume (3) holds for some \( j \geq 0 \). We show that for every query \( H'' \)
\[
\langle H, \theta \rangle \overset{\text{L}(P)}{\sim}^{j+1} \langle H'', \theta \rangle \quad \text{implies} \quad \langle \mathcal{N}(H), \theta^\alpha \rangle \overset{\text{H}(P)}{\sim}^{j+1} \langle \mathcal{N}(H''), \theta^\alpha \rangle.
\]
If \( \langle H, \theta \rangle \overset{\text{L}(P)}{\sim}^{j+1} \langle H'', \theta \rangle \) does not hold, the result is trivial. If \( \langle H, \theta \rangle \overset{\text{L}(P)}{\sim}^{j+1} \langle H'', \theta \rangle \), then
\[
\langle H, \theta \rangle \overset{\text{L}(P)}{\sim}^j \langle H', \theta \rangle \overset{\text{L}(P)}{\sim} \langle H'', \theta \rangle \quad \text{for some query} \ H', \text{ and}
\]
\[
\langle \mathcal{N}(H), \theta^\alpha \rangle \overset{\text{H}(P)}{\sim}^j \langle \mathcal{N}(H'), \theta^\alpha \rangle \quad \text{by hypothesis}.
\]

It only remains to be shown that \( \langle \mathcal{N}(H'), \theta^\alpha \rangle \overset{\text{H}(P)}{\sim} \langle \mathcal{N}(H''), \theta^\alpha \rangle \). We distinguish two cases depending on whether Rule (1) or (2) of Definition 4.7 was used for the step \( \langle H', \theta \rangle \overset{\text{L}(P)}{\sim} \langle H'', \theta \rangle \).

**Case 1:** Rule (1) was used. \( H' = h_1 : \ldots : h_q \) where \( h_1 \) is \( \bar{x} = \bar{t} \), and \( t = y \) or \( t = f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \). In the first case \( \mathcal{N}(h_1) = h_1 \). Since \( x\theta = y\theta \), it follows that \( \{ x/\alpha(x\theta), y/\alpha(x\theta) \} \subseteq \theta^\alpha \) and therefore \( x\theta^\alpha = y\theta^\alpha \). Thus \( \langle \mathcal{N}(H'), \theta^\alpha \rangle \overset{\text{H}(P)}{\sim} \langle \mathcal{N}(H''), \theta^\alpha \rangle \) by Rule (1). In the second case \( \mathcal{N}(h_1) = f_{\text{dep}}(x, x_1, \ldots, x_n) \). Since \( x\theta = f(x_1, \ldots, x_n, x_\theta) \),
\[
\{ x/\alpha(f(x_1, \ldots, x_\theta)), x_1/\alpha(x_\theta), \ldots, x_n/\alpha(x_\theta) \} \subseteq \theta^\alpha.
\]
Hence, by Lemma 4.4, \( f_{\text{dep}}(x, x_1, \ldots, x_n)\theta^\alpha \) holds so that \( f_{\text{dep}}(x, x_1, \ldots, x_n)\theta^\alpha \) in \( \mathcal{N}(P) \) by Definition 4.6. Thus \( \langle \mathcal{N}(H'), \theta^\alpha \rangle \overset{\text{H}(P)}{\sim} \langle \mathcal{N}(H''), \theta^\alpha \rangle \) by Rule (2).

**Case 2:** Rule (2) was used. \( H' = h_1 : \ldots : h_q \) where \( h \leftarrow G \in \equiv S \) and \( h\theta = h_1\theta \). By Definition 4.6, \( \mathcal{N}(h_1 \leftarrow G) \in \equiv \mathcal{N}(P) \). Furthermore \( \mathcal{N}(h_1) \) has the form \( Q(\bar{x}) \), and \( \mathcal{N}(h_1) \) has the form \( Q(\bar{y}) \). Since \( x\theta = \bar{y}\theta \) it follows that \( Q(\bar{x})\theta^\alpha = Q(\bar{y})\theta^\alpha \). \( \square \)
4.4 Implementation and Results

From now on we refer to the abstract domains defined in this chapter as typed domains. We have implemented the mode analysis for object programs in G"odel. This implementation naturally falls into two stages: in the first stage, the language declarations are analysed in order to construct the typed domains, and the program clauses are abstracted. In the second stage, the abstract program is evaluated using standard abstract compilation techniques.

We have implemented the first stage in G"odel, using the G"odel meta-programming facilities. The analysed program may consist of several (system or user-defined) modules, but its abstraction will always be a one-module program. Since virtually all G"odel programs use G"odel system modules\footnote{In G"odel, all built-ins except the equality predicate are provided via system modules.}, these are treated specially in our implementation in order to avoid analysing and abstracting them anew each time.

G"odel meta-programming is slow, but this first stage scales well, as the time for abstracting the clauses of a program is linear in their number. Analysing the type declarations is not a problem in practice. We have analysed contrived programs with extremely complex type declarations within a couple of seconds.

The second stage was implemented in Prolog, so that an existing analyser could be used. Abstract programs produced by the first stage were transformed into Prolog. All call and answer patterns, which may arise in a derivation of an abstract program for a given query, are computed by the analyser. By Theorem 4.5, these patterns correspond to patterns in the derivation of the concrete program. For example a call p(\texttt{Any, Int-4(Ter)}) in a derivation of the abstract program indicates that there may be a call p(x, ?) in a derivation of the concrete program.

In Table 2, the precision of the typed domain for Table(Int) (Example 4.1) is compared with a domain that can only distinguish between ground and non-ground terms. The latter domain has been shown by Codish and Demoen [CD95] to be equivalent to the well-known Pos domain [MS93]. The arguments of the predicate Insert represent: a table \( t \), a key \( k \), a value \( v \), and a table obtained from \( t \) by inserting the node whose key is \( k \) and whose value is \( v \). Table 2 shows some initial call patterns and the answer pattern that is inferred for each call pattern. For readability, we use some abbreviations and omit the termination flag for types \texttt{Integer, Balance} and \texttt{String}.

Clearly, inserting a ground node into a ground table gives a ground table. This could be inferred with the ground/non-ground domain (1) as well as the typed domains (3). Now consider the insertion of a node with an uninstantiated value into a ground table. With typed domains, it is inferred that the result is still a table but whose values may be uninstantiated (4). This cannot be inferred with a ground/non-ground domain (2). In fact, (2) only says that the answer pattern is no less instantiated than the call pattern, which is trivial.

We used a modified form of the analyser of Heaton et al. [HHK97] running on a Sun SPARC Ultra 170. The analysis times for Tables were: (1) 0.09 seconds, (2) 1.57 seconds, (3) 0.81 seconds, (4) 2.03 seconds. Apart from Tables, we also analysed some small programs, namely Append, Reverse, Flatten (from the Nests module),
Table 2: Some call and answer patterns for Insert

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground/non-ground domain:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insert(ground, ground, ground, any) \quad leads to answer pattern \quad (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert(ground, ground, ground, ground).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert(ground, ground, any, any) \quad leads to answer pattern \quad (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert(ground, ground, any, any).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typed domain:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insert(\text{Tab}^d(\text{Int}^d, \text{Bal}^d, \text{Str}^d, \text{Ter}), \text{Str}^d, \text{Int}^d, \text{Any}) \quad leads to answer pattern \quad (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert(\text{Tab}^d(\text{Int}^d, \text{Bal}^d, \text{Str}^d, \text{Ter}), \text{Str}^d, \text{Int}^d, \text{Tab}^d(\text{Int}^d, \text{Bal}^d, \text{Str}^d, \text{Ter})).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert(\text{Tab}^d(\text{Int}^d, \text{Bal}^d, \text{Str}^d, \text{Ter}), \text{Str}^d, \text{Any}, \text{Any}) \quad leads to answer pattern \quad (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert(\text{Tab}^d(\text{Int}^d, \text{Bal}^d, \text{Str}^d, \text{Ter}), \text{Str}^d, \text{Any}, \text{Tab}^d(\text{Any}, \text{Bal}^d, \text{Str}^d, \text{Ter})).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TreeToList, Quicksort, and Nqueens. For these, all analysis times were below 0.03 seconds and thus too small to be very meaningful. For most of these, the typed domains resulted in more precise analyses, similarly as explained for Tables.

Our experience is that the domain operations, namely to compute the least upper bound of two abstract terms, are indeed the bottleneck of the analysis. Therefore it is crucial to avoid performing these computations unnecessarily. Also one might compromise some of the precision of the analysis by considering widenings [CC92] for the sake of efficiency. More work could be done on the embedding of the typed domains in the analysis. In order to conduct more experiments, one would need a suite of bigger typed logic programs. A formal comparison between analyses for typed logic programs and untyped ones is of course difficult.

4.5 Discussion and Related Work

We have presented a general domain construction for mode analysis of typed logic programs. For common examples (lists, binary trees), our formalism is simple and yields abstract domains that are comparable to the domains designed by Codish and Demoen [CD94]. In their formalism, however, an abstract domain for obtaining this degree of precision for, say, the types in the Tables module, would have to be handcrafted. In contrast, our work describes this construction for arbitrary types.

The fundamental concepts of this work are recursive type and non-recursive subterm type, which are generalisations of ideas presented previously for lists [CD94]. The resulting abstract domains are entirely in the spirit of previous work by Codish and others [CD94, CL96] and we believe that they provide the highest degree of precision that a generic domain construction should provide. Even if type declarations that require the full generality of our formalism are rare, this work is an important contribution because it helps to understand other, more ad-hoc and pragmatic domain constructions as instances of a general theory. One could always simplify or prune down our abstract domains for the sake of efficiency.
4.5. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

In its full generality the formalism is, admittedly, rather complex. This is primarily due to function declarations where the range type occurs again as a proper sub"term" of an argument type, such as the declaration of \( N \) in the \texttt{Nests} module (Example 3.2). If types were as widespread in logic programming as they are in functional programming, such declarations would probably not seem very unusual. They are used in the declarations for \textit{rose trees}, that is, trees where the number of children of each node is not fixed [Mee88]. One should also note that while the theory which allows for a domain construction for, say, \texttt{Nest(Int)} is conceptually complex, the computational complexity of the actual domain operations for \texttt{Nest(Int)} is lower than for, say, \texttt{List(List(List(Int)))}. In short, the complexity of the abstract domains depends on the inherent complexity of the type declarations, as illustrated by the type graphs (Figure 6).

We have built on ideas presented previously for untyped languages [CL96]. Notably the title of that work says that \textit{type, not mode}, dependencies are derived. Even in an untyped language such as Prolog, one can define types as sets of terms given by some kind of "declaration", just as in a typed language [AL94]. In this case type analysis (inferring that an argument is instantiated to a term of a certain type) is inseparable from mode analysis. The analysis must account for "incorrectly" typed terms such as \([3|17]\). As it cannot be assumed that, say, \([3|y]\) will eventually be bound to a list, it is abstracted as \textit{any}, thus not capturing that it is at least \textit{partially} instantiated. In typed languages, this problem does not arise. It seems that Codish and Lagoon [CL96] provide a straightforward domain construction for \textit{arbitrary} types, but this is not the case. It is not specified what kind of "declarations" are implied, but the examples and theory suggest that all types are essentially lists and trees. The \texttt{Tables} and \texttt{Nests} examples given in Section 3.2 are not captured.

\textit{Recursive modes} [TL97] characterise that the left spine, right spine, or both, of a term are instantiated. The authors admit that this may be considered an ad-hoc choice, but on the other hand, they present good experimental results. They do not assume a typed language and thus cannot exploit type declarations in order to provide a more generic concept of \textit{recursive modes}, as we have done by the concept of \texttt{termination}. Also, the degree of instantiation that we would express by, say, \texttt{List\textsuperscript{4}(Table\textsuperscript{4}(Any, Ter), Ter)}, cannot be characterised.

A complex system for type analysis of Prolog has been presented by Van Hentenryck et al. [VCL95]. As far as we can see, this system is not in a formal sense stronger or weaker than our mode analysis. The domain \texttt{Pat(Type)} used there is infinite, so that widenings have to be introduced to ensure finiteness, and "the design of widening operators is experimental in nature" [VCL95]. In contrast, we exploit the type declarations to construct domains that are inherently finite and whose size is dictated by the complexity of the type declarations. Similarly, in a paper by Janssen and Brynooghe [JB92], the finiteness of abstract domains and terms is ensured by imposing an ad-hoc bound on the number of symbols.

Barbuti and Giacobazzi have presented a polymorphic type inference for (untyped) logic programs [BG92]. It is assumed that type declarations are given to define a language of "well-typed" terms, similarly as in typed logic programming languages. However, the types of the predicate symbols are not declared, but rather inferred. In
particular, it might be inferred that some arguments of a predicate are not “well-typed”. Such information can be useful for debugging programs.

Gallagher et al. have shown that the domain construction of any (static) program analysis can be cast in terms of pre-interpretedions [GBS95]. Traditionally, pre-interpretations are used in predicate logic to assign a semantic value to a term, for example the number ‘2’ to the term 1+1 or 2. However, they can also be used to specify a program analysis, by choosing an appropriate domain on which these pre-interpretations operate. The mode analysis we have presented here can without doubt also be expressed in these terms, by choosing as domains the abstract domains we propose here.

Mercury [SHC96] has a mode system based on instantiation states. These are assertions of how instantiated a term is. An instantiation state is similar to an abstract term. Indeed, given some type declarations, it is possible to define an instantiation state in Mercury syntax which, while not being exactly the same, is comparable in precision to an abstract term in our formalism. In Mercury, it is the user who has to specify a set of instantiation states by declaring the mode, and this mode is checked and enforced by the compiler. In contrast, we have described how the abstract terms and their values can be inferred automatically.

The Mercury compiler also does some mode inference. It is hard to assess whether or not the compiler can actually construct instantiation states without any help by mode declarations because the relevant literature [Hen92, Som87] only refers to simple examples and does not specify the mode inference precisely.

It has been noted by Henderson [Hen92] that instantiation states loosely correspond to abstract interpretation, used for mode analysis in a language such as Gödel, which does not enforce modes. In this part of the thesis we developed this argument. Our domain construction can be regarded as inferring automatically, from a set of type declarations, what the interesting instantiation states are.

The mode system in Mercury is based on work by Somogyi [Som87], where the Simple Range Condition and the Reflexive Condition that we impose are not explicitly required. However, Somogyi does not define the type system precisely, instead referring to Mycroft and O'Keefe [MO84], whose formal results have been shown to be incorrect, namely in ignoring the transparency condition [Hil93, HT92]. It is therefore difficult to assess whether that approach would work for programs which violate these conditions. We know of no real Gödel programs that violate either of the Simple Range or Reflexive Conditions. We have found that violating the Reflexive Condition raises fundamental questions about decidability in typed languages, which seem to be related to the concept of polymorphic recursion [Kah96, KTU93]. It would be interesting to investigate these questions further.

We believe that, since our abstract terms can characterise the instantiation of a term with what might be called a “reasonable” degree of precision, they could provide a good basis for two further applications: declaring modes and declaring conditions for delaying.

Concerning the first application, note that the present Mercury implementation does not support instantiation states in their full generality, and it is hard to imagine that this would ever be needed. Thus one might consider a language where modes are declared
using our abstract terms.

In Gödel, the delay declarations which state that a predicate is delayed until an argument (or a subterm of the argument) is ground or non-variable, cannot describe the behaviour of the Gödel system predicates precisely. We have observed that, typically, the degree of instantiation for a Gödel system predicate to run safely without delaying could be specified by an abstract term in our typed domains. For example, the predicate \texttt{Append/3} will run safely if the first argument is a nil-terminated list.

Our approach may also be applicable to untyped languages, if we have information at hand that is similar to type declarations. Such information might be obtained by inferring declarations [Chr97] or from declarations as comments [SG95b]. Certainly our analysis would then regain aspects of type rather than mode inference, which it had lost by transferring the approach to typed languages.
Part III

Non-Standard Derivations
Chapter 5

Correctness Properties of Programs

In this chapter, the need for non-standard derivations is motivated. Then several correctness properties for programs concerning the modes and types are introduced. These properties will be used throughout Part III.

5.1 Why Non-Standard Derivations?

The paradigm of logic programming is based on giving a computational interpretation to a certain fragment of first order logic. Kowalski [Kow79] advocates the separation of the logic and control aspects of a logic program and has coined the famous formula

Algorithm = Logic + Control.

The programmer should be responsible for the logic part, and hence a logic program should be a (first order logic) specification. The control should be taken care of by the logic programming system.

In reality, logic programming is far from this ideal. Without the programmer being aware of the control and writing programs accordingly, logic programs would usually be hopelessly inefficient or even non-terminating.

One aspect of control in logic programs is the selection rule. This is a rule stating which atom in a query is selected in each derivation step. The standard selection rule is the LD selection rule: in each derivation step, the leftmost atom in a query is selected for resolution. This selection rule is based on the assumption that programs are written in such a way that the data flow within a query or clause body is from left to right.

Example 5.1 Consider the program in Figure 9 and the following derivation, where the selected atom is underlined in each query:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{permute}(1,A_1) & \rightarrow \\
\text{permute}(), Z', \text{delete}(1,A_1, Z') & \rightarrow \\
\text{delete}(1,A_1,[]) & \rightarrow \square.
\end{align*}
\]

\footnote{I In examples, we use $\rightarrow$ to denote derivation steps.}
5.1. WHY NON-STANDARD DERIVATIONS?

\[
\text{permute}([],[]).
\]
\[
\text{delete}(X,[X|Z],Z).
\]
\[
\text{permute}([U|X],Y) :-
\]
\[
\text{delete}(X,[U|Y],[U|Z]) :-
\]
\[
\text{permute}(X,Z),
\]
\[
\text{delete}(U,Y,Z).
\]

Figure 9: The \text{permute} program

\[
\text{append}([],Y,Y).
\]
\[
\text{append}([X|Xs],Ys,[X|Zs]) :-
\]
\[
\text{append}(Xs,Ys,Zs).
\]

Figure 10: The \text{append} program

In the second line, \(Z'\) is an output argument of \text{permute}([], \(Z'\)). The process of resolving this atom instantiates \(Z'\) to \(\[]\), which is used by the atom \text{delete}(1,As,\(Z'\)) as input. Hence the data flow is from left to right.

Observe that the notion of data flow is based on the idea that some argument positions serve as input positions and others as output positions. In the above example, the first argument of \text{permute} is input and the second is output.

The LD selection rule ensures for this example that atoms are only selected when they have a certain degree of instantiation. The following example shows that this is crucial in order to ensure essential properties, in particular termination.

\textbf{Example 5.2} Consider the usual \text{append} program given in Figure 10 and the following derivation where the rightmost atom is always selected:

\[
\text{append}(\[1\],\[\],As), \quad \text{append}(As,\[\],Bs) \leadsto
\]
\[
\text{append}(\[1\],\[\],X'|[As']), \quad \text{append}(As',\[\],Bs') \leadsto
\]
\[
\text{append}(\[1\],\[\],X'|X''|[As''])), \quad \text{append}(As'',\[\],Bs'') \leadsto \ldots
\]

The derivation is infinite although there are only finitely many answers to the query. For this example, the natural data flow would be from left to right. In fact, all derivations terminate if the LD selection rule is assumed.

The LD selection rule is so established in logic programming that we have to justify why we consider other selection rules. There are at least four purposes for which other selection rules are useful: using predicates in multiple modes, parallel execution \cite{AL95}, the test-and-generate paradigm \cite{Na92}, and some programs using accumulators \cite{EG99}. For motivation, we give an example of the first purpose.

\textbf{Example 5.3} Consider again the \text{permute} program (Figure 9). In the following derivation, the rightmost atom is selected in each step. The data flow is from right to left.
\begin{align*}
\text{permute}(\text{As}, [1]) & \rightarrow \\
\text{permute}(X', Z'), \text{delete}(U', [1], Z') & \rightarrow \\
\text{permute}(X', []) & \rightarrow \square.
\end{align*}

In this example, the second argument of \text{permute} is input and the first is output. \hfill \triangleleft

To allow for \text{permute} to be used in both modes, we need a selection rule which is more flexible than just stating that the leftmost or rightmost atom should be selected in each step. Several logic programming languages provide \textit{delay declarations} for this purpose [HL94, SIC98, SHC96]. Using delay declarations, the user can specify a degree to which an atom must be instantiated in order to be selected.

Note that while delay declarations give the programmer some control, they do not specify precisely which atom is selected in each step, since there could be more than one atom which is sufficiently instantiated to be selected.

In the literature, the need for sufficient instantiation of the selected atom and hence the purpose of delay declarations is usually explained as “ensuring termination” and “preventing runtime errors related to built-in predicates” [AL95, Lüt93, MT95, MK97, Na92]. Taking a more abstract viewpoint, one can characterise the minimal and most important purpose of delay declarations as follows:

Delay declarations should ensure that in each derivation step, the input arguments of the selected atom cannot become instantiated.

In other words, an atom in a query can only be selected when it is sufficiently instantiated so that the most general unifier (MGU) with the clause head does not bind the input arguments of the atom. We call derivations which meet this requirement \textit{input-consuming}.

Input-consuming derivations reflect the natural meaning of “input”. The concept is useful because it abstracts from the technical details of particular delay constructs. Wherever possible we formulate results in terms of input-consuming derivations rather than in terms of delay declarations.

Note that for the query in Example 5.2, all derivations are input-consuming if the LD selection rule is assumed. In this and the following chapter, we do not worry about how input-consuming derivations can be achieved in existing implementations. In Chapter 7, we show how input-consuming derivations can be achieved using delay declarations.

This chapter is organised as follows. The next section defines some notation and terminology. Section 5.3 introduces a formalism consisting of a permutation for each clause in a program, which indicates the direction of data flow in this clause. Section 5.4 introduces permutation nicely moded programs. Section 5.5 introduces permutation well moded programs. Section 5.6 introduces permutation well typed programs. Section 5.7 defines a property called \textit{type consistency}. 

5.2 Notation and Terminology

We use standard notations of logic programming [Apt97, Llo87]. Our special notations related to modes and types follow Etalle et al. [EBC99] and Apt and Luitjes [AL95]. For the examples we use Prolog syntax. We recall some important notions.

The set of variables in a syntactic object \( o \) is denoted as \( \text{vars}(o) \). A syntactic object is \textit{linear} if every variable occurs in it at most once. A substitution is \textit{idempotent} if \( \sigma^2 = \sigma \). Throughout Part III, we only consider idempotent substitutions. The \textbf{domain} of a substitution \( \sigma \) is \( \text{dom}(\sigma) = \{ x \mid \sigma x \neq x \} \). The \textbf{range} of a substitution \( \sigma \) is \( \text{ran}(\sigma) = \{ x \sigma \mid x \in \text{dom}(\sigma) \} \).

We say that a term \( u \) occurs \textit{directly} in a vector of terms \( t \), or equivalently, \( u \) fills a \textit{position in} \( t \), if \( u \) is one of the terms of \( t \). (For example, \( a \) occurs directly in \((a, b)\) but not in \((f(a), b)\).) A \textbf{flat} term is a variable or a term \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \), where \( n \geq 0 \) and the \( x_i \) are distinct variables.

For a predicate \( p/n \), a \textbf{mode} is an atom \( p(m_1, \ldots, m_n) \), where \( m_i \in \{ I, O \} \) for \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \). Positions with \( I \) are called \textit{input positions}, and positions with \( O \) are called \textit{output positions} of \( p \). To simplify the notation, an atom written as \( p(s, t) \) means \( s \) is the vector of terms filling the input positions, and \( t \) is the vector of terms filling the output positions. An atom \( p(s, t) \) is \textbf{input-linear} if \( s \) is linear. A \textbf{mode of a program} is a set of modes, one mode for each of its predicates.\(^2\) A program can have several modes, so whenever we refer to the input and output positions, this is always with respect to one particular mode which is clear from the context.

A \textbf{type} is a set of terms closed under instantiation. A \textbf{non-variable type} is a type that does not contain variables. The \textbf{variable type} is the type that contains variables and hence, as it is instantiation closed, all terms. A \textbf{ground type} is a type that contains only ground terms. A \textbf{constant type} is a ground type that contains only (possibly infinitely many) constants. In the examples, we use the following types: \textit{any} is the variable type, \textit{all ground} the type containing all ground terms, \textit{list} the non-variable type of (nil-terminated) lists, \textit{int} the constant type of integers, \( \text{id} \) the ground type of integer lists, \textit{num} the constant type of numbers, \textit{nl} the ground type of number lists, and finally, \textit{tree} is the non-variable type defined by the context-free grammar \[ \text{tree} \to \text{1leaf}; \text{tree} \to \text{node}(\text{tree}, \text{any}, \text{tree}) \]. These types are also shown in Table 3.

We write \( t : T \) for “\( t \) is in type \( T \)”. We use \( S, T \) to denote vectors of types, and write \( \models s : S \Rightarrow t : T \) if for all substitutions \( \sigma \), \( s \sigma : S \) implies \( t \sigma : T \). It is assumed that each argument position of each predicate \( p/n \) has a type associated with it. These types are indicated by writing the atom \( p(T_1, \ldots, T_n) \) where \( T_1, \ldots, T_n \) are types. The \textbf{type of a program} \( P \) is a set of such atoms, one for each predicate defined in \( P \). An atom (query) is \textbf{correctly typed} if each argument position is filled with a term of the type of that position. A term \( t \) is \textbf{type-consistent} \[ \text{DM98} \] \textbf{with respect to} \( T \) if there is a substitution \( \theta \) such that \( t \theta : T \). A term \( t \) occurring in an atom in some position is \textbf{type-consistent} if it is type-consistent with respect to the type of that position.

A \textbf{query} is a finite sequence of atoms. Atoms are denoted by \( a, b, h, \) queries by \( B, F, H, Q, R \). We write \( a \in B \) if \( a \) is an atom in \( B \). Sometimes we say “atom”.

\(^2\)We discuss a more general notion of mode in Section 10.3.
Table 3: Some common types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>any</td>
<td>variable type</td>
<td>variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all_ground</td>
<td>all ground terms</td>
<td>ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>list</td>
<td>(null-terminated) lists</td>
<td>non-variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>integers</td>
<td>ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>il</td>
<td>integer lists</td>
<td>ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>num</td>
<td>numbers</td>
<td>ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nl</td>
<td>number lists</td>
<td>ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>{tree \rightarrow leaf; tree \rightarrow node(tree, any, tree)}</td>
<td>non-variable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

instead of “query consisting of an atom”. If \(a_1, \ldots, a_n\) is a query, then \(a_{i_1}, \ldots, a_{i_m}\), where \(1 \leq i_1 < \ldots < i_m \leq n\), is a subquery of \(a_1, \ldots, a_n\).

A derivation step for a program \(P\) is a pair \(\langle Q, \theta \rangle; \langle R, \theta \sigma \rangle\), where \(Q = Q_1, p(s, t), Q_2\) and \(R = Q_1, B, Q_2\) are queries; \(\theta\) is a substitution; \(p(v, u) \leftarrow B\) a renamed variant of a clause in \(P\); and \(\sigma\) the MGU\(^3\) of \(p(s, t)\theta\) and \(p(v, u)\). We call \(p(s, t)\theta\) (or \(p(s, t)\))\(^4\) the selected atom and \(R\theta\sigma\) the resolvent of \(Q\theta\) and \(h \leftarrow B\). We call \(R\theta\sigma\) an LD-resolvent if \(Q_1\) is empty. A derivation step is input-consuming if \(\text{dom}(\sigma) \cap \text{vars}(s\theta) = \emptyset\).

A derivation \(\xi\) for a program \(P\) is a sequence \(\langle Q_0, \theta_0 \rangle; \langle Q_1, \theta_1 \rangle; \ldots\) where each pair \(\langle Q_i, \theta_i \rangle; \langle Q_{i+1}, \theta_{i+1} \rangle\) in \(\xi\) is a derivation step.\(^5\) Alternatively, we also say that \(\xi\) is a derivation of \(P \cup \{Q_0\theta_0\}\). We sometimes denote a derivation as \(Q_0\theta_0; Q_1\theta_1; \ldots\). An LD-derivation is a derivation where the selected atom is always the leftmost atom in a query. An input-consuming derivation is a derivation consisting of input-consuming derivation steps.

A selection rule \(\mathcal{R}\) is a set of derivations closed under prefixes, that is, if \(\xi \in \mathcal{R}\), then for any prefix \(\xi'\) of \(\xi\), we have \(\xi' \in \mathcal{R}\). If \(\xi \in \mathcal{R}\), we say that \(\xi\) is an \(\mathcal{R}\)-derivation.\(^6\)

If \((F, a, H); (F, B, H)\theta\) is a step in a derivation, then each atom in \(B\theta\) (or \(B\))\(^4\) is a direct descendant of \(a\), and for all \(b \in F, H\), we say \(b\theta\) (or \(b\))\(^4\) is a direct descendant of \(b\). We say \(b\) is a descendant of \(a\) if \((b, a)\) is in the reflexive, transitive closure of the relation is a direct descendant. The descendants of a set of atoms are defined in the obvious way. Consider a derivation \(Q_0; \ldots; Q_i; \ldots; Q_j; Q_{j+1}; \ldots\). We call \(Q_j; Q_{j+1}\) an \(a\)-step if \(a \in Q_i\) and the selected atom in \(Q_j; Q_{j+1}\) is a descendant of \(a\).

---

\(^3\)The MGU is not unique. It is however unique up to renaming [Llo87], which is why we simply speak of the MGU. We assume that whenever possible, an MGU is chosen which does not bind \(s\).

\(^4\)Whether or not the substitution has been applied is always clear from the context.

\(^5\)This definition follows Lloyd [Llo87]. Apt requires that the sequence is maximal [Apt97].

\(^6\)This definition is more general than the definitions by Lloyd [Llo87] and Apt [Apt97]. See also Subsection 11.1.13.
53. Modes and Permutations

Apt and Luitjes [AL95] consider four correctness properties for programs: *nicely moded*, *well moded*, *well typed*, and *simply moded*. Nicely-modedness is used to show that the occur-check can be safely omitted. Well-modedness and well-typedness are used to show that derivations do not flounder. Finally, simply-modedness is a special case of nicely-modedness and is used to show that a program is free from errors related to built-ins. Other authors have also used these or similar correctness properties, for example to show that programs are unification free [AE93], successful [BC99], and terminating [EBC99]. In Example 1.5, we have given a flavour of these correctness properties.

In this part of the thesis, we make extensive use of these correctness properties and also define two new ones. In Section 7.5, we will give an overview summarising the relationships between them.

In order to be useful for verification of programs assuming non-standard derivations, these properties must be generalised. We now discuss the basis of this generalisation.

53.1 The Order of the Atoms in a Query

In a query (clause body) one can consider three different orderings among the atoms.

First, there is the *textual order*. This does not need any explanation.

Secondly, there is the *producer-consumer relation* [KKS91] between atoms. A pair of atoms \((a, b)\) is in the producer-consumer relation if \(a\) has a variable in an output position which \(b\) has in an input position. The correctness properties we define will ensure that the transitive closure of this relation is anti-symmetric. We shall refer to any order \(<\) such that \((a, b)\) is in the producer-consumer relation only if \(a < b\) as *producer-consumer* order. Note that we neglect the fact that this order is not necessarily unique, since any producer-consumer order will do for our purposes.

Thirdly, there is the *execution order*, which depends on the selection rule.

In the case of LD-derivations, all of these orders are usually identical. The definitions of the above correctness properties as they are used in most works [AE93, BC99, EBC99] are based on this assumption. Otherwise, these orders may differ.

Example 5.4 Consider \(\text{append}(I,I,O)\) (Figure 10 on page 57) and the following derivation, where we annotate the atoms with superscripts so that we can refer to them:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{append}(\text{As}, [], \text{Bs})^{1,1}, & \quad \text{append}(\text{[1]}, [], \text{As})^{2,1} \leadsto \\
\text{append}([1], \text{As'}, [], \text{Bs})^{1,1}, & \quad \text{append}(\text{[1]}, [], \text{As'})^{2,2} \leadsto \\
\text{append}(\text{As'}, [], \text{Bs'})^{1,2}, & \quad \text{append}([1], [], \text{As'})^{2,2} \leadsto \\
\text{append}([1], [], \text{Bs'})^{1,2} & \leadsto \square.
\end{align*}
\]

In each query, the producer-consumer order is the converse of the textual order. Concerning the execution order, note that atom 2.1 is selected for resolution before atom 1.1, but then atom 1.1 is selected, even before atom 2.1 is resolved away completely, that is, before all descendants of atom 2.1 are resolved. We say that the computations for the two atoms *interleave* or *coroutine*. 

\chapter{Conclusion and Future Work}

This thesis has presented a new framework for the verification of logic programs that is based on a generalised correctness notion. The framework is general enough to accommodate a wide range of non-standard derivations and provides a solid basis for the verification of programs that do not adhere to the traditional Horn clause syntax.

The framework is built around the concept of correctness properties, which are defined in terms of the textual, producer-consumer, and execution orders of the atoms in a query. The framework is modular, allowing for the definition of new correctness properties and the analysis of existing ones.

The framework has been applied to a number of examples, including the Simplex parser, the KL-ONE system, and the Logic Programming System. In these examples, the framework has been shown to be effective in guiding the verification of programs and in identifying potential errors.

The framework is currently under development, with the aim of extending it to cover a wider range of non-standard derivations. Future work includes the development of new correctness properties and the integration of the framework with existing verification tools.

The future work also includes the development of a graphical interface for the framework, which will allow users to interact with the framework in a more intuitive way. This will make the framework more accessible to a wider audience of researchers and practitioners.

The framework is also being extended to cover a wider range of non-standard derivations, including those that are used in the verification of multi-threaded logic programs. This will allow for the verification of programs that are more complex and realistic.

In conclusion, the framework presented in this thesis provides a solid basis for the verification of logic programs and will be an important tool for the verification of programs in the future.
To formalise the producer-consumer order, we associate, with each query and each clause in a program, a permutation \( \pi \) of the (body) atoms, which gives the producer-consumer order. That is, if \( (a_i, a_j) \) is in the producer-consumer relation, then \( \pi(i) < \pi(j) \). This permutation depends on the mode. For different modes, the permutations are different.

This formalism has been proposed previously by Boye [Boy96]. Hoarau and Mesnard have developed a similar formalism for the purpose of reordering atoms in clause bodies automatically to ensure termination [HM99].

### 5.3.2 Are those Permutations Really Necessary?

The previous subsection raises two questions:

1. Could the textual order not be identical to the producer-consumer order?
2. Could we not pretend that the textual order is identical to the producer-consumer order, to simplify the notation?

Judging from the literature [AL95, Nai92] but also from personal communication we believe that it is not widely recognised that these question must be distinguished.

To answer the first question, compare the derivations for \texttt{permute} in Examples 5.1 and 5.3. Here we have a single program which can be used in two distinct modes. Depending on the mode, the producer-consumer order in each query (clause body) is different, whereas the textual order is always the same. Therefore, it is impossible that the textual order is always identical to the producer-consumer order. It has been proposed to solve this problem by generating a specialised version of a program for each mode, such that for each version, the textual order is always identical to the producer-consumer order [SHC96]. However, doing so implies a strict loss of generality, in the sense that we are not considering one single program running in several modes.

Although other authors [AL95, Nai92], in the context of delay declarations, have not explicitly assumed multiple modes, they mainly give examples where delay declarations are clearly used for that purpose (see page 133). Whether allowing multiple modes is a good approach or whether it is better to generate multiple versions of each predicate is an ongoing discussion [Hil98].

Even without assuming multiple modes, the textual order cannot always be identical to the producer-consumer order. For example, programs that use the test-and-generate paradigm rely on the atom which tests (“consumes”) occurring to the left of the atom which generates (“produces”). We will see such a program in Figure 22 on page 106.

So the answer to the first question is: no, the textual order cannot always be identical to the producer-consumer order.

The answer to the second question is less clearcut. It depends on what kind of selection rule we consider.

Some authors have studied derivations where the textual order is irrelevant for the selection of an atom and hence for the execution order [AL95, Lit93, MT95]. Therefore, one may assume for the sake of notational convenience that in fact the textual order is identical to the producer-consumer order. Although not explicitly stated, the definitions of the above correctness properties as they are used by Apt and Luitjes [AL95] are based
on this assumption. More precisely, any result stated there can be generalised trivially
to programs where the atoms in the clause bodies are permuted in an arbitrary way.

The same holds for many of the results presented in this thesis, and we will therefore
also sometimes adopt this simplifying assumption, in particular in Chapter 6. Also in
this chapter, we consider results for which the textual order of atoms is irrelevant.
Nevertheless, we maintain the permutations to make the results easily applicable in
other parts of the thesis.

Whenever we consider derivations where the textual order of atoms is irrelevant, we
do not have to treat multiple modes explicitly. We can pretend that there is a renamed
version of each predicate for each mode, such that in all clauses, the textual order is
identical to the producer-consumer order. This is not a loss of generality, but merely
a notational convenience. In the actual code, there is still only one version of each
predicate.

Of course, when we consider input-consuming derivations, the selection rule must
“know” what mode is assumed in a particular execution of the program, since otherwise
it would not be defined what an input-consuming derivation is. This can be realised
with delay declarations, as we will see in Chapter 7.

In Chapter 8, we will study left-based derivations, for which the textual order is
relevant for the execution order. For left-based derivations, the textual order has to be
taken into account as it is. It is not correct to make a simplifying assumption about it.

5.3.3 Uniqueness of Derived Permutations

As explained in Subsection 5.3.1, we associate, with each query and each clause in
a program, a permutation of the (body) atoms, which gives the producer-consumer
order. We will later define correctness properties which are parametrised by these
permutations. However, some statements only depend on the permutations themselves
and not on the correctness property considered. To avoid repeating virtually identical
statements, we formulate these statements here in a general way.

In this subsection, we assume a program $P$ where a permutation is associated with
each clause, and an initial query $Q$ that also has a permutation associated with it. We
call $Q$ or a clause in $P$ $\pi$-ordered if the permutation associated with it is $\pi$. Later,
$\pi$-ordered will be replaced with $\pi$-nicely mode, $\pi$-well typed etc. The $\pi$ is omitted
whenever $\pi$ is the identity.

Let $\pi$ be a permutation on $\{1, \ldots, n\}$. For notational convenience we extend the
domain of $\pi$ by defining $\pi(i) = i$ whenever $i \notin \{1, \ldots, n\}$. In examples, $\pi$ is written as
$(\pi(1), \ldots, \pi(n))$. Also, we write $\pi(o_1, \ldots, o_n)$ for the sequence obtained by applying $\pi$
to the sequence $o_1, \ldots, o_n$, that is $o_{\pi^{-1}(1)}, \ldots, o_{\pi^{-1}(n)}$. For example, if $Q = a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4$
is a query and $\pi = (4, 3, 1, 2)$, then $\pi(Q) = a_3, a_4, a_2, a_1$. Note that if $n \leq 1$, then a
permutation on $\{1, \ldots, n\}$ is necessarily the identity.

We now define the permutation associated with any query occurring in a derivation
of $P \cup \{Q\}$. This is defined inductively. Given a $\pi$-ordered query and a $\rho$-ordered clause,
the permutation associated with the resolvent is derived from $\pi$ and $\rho$ in a natural way.

**Definition 5.1** [derived permutation] Let $Q' = a_1, \ldots, a_n$ be a $\pi$-ordered query and
$C = h \leftarrow b_1, \ldots, b_m$ be a $\rho$-ordered clause. Suppose for some $k \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, $h$ and
$a_k$ are unifiable. Then we say that the resolvent of $Q'$ and $C$ with selected atom $a_k$ is $\varrho$-ordered, where $\varrho$ is a permutation on $\{1, \ldots, n + m - 1\}$ defined by

$$
\varrho(i) = \begin{cases} 
\pi(i) & \text{if } i < k, \ \pi(i) < \pi(k) \\
\pi(i) + m - 1 & \text{if } i < k, \ \pi(i) > \pi(k) \\
\pi(k) + \rho(i - k + 1) - 1 & \text{if } k \leq i < k + m \\
\pi(i - m + 1) & \text{if } k + m \leq i < n + m, \ \pi(i - m + 1) < \pi(k) \\
\pi(i - m + 1) + m - 1 & \text{if } k + m \leq i < n + m, \ \pi(i - m + 1) > \pi(k).
\end{cases}
$$

We call $\varrho$ the derived permutation and write $\text{Der}(\pi, \rho, k) = \varrho$.

Figure 11 illustrates the derived permutation when $n = 4$, $\pi = \langle 4, 3, 1, 2 \rangle$, $m = 2$, $\rho = \langle 2, 1 \rangle$, and $k = 2$. By Definition 5.1, we have $\text{Der}(\pi, \rho, k) = \langle 5, 4, 3, 1, 2 \rangle$, since

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{Der}(\pi, \rho, k)(1) &= \pi(1) + 2 - 1 = 5 \quad \text{(2nd line)} \\
\text{Der}(\pi, \rho, k)(2) &= \pi(2) + \rho(2 - 2 + 1) - 1 = 4 \quad \text{(3rd line)} \\
\text{Der}(\pi, \rho, k)(3) &= \pi(2) + \rho(3 - 2 + 1) - 1 = 3 \quad \text{(3rd line)} \\
\text{Der}(\pi, \rho, k)(4) &= \pi(4 - 2 + 1) = 1 \quad \text{(4th line)} \\
\text{Der}(\pi, \rho, k)(5) &= \pi(5 - 2 + 1) = 2 \quad \text{(4th line)}.
\end{align*}
$$

Observe also that in the trivial case that $\pi$ and $\rho$ are the identity, $\text{Der}(\pi, \rho, k)$ is also the identity, for all $k \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$.

Throughout Part III, we will frequently consider a derivation $Q_1; \ldots; Q_n$ such that $Q_i$ is $\pi_i$-ordered and $Q_n$ is $\pi_n$-ordered, where “ordered” is replaced with “nicely moded”, “well typed”, etc. Whenever we do this, we imply that $\pi_n$ is uniquely determined. More precisely, we imply that there are indices $k_1, \ldots, k_n$ and permutations $\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_n$ and $\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_{n-1}$ such that for each $i \in \{1, \ldots, n - 1\}$

- $Q_i$ is $\pi_i$-ordered,
- the $k_i^{th}$ atom in $Q_i$ is selected in the step $Q_i; Q_{i+1}$,
- the clause used in the step $Q_i; Q_{i+1}$ is $\rho_i$-ordered,
- $\pi_{i+1} = \text{Der}(\pi_i, \rho_i, k_i)$.

This is important to stress because the uniqueness of the permutation $\pi_n$ will not necessarily follow from the definitions of the correctness properties. However, as stated in Subsection 5.3.1, it is no loss of generality to assume that the producer-consumer order is unique.
At each step of a derivation, the relative order of atoms given by the derived permutation is preserved. The following lemma formalises this.

**Lemma 5.1** Let $Q, \ldots; R$ be a derivation for $P$, where $Q = a_1, \ldots, a_n$ is $\pi$-ordered and $R = b_1, \ldots, b_m$ is $\rho$-ordered.

a. Let $i, j \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$ such that $\pi(i) < \pi(j)$. Then for all $k, l \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$ such that $b_k$ is a descendant of $a_i$ and $b_l$ is a descendant of $a_j$, we have $\rho(k) < \rho(l)$.

b. Let $k, l \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$ such that $\rho(k) < \rho(l)$, and let $i, j \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$ such that $b_k$ is a descendant of $a_i$ and $b_l$ is a descendant of $a_j$ (note that $i$ and $j$ exist and are unique). Then $\pi(i) \leq \pi(j)$.

**Proof.** Inspection of the derived permutation in Definition 5.1 shows that the result holds for derivations of length 1. The general result follows by a straightforward induction on the length. \[\square\]

In the trivial case that all permutations are the identity, the above lemma merely states that resolution preserves the textual order of atoms in a query.

### 5.4 Permutation Nicely Moded Programs

Apt and Luitjes define *nicely moded* queries [AL95]. In a nicely moded query, a variable occurring in an input position does not occur later in an output position, and each variable in an output position occurs only once. We generalise this to *permutation nicely moded*.

**Definition 5.2** [permutation nicely moded] Let $Q = p_1(s_1, t_1), \ldots, p_n(s_n, t_n)$ be a query and $\pi$ a permutation on $\{1, \ldots, n\}$. Then $Q$ is $\pi$-nicely moded if $t_1, \ldots, t_n$ is a linear vector of terms and for all $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$

$$\text{vars}(s_i) \cap \bigcup_{\pi(i) \leq \pi(j) \leq n} \text{vars}(t_j) = \emptyset.$$ 

The query $\pi(Q)$ is a *nicely moded query corresponding to $Q$*.

The clause $C = p(t_0, s_{n+1}) \leftarrow Q$ is $\pi$-nicely moded if $Q$ is $\pi$-nicely moded and

$$\text{vars}(t_0) \cap \bigcup_{j=1}^{n} \text{vars}(t_j) = \emptyset.$$ 

The clause $p(t_0, s_{n+1}) \leftarrow \pi(Q)$ is a *nicely moded clause corresponding to $C$*.

A query (clause) is *permutation nicely moded* if it is $\pi$-nicely moded for some $\pi$. A program $P$ is *permutation nicely moded* if all of its clauses are. A *nicely moded program corresponding to $P$* is a program obtained from $P$ by replacing each clause $C$ in $P$ with a nicely moded clause corresponding to $C$. \[\triangleq\]
Note that in the clause head, the letter \( t \) is used for input and \( s \) is used for output, whereas in the body atoms it is vice versa. This convention is used throughout because it allows for a succinct notation, in particular in Definitions 5.4, 5.5 and 7.4.

Note also that a one-atom query \( p(s, t) \) is (permutation) nicely moded if and only if \( \text{vars}(s) \cap \text{vars}(t) = \emptyset \) and \( t \) is linear.

For many results it is necessary to require that each clause head is input-linear.

**Definition 5.3** [input-linear clause/program] A clause \( C = p(t, s) \leftarrow Q \) is **input-linear** if \( t \) is input-linear. A program is **input-linear** if all of its clauses are input-linear and it contains no uses of \( \equiv(I, I) \).

Note that in the above definition, uses of the built-in equality predicate are taken into account. Conceptually, the equality predicate is defined as \( \bar{x} = \bar{x} \). Therefore, an input-linear program must not use the equality predicate in mode \( \equiv(I, I) \), since the clause \( \bar{x} = \bar{x} \) is not input-linear for this mode. This is discussed further in Section 10.2.

**Example 5.5** Consider the \texttt{permute} program (Figure 9 on page 57). For the mode \( \{\text{permute}(I, O), \text{delete}(I, O, I)\} \), this program is nicely moded and input-linear.

In mode \( \{\text{permute}(O, I), \text{delete}(O, I, O)\} \), it is permutation nicely moded and input-linear. The second clause for \texttt{permute} is \((2, 1)\)-nicely moded, and the other clauses are nicely moded.

In “test mode”, that is, \( \{\text{permute}(I, I), \text{delete}(I, I, O)\} \), it is permutation nicely moded, but not input-linear, because the first clause for \texttt{delete} is not input-linear. The second clause for \texttt{permute} is \((2, 1)\)-nicely moded, and the other clauses are nicely moded.

The problem of finding a mode for a program so that it is nicely moded has been considered by Chadha and Plaisted [CP91].

We quote the following persistence property for nicely-modedness.

**Lemma 5.2** [AL95, Lemma 11] Let \( Q \) be a nicely moded query and \( C \) be a nicely moded, input-linear clause where \( \text{vars}(Q) \cap \text{vars}(C) = \emptyset \). Then every resolvent of \( Q \) and \( C \) is nicely moded.

We generalise this result to permutation nicely-modedness.

**Lemma 5.3** Let \( Q = a_1, \ldots, a_n \) be a \( \pi \)-nicely moded query and \( C = h \leftarrow b_1, \ldots, b_m \) be a \( \rho \)-nicely moded, input-linear clause where \( \text{vars}(Q) \cap \text{vars}(C) = \emptyset \). Suppose for some \( k \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \), \( h \) and \( a_k \) are unifiable. Then the resolvent of \( Q \) and \( C \) with selected atom \( a_k \) is \( \text{Der}(\pi, \rho, k) \)-nicely moded.

**Proof.** Let \( \theta \) be the MGU of \( h \) and \( a_k \). By Definition 5.2, \( a_{\pi^{-1}(1)}, \ldots, a_{\pi^{-1}(n)} \) is nicely moded and \( h \leftarrow b_{\rho^{-1}(1)}, \ldots, b_{\rho^{-1}(m)} \) is nicely moded and input-linear. Thus by Lemma 5.2,

\[
(a_{\pi^{-1}(1)}, \ldots, a_{\pi^{-1}(\pi(k)-1)}, b_{\rho^{-1}(1)}, \ldots, b_{\rho^{-1}(m)}, a_{\pi^{-1}(\pi(k)+1)}, \ldots, a_{\pi^{-1}(n)}) \theta
\]
is nicely moded, and so \((a_1, \ldots, a_{k-1}, b_1, \ldots, b_m, a_{k+1}, \ldots, a_n)\theta\) is \(Der(\pi, \rho, k)\)-nicely moded.

The requirement that the clause must be input-linear can be dropped if the derivation step is input-consuming. It is assumed that the selected atom is sufficiently instantiated, so that a multiple occurrence of the same variable in the input arguments of the clause head cannot cause any bindings to the query.

**Lemma 5.4** Let \(Q = a_1, \ldots, a_n\) be a \(\pi\)-nicely moded query and \(C = p(\mathbf{v}, \mathbf{u}) \leftarrow b_1, \ldots, b_m\) be a \(\rho\)-nicely moded clause where \(\text{vars}(Q) \cap \text{vars}(C) = \emptyset\). Suppose for some \(k \in \{1, \ldots, n\}\), \(p(\mathbf{v}, \mathbf{u})\) and \(a_k = p(\mathbf{s}, \mathbf{t})\) are unifiable with \(\text{MGU} \ \theta\), and \(\text{dom}(\theta) \cap \text{vars}(s) = \emptyset\). Then the resolvent of \(Q\) and \(C\) with selected atom \(a_k\) is \(Der(\pi, \rho, k)\)-nicely moded.

**Proof.** Let \(C' = p(\mathbf{v'}, \mathbf{u}) \leftarrow b_1, \ldots, b_m\) be an input-linear clause such that

1. \(\text{vars}(\mathbf{v}) \subseteq \text{vars}(\mathbf{v'})\) and \(\text{vars}(\mathbf{v'}) \cap \text{vars}(Q) = \emptyset\),

2. there exists a substitution \(\sigma\) such that \(C'\sigma = C\) and \(\text{dom}(\sigma) = \text{vars}(\mathbf{v'}) \setminus \text{vars}(\mathbf{v})\).

Intuitively, \(\mathbf{v'}\) is obtained from \(\mathbf{v}\) by renaming, for each variable occurring several times, but one occurrence apart using fresh variables.

Since \(\text{dom}(\theta) \cap \text{vars}(s) = \emptyset\), it follows that \(\theta = \theta_1 \theta_2\), where \(\theta_1\) is an MGU of \(\mathbf{v}\) and \(\mathbf{s}\), and \(\mathbf{v}\theta_1 = \mathbf{s}\), and \(\theta_2\) is an MGU of \(\mathbf{u}\theta_1\) and \(\mathbf{t}\theta_1\).

By (2) and since \(\mathbf{v}\theta_1 = \mathbf{s}\), we have \(\mathbf{v'}\sigma\theta_1 = \mathbf{s}\). Moreover by (1), (2) and since \(\text{dom}(\theta_1) \subseteq \text{vars}(\mathbf{v})\), we have \(\text{dom}(\sigma\theta_1) \subseteq \text{vars}(\mathbf{v'})\), and hence \(\sigma\theta_1\) is an MGU of \(\mathbf{v'}\) and \(\mathbf{s}\).

By (2), \(\mathbf{u}\sigma = \mathbf{u}\) and \(\mathbf{t}\sigma = \mathbf{t}\). Therefore \(\theta_2\) is an MGU of \(\mathbf{u}\sigma\theta_1\) and \(\mathbf{t}\sigma\theta_1\).

So we have that \(\sigma\theta_1\) is an MGU of \(\mathbf{v'}\) and \(\mathbf{s}\), and \(\theta_2\) is an MGU of \(\mathbf{u}\sigma\theta_1\) and \(\mathbf{t}\sigma\theta_1\).

Therefore \(\sigma\theta_1\theta_2 = \sigma\theta\) is an MGU of \(p(\mathbf{v'}, \mathbf{u})\) and \(p(\mathbf{s}, \mathbf{t})\) [Apt97, Lemma 2.24]. Hence by Lemma 5.3 and since \(C'\) is input-linear, \((a_1, \ldots, a_{k-1}, b_1, \ldots, b_m, a_{k+1}, \ldots, a_n)\theta\) is a \(Der(\pi, \rho, k)\)-nicely moded resolvent of \(C'\) and \(Q\). However, by (1) and (2),

\[(a_1, \ldots, a_{k-1}, b_1, \ldots, b_m, a_{k+1}, \ldots, a_n)\theta = (a_1, \ldots, a_{k-1}, b_1, \ldots, b_m, a_{k+1}, \ldots, a_n)\sigma\theta,\]

and so \((a_1, \ldots, a_{k-1}, b_1, \ldots, b_m, a_{k+1}, \ldots, a_n)\theta\) is \(Der(\pi, \rho, k)\)-nicely moded.

For a permutation nicely moded program and query, it is guaranteed that every input-consuming derivation step only instantiates other atoms in the query that occur “later” than the selected atom, according to the producer-consumer order.

**Lemma 5.5** Make the same assumptions as in Lemma 5.4. Then for all \(i\) with \(\pi(i) < \pi(k)\), \(\text{dom}(\theta) \cap \text{vars}(a_i) = \emptyset\).

**Proof.** Let \(a_k = p(\mathbf{s}, \mathbf{t})\). Since the derivation step is input-consuming, \(\text{dom}(\theta) \cap \text{vars}(Q) \subseteq \text{vars}(\mathbf{t})\). Thus since \(Q\) is \(\pi\)-nicely moded, \(\text{dom}(\theta) \cap \text{vars}(a_i) = \emptyset\) for all \(i\) with \(\pi(i) < \pi(k)\).
The above lemma will be used in Chapter 6, where the permutation \( \pi \) is always the identity. For better readability, we restate the lemma for this case.

**Lemma 5.6** Let \( Q = Q_1, a, Q_2 \) be a nicely moded query and \( C = h \leftarrow B \) a nicely moded clause where \( \text{vars}(Q) \cap \text{vars}(C) = \emptyset \). Let \( \langle Q, \emptyset \rangle, \langle Q_1, B, Q_2, \emptyset \rangle \) be an input-consumming derivation step using \( C \). Then \( \text{dom}(\emptyset) \cap \text{vars}(Q_1) = \emptyset \).

### 5.5 Permutation Well Moded Programs

Well-modedness has been introduced by Dembinski and Małuszyński [DM85] and widely used for verification since [AL95, AP94b, EBC99]. When we assume LD-derivations, well-modedness ensures that the input arguments of an atom are ground when the atom is selected. In the programming language Mercury it is even mandatory that programs are well moded\(^8\), which is one of the reasons for its remarkable performance [SHC96].

**Definition 5.4** [permutation well moded] Let \( Q = p_1(s_1, t_1), \ldots, p_n(s_n, t_n) \) be a query and \( \pi \) a permutation on \( \{1, \ldots, n\} \). Then \( Q \) is \( \pi \)-well moded if for all \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \) and \( L = 1 \)

\[
\text{vars}(s_i) \subseteq \bigcup_{L \leq \pi(j) < \pi(i)} \text{vars}(t_j) \tag{1}
\]

The clause \( p(t_0, s_{n+1}) \leftarrow Q \) is \( \pi \)-well moded if \((1)\) holds for all \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n + 1\} \) and \( L = 0 \).

A permutation well moded query (clause, program) and a well moded query (clause, program) corresponding to a query (clause, program) are defined in analogy to Definition 5.2.

\[\triangleleft\]

Note that a one-atom query \( p(s, t) \) is (permutation) well moded if and only if \( s \) is ground.

**Example 5.6** Consider the **permute** program (Figure 9 on page 57) It is well moded for mode \( \{\text{permute}(I, O), \text{delete}(I, O, I)\} \), and permutation well moded for mode \( \{\text{permute}(O, I), \text{delete}(O, I, O)\} \), with the same permutations as Example 5.5.

\[\triangleleft\]

We quote a persistence result for well-modedness which has been shown previously for LD-resolvents [AP94b] and arbitrary resolvents [AL95].

**Lemma 5.7** [AL95, Lemma 16] Let \( Q \) be a well moded query and \( C \) be a well moded clause where \( \text{vars}(Q) \cap \text{vars}(C) = \emptyset \). Then every resolvent of \( Q \) and \( C \) is well moded.

We generalise this result to permutation well-modedness:

**Lemma 5.8** Let \( Q = a_1, \ldots, a_n \) be a \( \pi \)-well moded query and \( C = h \leftarrow b_1, \ldots, b_m \) be a \( \rho \)-well moded clause where \( \text{vars}(Q) \cap \text{vars}(C) = \emptyset \). Suppose for some \( k \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \), \( h \) and \( a_k \) are unifiable. Then the resolvent of \( Q \) and \( C \) with selected atom \( a_k \) is \( \text{Der}(\pi, \rho, k) \)-well moded.

**Proof.** Analogous to Lemma 5.3, but using Lemma 5.7 instead of Lemma 5.2. \[\square\]

\(^8\)To be precise: can be made well moded by reordering of atoms.
5.6 Permutation Well Typed Programs

The disadvantage of (permutation) well-modeledness is that it is not possible to reason about programs that operate on non-ground data structures. For example, the query \( \text{append}(\text{[A,B],[C]}, \text{Zs}) \) is not (permutation) well typed for mode \( \text{append}(\text{I}, \text{I}, \text{O}) \) since the input is not ground. Therefore well-modeledness has been generalised to well-typedness [AL95, AP94b, BLR92].

In a well typed query, the first atom is correctly typed in its input positions. Furthermore, given a well typed query \( Q, a, Q' \) and assuming LD-derivations, if \( Q \) is resolved away, then \( a \) becomes correctly typed in its input positions. We generalise this to permutation well typed. As with the modes, we assume that the types of all argument positions are given. In the examples, they will be the obvious ones.

**Definition 5.5** [permutation well typed] Let \( Q = p_1(s_1, t_1), \ldots, p_n(s_n, t_n) \) be a query, where \( p_i(s_i, t_i) \) is the type of \( p_i \) for each \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \). Let \( \pi \) be a permutation on \( \{1, \ldots, n\} \). Then \( Q \) is \( \pi \)-well typed if for all \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \) and \( L = 1 \)

\[
| (\bigwedge_{L \leq \pi(j) < \pi(i)} t_j : T_j) \Rightarrow s_i : S_i. \tag{2}
\]

The clause \( p(t_0, s_{n+1}) \leftarrow Q \), where \( p(T_0, S_{n+1}) \) is the type of \( p \), is \( \pi \)-well typed if (2) holds for all \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n+1\} \) and \( L = 0 \).

A permutation well typed query (clause, program) and a well typed query (clause, program) corresponding to a query (clause, program) are defined in analogy to Definition 5.2.

Note that a one-atom query \( p(s, t) \) is (permutation) well typed if and only if \( s \) is correctly typed.

**Example 5.7** Consider the **permute** program (Figure 9 on page 57) where the type is \{permute(list,list), delete(any, list, list)\}. It is well typed for mode \{permute(I, O), delete(I, O, I)\}, and permutation well typed for \{permute(I, O, I), delete(O, I, O)\}, with the same permutations as Example 5.5. The same holds when we assume type \{permute(nl, nl), delete(num, nl, nl)\}.

As before, we quote a persistence property for well-typedness.

**Lemma 5.9** [AL95, Lemma 23] Let \( Q \) be a well typed query and \( C \) be a well typed clause where \( \text{vars}(Q) \cap \text{vars}(C) = \emptyset \). Then every resolvent of \( Q \) and \( C \) is well typed.

We now generalise this result to permutation well-typedness.

**Lemma 5.10** Let \( Q = a_1, \ldots, a_n \) be a \( \pi \)-well typed query and \( C = h \leftarrow b_1, \ldots, b_m \) be a \( \rho \)-well typed clause where \( \text{vars}(Q) \cap \text{vars}(C) = \emptyset \). Suppose for some \( k \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \), \( h \) and \( a_k \) are unifiable. Then the resolvent of \( Q \) and \( C \) with selected atom \( a_k \) is \( \text{Der}(\pi, \rho, k) \)-well typed.

**Proof.** Analogous to Lemma 5.3, but using Lemma 5.9 instead of Lemma 5.2. \( \square \)
The following two statements are needed for the proof of Theorem 8.5. The first says that for a $\pi$-well typed query $Q$, every prefix of $\pi(Q)$ is well typed. It follows immediately from Definition 5.5.

**Proposition 5.11** Let $Q = a_1, \ldots, a_n$ be a $\pi$-well typed query. For all $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, the subquery of $Q$ containing all $a_j$ such that $\pi(j) \leq \pi(i)$ is permutation well typed.

The second statement says that if all atoms in $\pi(Q)$ before an atom $a$ are resolved away, then $a$ becomes correctly typed in its input positions.

**Lemma 5.12** Let $P$ be a permutation well typed program and $Q = a_1, \ldots, a_n$ a $\pi$-well typed query. For all $j \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, if $Q, \ldots, (F, a_j, H)\theta$ is a derivation of $P \cup \{Q\}$ and for all $i$ with $\pi(i) < \pi(j)$, $(F, a_j, H)\theta$ contains no descendants of $a_i$, then $a_j\theta$ is correctly typed in its input positions.

**Proof.** Suppose $(F, a_j, H)\theta$ consists of $m$ atoms and is $\rho$-well typed, and $a_j$ is the $i$th atom in $F, a_j, H$. We show that $\rho(l) = 1$. Thus assume, for the purpose of deriving a contradiction, that there is a $k \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$ such that $\rho(k) < \rho(l)$. Then by Lemma 5.1 (b), the $k$th atom in $(F, a_j, H)\theta$ is either a descendant of $a_j$, or a descendant of some atom $a_i$ such that $\pi(i) < \pi(j)$. The first case is impossible since $a_j$ has not yet been resolved in $(F, a_j, H)\theta$ and thus the only descendant of $a_j$ is $a_j\theta$. The second case is impossible by the assumption that for all $i$ with $\pi(i) < \pi(j)$, $(F, a_j, H)\theta$ contains no descendants of $a_i$.

Thus there is no $k \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$ such that $\rho(k) < \rho(l)$, and so $\rho(l) = 1$. Therefore it follows by Definition 5.5 that $a_j\theta$ is correctly typed in its input positions. \qed

It follows from the definitions that permutation well-typedness is a generalisation of permutation well-modedness. In the following proposition, recall that all $\mathbf{ground}$ is the type containing all ground terms.

**Proposition 5.13** Every permutation well moded program is permutation well typed, assuming all argument positions are of type all $\mathbf{ground}$.

Every permutation well typed program, where all argument positions have a ground type, is permutation well moded.

In Chapter 6, our formal results assume (permutation) well typed programs. These results are automatically applicable to all (permutation) well moded programs, since these are (permutation) well typed, assuming all argument positions are of type all $\mathbf{ground}$.

### 5.7 Type-Consistent Programs

Permutation well-typedness is closely linked to the modes of a program: the type correctness of certain output positions implies type correctness of certain input positions. This notion is quite different from the concept of well typed programs as it is used in typed logic programming languages such as Mercury [SHC96] or G"odel [HL94], and also in other contexts, as we have discussed in Section 2.2.
In typed logic programming languages, every argument position in a program has a type. The type-checking of the program allows to guarantee at compile time that no incorrectly typed term can ever occur in an argument position during a derivation for the program. This has been turned into the following slogan [Mil78, MO84]:

Well-typed programs cannot go wrong.

This is clearly a desirable property, since the occurrence of an incorrectly typed term in an argument position nearly always reveals a programming error [HL94, page 5]. The property is also desirable for verification purposes, as we will see in the next chapter. Unfortunately, our notion of permutation well typed programs does not allow for such a guarantee.

**Example 5.8** Consider `append(I, I, O)` (Figure 10 on page 57). The query

\[
\text{append([], [], foo), append(foo, [], Zs)}
\]

is well typed since trivially \( \models \text{foo} : \text{list} \Rightarrow \text{foo} : \text{list} \). That is, since the output of the first atom is wrongly typed, we can say that correctly typed output of the first implies correctly typed input for the second atom. We will consider this problem again in Subsection 9.4.1. Boye has given a similar example and has argued that such queries (or programs) are pathological [Boy96].

The question therefore is: given a permutation well typed program and a selection rule \( \mathcal{R} \), do all \( \mathcal{R} \)-derivations for a permutation well typed query consist of queries that can be instantiated so that all arguments are correctly typed? We strongly suspect that this question is undecidable. Nevertheless, we will define classes of programs for which this question can be answered positively. We now give such programs a name.

**Definition 5.6** [type-consistent] Let \( P \) be permutation well typed program and \( \mathcal{R} \) a selection rule.

A query is **type-consistent** if it is permutation well typed and has a correctly typed instance. The program \( P \) is **type-consistent** with respect to \( \mathcal{R} \) if for all type-consistent queries \( Q \), all \( \mathcal{R} \)-derivations of \( P \cup \{ Q \} \) consist of type-consistent queries.

In a slight abuse of terminology, we shall often say that a program is type-consistent with respect to LD-derivations, input-consuming derivations etc.

Obviously every query has a ground instance. This implies that for permutation well moded programs, we can immediately state the following proposition.

**Proposition 5.14** Let \( P \) be a permutation well moded program, or equivalently (by Proposition 5.13), a permutation well typed program, where the type of all positions is *all ground*. Then \( P \) is type-consistent with respect to any selection rule.
Chapter 6

Termination of Input-Consuming Derivations

In this chapter, we identify a class of programs for which all input-consuming derivations terminate. To this end, we will make use of the correctness properties defined in Chapter 5.

6.1 Termination and the Selection Rule

Termination of logic programs has been widely studied for LD-derivations [Apt97, AP90, DD94, DVB92, DD93, DD98, EBC99, LS97]. All of these works are based on the following idea: at the time when an atom $a$ in a query is selected, it is possible to pin down the size of $a$. The technical meaning of “pinning down the size” differs among different methods (see Subsection 11.1.1). What is important here is that this size cannot change via further instantiation. It is then shown that for the atoms introduced in this derivation step, it is again possible to pin down their size when eventually they are selected, and that these atoms are smaller than $a$.

This idea has also been applied to arbitrary derivations [Bez93]. Programs which terminate for arbitrary derivations are called strongly terminating. Since no restriction is imposed as to when an atom can be selected, it is required that for each query in a derivation, the size of each of its atoms is always bounded. The class of strongly terminating programs is very small: it contains hardly any “real” non-trivial programs.

For most programs, to ensure termination, it is necessary to require a certain degree of instantiation of an atom before it can be selected. This can be achieved using delay declarations [AL95, Lüt93, MT95, MK97, Nai92, SHK99b, SHK98]. The problem is that, depending on what kinds of delay declarations and selection rules are used, it may not be possible to pin down the size of the selected atom, since this size may depend on the resolution of other atoms in the query that are not yet resolved. Nevertheless, the approaches by Marchiori and Teusink [MT95] and Martin and King [MK97], and to a limited extent Litttringham-Kappel [Lüt93] are based on the idea described above. Others avoid any explicit mention of “size” and instead try to reduce the problem to showing termination for LD-derivations [Nai92].

The approach taken in this chapter falls between the two extremes of making no
assumptions about the selection rule on the one hand and making very specific assumptions on the other. We identify predicates for which all input-consuming derivations are finite. Other works in this area have usually made specific assumptions about the selection rule and the delay declarations, for example local selection rules [MT95], delay declarations that test arguments for groundness or rigidness [Lütt93, MK97], or the default left-to-right selection rule of most Prolog implementations [Nai92]. In contrast, we show how previous results about LD-derivations can be generalised, the only assumption about the selection rule being that derivations are input-consuming.

We exploit the fact that under certain conditions, it is enough to rely on a relative decrease in the size of the selected atom, even though this size cannot be pinned down.

**Example 6.1** Consider append($I, I, O$) (Figure 10 on page 57) and the following input-consuming derivation. Note that the derivation is the same as in Example 5.4 except for the textual order of the atoms.

$$
\text{append}([1],[],\text{As}), \quad \text{append}((\text{As}, [],\text{Bs}) \sim \\
\text{append}([],[],\text{As'}), \quad \text{append}([1]\text{As'}, [],\text{Bs}) \sim \\
\text{append}([],[],\text{As'}), \quad \text{append}((\text{As'}, [],\text{Bs'}) \sim \\
\text{append}([],[],\text{Bs'}) \sim \Box.
$$

When \(\text{append}([1]\text{As'}, [],\text{Bs})\) is selected, it is not possible to pin down its size in any meaningful way. In fact, nothing can be said about the length of the (input-consuming) derivation associated with \(\text{append}([1]\text{As'}, [],\text{Bs})\) without knowing about other atoms that might instantiate \(\text{As'}\). However, the derivation could be infinite only if the derivation associated with \(\text{append}([], [],\text{As'})\) was infinite. Our method is based on such a dependency between the atoms of a query.

The class of programs for which all input-consuming derivations are finite is obviously larger than the class of strongly terminating programs. Nevertheless, the class is still quite limited. We now give an example of a program which is not in the class.

**Example 6.2** For the \texttt{permute} program (Figure 9 on page 57) in mode \{\texttt{permute}(O, I), delete(O, I, O)\}, we have the following infinite input-consuming derivation:

$$
\text{permute}(W, [1]) \sim \\
\text{permute}(X', Z'), \text{delete}(U', [1], Z') \sim \\
\text{permute}(X', [1]Z'), \text{delete}(U', [], Z'') \sim \\
\text{permute}(X'', Z'''), \text{delete}(U'', [1]Z'', Z'''), \text{delete}(U', [], Z'') \sim \\
\text{permute}(X'', [1]Z'''), \text{delete}(U'', Z'', Z'''), \text{delete}(U', [], Z'') \sim \ldots
$$

To ensure termination even for programs like the one above, most authors have made stronger assumptions about the selection rule, thereby neglecting the important class for which assuming input-consuming derivations is sufficient. We will show in Chapter 8 that if we can identify predicates in this class, then this information can be embedded into a more comprehensive method for showing termination. We have attempted to formulate our results as generally as possible to make them widely applicable.
In this chapter, we consider derivations where the textual position of an atom within a query is irrelevant for its selection. As we have explained on page 63, we can therefore assume without loss of generality that the textual order of atoms within a query is identical to the producer-consumer order. That is, whenever we use one of the correctness properties introduced in Chapter 5, we can assume that the permutation is the identity and that each predicate has a fixed mode. This simplifies the notation.

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 explains why the order of clauses in a program is irrelevant for the termination problem we consider. Section 6.3 shows that for well typed and nicely moded programs, it is sufficient to prove termination for one-atom queries. Section 6.4 then shows how one-atom queries can be proven to terminate. In Section 6.5 we sketch how the method presented here could be applied. Section 6.6 discusses the results and some related work.

6.2 Existential vs. Universal Termination

Apart from the selection of an atom in each derivation step, there is also another aspect of control in logic programs: the choice of the clause used to resolve the atom. Different choices result in different derivations, some of which could be infinite. In most logic programming systems, the clauses are tried in order of textual occurrence. It is possible for a system first to compute one finite derivation but then on backtracking compute an infinite one, and hence not terminate. This situation is referred to as existential termination [DD94], since (at least) one finite derivation is computed. Whether or not a program existentially terminates for a query may depend on the textual order of clauses in the program.

As discussed by De Schreye and Decorte [DD94], most approaches to the termination problem are interested in universal termination, that is, finiteness of all derivations. This is also true for this thesis, and therefore, for the termination problems we consider, the clause order in a program is irrelevant. De Schreye and Decorte also remark that proving existential termination is a very hard problem, but nevertheless, it has been addressed by a few authors [Bau92, CT77, FGKP85, Mar96].

6.3 Controlled Coroutining

In this section we define atom-terminating predicates. A predicate $p$ is atom-terminating if (under certain conditions) all input-consuming derivations of a query $p(s, t)$ are finite. Like Etalle et al. [EBC99], we then show that termination for one-atom queries implies termination for arbitrary queries.

For LD-derivations, it is almost obvious that it is sufficient to show termination for one-atom queries, and it only requires that programs and queries are well moded, but not nicely moded [EBC99, Lemma 4.2]. Given an LD-derivation $\xi$ for a query $a_1, \ldots, a_n$, the sub-derivations for each $a_i$ do not interleave, and therefore $\xi$ can be regarded as a derivation for $a_1$ followed by a derivation for $a_2$ and so forth. The following example illustrates that in the context of interleaving sub-derivations (coroutining), this is not at all obvious.
6.3. CONTROLLED COROUTINING

Example 6.3 Consider $\text{append}(I, I, O)$ (Figure 10 on page 57) and the query

$$\text{append}([], [], \text{As}), \text{append}([1|\text{As}], [], \text{Bs}), \text{append}(\text{Bs}, [], \text{As}).$$

This query is well moded but not nicely moded. Then we have the following infinite input-consuming derivation:

$$\text{append}([], [], \text{As}), \text{append}([1|\text{As}], [], \text{Bs}), \text{append}(\text{Bs}, [], \text{As}) \sim \text{append}([], [], \text{As}), \text{append}(\text{As}, [], \text{Bs'}), \text{append}([1|\text{Bs'}], [], \text{As}) \sim \text{append}([], [], [1|\text{As'}]), \text{append}([1|\text{As'}], [], \text{Bs'}), \text{append}(\text{Bs'}, [], \text{As'}) \sim \ldots$$

This well-known termination problem of programs with corouting has been identified as circular modes [Nai92].

To avoid the problem, we require programs and queries to be nicely moded. We do not require programs to be well moded. However, we require them to be well typed and type-consistent with respect to input-consuming derivations. By Proposition 5.14, well moded programs are one class of programs meeting this requirement.

Recall that a one-atom query $p(s, t)$ is well typed and nicely moded if and only if $s$ is correctly typed, $\text{vars}(s) \cap \text{vars}(t) = \emptyset$ and $t$ is linear.

Definition 6.1 [atom-terminating predicate/atom] Let $P$ be a well typed and nicely moded program which is type-consistent with respect to input-consuming derivations. A predicate $p$ in $P$ is atom-terminating if for each well typed, type-consistent and nicely moded query $p(s, t)$, all input-consuming derivations of $P \cup \{p(s, t)\}$ are finite. An atom is atom-terminating if its predicate is atom-terminating.

We need the following simple auxiliary lemma to prove Lemma 6.2.

Lemma 6.1 Let $Q = p_1(s_1, t_1), \ldots, p_n(s_n, t_n)$ be a well typed, type-consistent and nicely moded query. Then there exists a substitution $\sigma$ such that $\text{dom}(\sigma) = \text{vars}(t_1, \ldots, t_{n-1})$, and $p_n(s_n, t_n)\sigma$ is well typed, type-consistent and nicely moded.

Proof. Since $Q$ is type-consistent and types are closed under instantiation, there exists a (minimal) substitution $\sigma$ such that $\text{dom}(\sigma) = \text{vars}(t_1, \ldots, t_{n-1})$ and $(t_1, \ldots, t_{n-1})\sigma$ is ground and correctly typed. Note that $\text{vars}(\text{ran}(\sigma)) = \emptyset$.

By Definition 5.5, $p_n(s_n, t_n)\sigma$ is well typed. Since $Q$ is nicely moded, it follows that $\text{dom}(\sigma) \cap \text{vars}(t_n) = \emptyset$ and hence $p_n(s_n, t_n)\sigma$ is type-consistent. Moreover, $\text{vars}(s_n) \cap \text{vars}(t_n) = \emptyset$ and $\text{vars}(\text{ran}(\sigma)) = \emptyset$, and hence $\text{vars}(s_n\sigma) \cap \text{vars}(t_n\sigma) = \emptyset$. Therefore by Definition 5.2, $p_n(s_n, t_n)\sigma$ is nicely moded.

The following lemma says that an atom-terminating atom cannot proceed indefinitely unless it is repeatedly fed by some other atom.

Lemma 6.2 Let $P$ be a well typed and nicely moded program which is type-consistent with respect to input-consuming derivations. Let $F, b, H$ be a well typed, type-consistent and nicely moded query where $b$ is an atom-terminating atom. An input-consuming
derivation of \( P \cup \{ F, b, H \} \) can have infinitely many \( b \)-steps only if it has infinitely many \( a \)-steps, for some \( a \in F \).

**Proof.** In this proof, by an **F-step** we mean an \( a \)-step, for some \( a \in F \); likewise we define an **H-step**. By Lemma 5.6, no \( H \)-step can instantiate any descendant of \( b \). Thus the \( H \)-steps can be disregarded, and without loss of generality, we assume that \( H \) is empty. Suppose \( \xi \) is an input-consuming derivation for \( P \cup \{ F, b \} \) containing finitely many \( F \)-steps. We can write

\[
\xi = \langle F, b, \emptyset \rangle; \ldots ; \langle Q_0, \theta_0 \rangle; \xi
\]

where \( \langle Q_0, \theta_0 \rangle; \xi \) contains no \( F \)-steps. Since by Lemma 5.6, no \( b \)-step can instantiate any descendant of \( F \), there exists an input-consuming derivation

\[
\xi_2 = \langle F, b, \emptyset \rangle; \ldots ; \langle R, \rho \rangle; \ldots ; \langle Q_0, \theta_0 \rangle; \xi
\]

such that \( \langle F, b, \emptyset \rangle; \ldots ; \langle R, \rho \rangle; \ldots ; \langle Q_0, \theta_0 \rangle; \xi \) contains only \( F \)-steps and \( \langle R, \rho \rangle; \ldots ; \langle Q_0, \theta_0 \rangle; \xi \) contains only \( b \)-steps (that is, the \( F \)-steps are moved forward using the Switching Lemma [Lo87, Lemma 9.1]). Since \( R = R', b \) for some \( R' \), there exists an input-consuming derivation

\[
\xi_3 = \langle b, \rho \rangle; \ldots ; \langle J_0, \theta_0 \rangle; \xi_3
\]

obtained from \( \langle R, \rho \rangle; \ldots ; \langle Q_0, \theta_0 \rangle; \xi \) by removing the prefix \( R' \) in each query.

By Lemmas 5.10 and 5.4, \( R' \rho \) is well typed and nicely moded, and since \( P \) is type-consistent with respect to input-consuming derivations, \( R' \rho \) is type-consistent. Thus by Lemma 6.1, there is a substitution \( \sigma \) such that \( b \rho \sigma \) is well typed, type-consistent and nicely moded. Moreover \( \text{dom}(\sigma) = V \), where \( V \) is the set of variables in the output positions of \( R' \rho \).

By Lemma 5.6, no \( b \)-step in \( \xi_2 \), and hence no derivation step in \( \xi_3 \), can instantiate a variable in \( V \). Since \( \text{dom}(\sigma) = V \), it thus follows that we can construct an input-consuming derivation

\[
\xi_4 = \langle b, \rho \sigma \rangle; \ldots ; \langle J_0, \theta_0 \sigma \rangle; \xi_3 \sigma
\]

by applying \( \sigma \) to each query in \( \xi_3 \).

Since \( b \rho \sigma \) is a well typed, type-consistent and nicely moded query and \( b \) is atom-terminating, \( \xi_4 \) is finite. Therefore \( \xi_3, \xi_2, \) and finally \( \xi \) are finite. \( \square \)

The following theorem is a consequence and states that atom-terminating atoms on their own produce an infinite derivation.

**Theorem 6.3** Let \( P \) be a well typed and nicely moded program which is type-consistent with respect to input-consuming derivations, and \( Q \) a well typed, type-consistent and nicely moded query. An input-consuming derivation of \( P \cup \{ Q \} \) can be infinite only if there are infinitely many steps where an atom is resolved that is not atom-terminating.

**Proof.** We first show:
6.4. Showing That a Predicate is Atom-Terminating

(*) For any well typed, type-consistent and nicely moded query \( Q' \), an input-consuming derivation of \( P \cup \{Q\} \) can be infinite only if it contains at least one step where an atom is resolved that is not atom-terminating.

So let \( \xi' \) be an infinite input-consuming derivation of \( P \cup \{Q\} \). Then it follows by Lemma 6.2 that \( \xi' \) contains infinitely many \( a \)-steps, for some \( a \in Q' \) that is not atom-terminating. Hence the first \( a \)-step in \( \xi' \) is a step where an atom is resolved that is not atom-terminating. This implies (*).

Now let \( \xi \) be an infinite input-consuming derivation of \( P \cup \{Q\} \). Assume, for the purpose of deriving a contradiction, that \( \xi \) contains only finitely many steps where an atom is resolved that is not atom-terminating. Let \( \xi' \) be a suffix of \( \xi \) containing no steps where an atom is resolved that is not atom-terminating. By Lemmas 5.10 and 5.4, the first query of \( \xi' \) is well typed and nicely moded. Moreover, \( \xi \) is infinite, and so we have a contradiction to (*). Thus it follows that \( \xi \) contains infinitely many steps where an atom is resolved that is not atom-terminating, which completes the proof. \( \Box \)

Theorem 6.3 provides us with the formal justification for restricting our attention to one-atom queries.

6.4 Showing that a Predicate is Atom-Terminating

All approaches to termination mentioned earlier more or less explicitly rely on measuring the size of the input in a query [Apt97, AP90, DD94, DVB92, DD93, DD98, EBC99, LS97]. We agree with Etalle et al. [EBC99] that it is reasonable to make this dependency explicit. This gives rise to the notion of moded level mapping, which is an instance of level mapping introduced by Bezem [Bez93] and Cavedon [Cav89]. Since we use well typed programs instead of well moded ones, we have to generalise the concept further.

In the following definition, \( B_P \) denotes the set of ground atoms using predicates occurring in \( P \).

Definition 6.2 [moded typed level mapping] Let \( P \) be a program. The function \( \| \cdot \| \) is a moded typed level mapping if

1. it is a level mapping, that is a function \( \| \cdot \| : B_P \to \mathbb{N} \),
2. for any ground \( s, t \) and \( u \), \( \| p(s, t) \| = \| p(s, u) \| \),
3. if \( p(s, t) \) is correctly typed in its input positions, then \( \| p(s, t) \theta_1 \| = \| p(s, t) \theta_2 \| \) for all substitutions \( \theta_i \) such that \( p(s, t) \theta_i \) is ground (\( i = 1, 2 \)).

For \( a \in B_P \), \( \| a \| \) is the level of \( a \).

Thus the level of an atom only depends on the terms in the input positions. Moreover, the level of an atom is fixed once its input arguments are correctly typed; this is where our concept differs from moded level mappings. As Proposition 5.13 shows, the concepts coincide if the only type is all ground, that is, if we only consider well moded programs.

The following concept, adopted from Apt [Apt97], is useful for proving termination for a whole program incrementally, by proving it for one predicate at a time.
Definition 6.3 [depends on] Let \( p, q \) be predicates in a program \( P \). We say that \( p \) refers to \( q \) if there is a clause in \( P \) with \( p \) in its head and \( q \) in its body, and \( p \) depends on \( q \) (written \( p \sqsupset q \)) if \( (p, q) \) is in the reflexive, transitive closure of refers to. We write \( p \sqsupset q \) if \( p \sqsupset q \) and \( q \not\sqsupset p \), and \( p \approx q \) if \( p \sqsupset q \) and \( q \approx p \).

Abusing notation, we shall also use the above symbols for atoms, where \( p(s, t) \sqsupset q(u, v) \) stands for \( p \sqsupset q \), and likewise for \( \approx \) and \( \sim \). Furthermore, we denote the equivalence class of a predicate \( p \) with respect to \( \approx \) as \([p]_\approx\).

The following definition provides us with a criterion for proving that a predicate is atom-terminating.

Definition 6.4 [ICD-acceptable] Let \( P \) be a program and \( \mid \mid \) a moded typed level mapping. A clause \( C = h \leftarrow B \) is acceptable for input-consuming derivations (with respect to \( \mid \mid \)) if for every substitution \( \theta \) such that \( C\theta \) is ground, and for every \( a \) in \( B \) such that \( a \approx h \), we have \(|h\theta| > |a\theta|\). We abbreviate acceptable for input-consuming derivations by ICD-acceptable.

A program (set of clauses) is ICD-acceptable with respect to \( \mid \mid \) if each clause is ICD-acceptable with respect to \( \mid \mid \).

Let us compare this concept to some similar concepts in the literature: recurrent [Bez93], well-acceptable [EBC99] and acceptable [AP94a, DD98] programs.

Like Decorte and De Schreye [DD98] and Etalle et al. [EBC99] but unlike Apt and Pedreschi [AP94a] and Bezem [Bez93], we require \(|h\theta| > |a\theta|\) only for atoms \( a \) where \( a \approx h \). This is consistent with the idea that termination should be proven incrementally: to show termination for a predicate \( p \), it is assumed that all predicates \( q \) with \( p \sqsupset q \) have already been shown to terminate. Therefore we can restrict our attention to the predicates \( q \) where \( q \approx p \).

Like Bezem but unlike Apt and Pedreschi, Decorte and De Schreye and Etalle et al., our definition does not involve models or computed answers substitutions. Traditionally, the definition of acceptable programs is based on a model \( M \) of the program, and for a clause \( h \leftarrow a_1, \ldots, a_n \), \(|h\theta| > |a_i\theta|\) is only required if \( M \models (a_1, \ldots, a_{i-1})\theta \). The reason is that for LD-derivations, \( a_1, \ldots, a_{i-1} \) must be completely resolved before \( a_i \) is selected. By the correctness of LD-resolution [Llo87] and well-modeledness, the accumulated answer substitution \( \theta \), just before \( a_i \) is selected, is such that \((a_1, \ldots, a_{i-1})\theta\) is ground and \( M \models (a_1, \ldots, a_{i-1})\theta \).

Such considerations count for little when derivations are merely required to be input-consuming. This is illustrated in Example 6.2. In the third line of the derivation, \( \text{permute}(X'_1, [1] Z'') \) is selected, although there is no instance of \( \text{delete}(U'_i, [], Z'') \) in the model of the program. This problem has been described by saying that \( \text{delete} \) makes a speculative output binding [Nai92]. Programs that do not make speculative output bindings are considered in Subsection 8.3.2.

Theorem 6.4 Let \( P \) be a well typed and nicely moded program which is type-consistent with respect to input-consuming derivations, and let \( p \) be a predicate in \( P \). Suppose all predicates \( q \) with \( p \sqsupset q \) are atom-terminating, and all clauses defining predicates \( q \in [p]_\approx \) are ICD-acceptable. Then \( p \), and hence every predicate in \([p]_\approx\), is atom-terminating.
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PROOF. Suppose the set of clauses defining the predicates \( q \in [p] \) is ICD-acceptable with respect to the modal typed level mapping \([\cdot]\). For an atom \( a \) using a predicate in \([p] \), we define \( \|a\| = \sup\{\|a\theta\| \mid a\theta \text{ is ground}\} \), if the set \( \{a\theta \mid a\theta \text{ is ground}\} \) is bounded. Otherwise \( \|a\| \) is undefined. Observe that

\[
\text{if } \|a\| \text{ is defined for an atom } a, \text{ then } \|a\theta\| \leq \|a\| \text{ for all } \theta. \tag{*}
\]

To measure the size of a query, we use the multiset containing the level of each atom whose predicate is in \([p] \). The multiset is formalised as a function \( \text{Size} \), which takes as arguments a query and a natural number:

\[ \text{Size}(Q)(n) = \# \{q(u, v) \mid q(u, v) \in Q, \; q \approx p \text{ and } \|q(u, v)\| = n\}. \]

Note that if a query contains several identical atoms, each occurrence must be counted. We define \( \text{Size}(Q) < \text{Size}(R) \) if and only if there is a number \( l \) such that \( \text{Size}(Q)(l) < \text{Size}(R)(l) \) and \( \text{Size}(Q)(l') = \text{Size}(R)(l') \) for all \( l' > l \). Intuitively, a decrease with respect to \(<\) is obtained when an atom in a query is replaced with a finite number of smaller atoms. By König’s Lemma [Fit96] or Dershowitz [Der87], all descending chains with respect to \(<\) are finite.

Let \( Q_0 = p(s, t) \) be a well typed, type-consistent and nicely moded query. Then \( s \) is correctly typed and thus \( \|Q_0\| \) is defined. Let \( \xi = Q_0; Q_1; Q_2; \ldots \) be an input-consuming derivation of \( P \cup \{Q_0\} \).

Since all predicates \( q \) with \( p \models q \) are atom-terminating, it follows by Theorem 6.3 that there cannot be an infinite suffix of \( \xi \) without any steps where an atom \( q(u, v) \) such that \( q \approx p \) is resolved. We show that for all \( i \geq 0 \), if the selected atom in \( Q_i; Q_{i+1} \) is \( q(u, v) \) and \( q \approx p \), then \( \text{Size}(Q_{i+1}) < \text{Size}(Q_i) \), and otherwise \( \text{Size}(Q_{i+1}) \leq \text{Size}(Q_i) \). This implies that \( \xi \) is finite, and, as the choice of the initial query \( Q_0 = p(s, t) \) was arbitrary, \( p \) is atom-terminating.

Consider \( i \geq 0 \) and let \( C = q(v_0, u_{m+1}) \leftarrow q_1(u_1, v_1), \ldots, q_m(u_m, v_m) \) be the clause, \( q(u, v) \) the selected atom and \( \theta \) the MGU used in \( Q_i; Q_{i+1} \).

If \( p \models q \), then \( p \models q_j \) for all \( j \in \{1, \ldots, m\} \) and hence by \((*)\) it follows that \( \text{Size}(Q_{i+1}) \leq \text{Size}(Q_i) \).

Now consider \( q \approx p \). Since \( C \) is ICD-acceptable, it follows that \( \|q(v_0, u_{m+1})\theta\| > \|q_j(u_j, v_j)\theta\| \) for all \( j \) with \( q_j \approx p \). This together with \((*)\) implies \( \text{Size}(Q_{i+1}) < \text{Size}(Q_i) \). \( \square \)

**Example 6.4** We now give a few examples of atom-terminating predicates. For all predicates, we assume that all argument positions have type \( \text{all ground} \). We denote the term size of a term \( t \), that is the number of function and constant symbols that occur in \( t \), as \( T\text{Size}(t) \).

The program for \( \text{append}(I, I, O) \) (Figure 10 on page 57) is ICD-acceptable, where \( |\text{append}(s_1, s_2, t)| = T\text{Size}(s_1) \). Thus \( \text{append}(I, I, O) \) is atom-terminating. The same holds for \( \text{append}(O, O, I) \), defining \( |\text{append}(t_1, t_2, s)| = T\text{Size}(s) \).
nqueens(N, Sol) :- safe_aux([], _, _).
sequence(N, Seq),
permute(Seq, Sol),
safe(Sol).

safe Aux(Ns, M, Dist) :-
no_diag(N, M, Dist),
Dist2 is Dist1 + 1,
safe Aux(Ms, Dist2, N).

safe([], _).

Figure 12: Fragment of a program for n-queens

The clauses defining delete(O, I, O) (Figure 9 on page 57) are ICD-acceptable, where \( |\text{delete}(t_1, s, t_2)| = T\text{Size}(s) \). Thus delete(Q, I, O) is atom-terminating. The same holds for delete(I, O, I), defining \( |\text{delete}(s_1, t, s_2)| = T\text{Size}(s_2) \).

In a similar way, we can show that permute(I, O) is atom-terminating. However, permute(O, I) is not atom-terminating, as seen in Example 6.2.

The book on the Gödel language [HL94, page 81] shows a program that contains a clause, which in Prolog would be written as

\[
slo\text{wsort}(X, Y) :\,\,
\text{permute}(Y, X),
\text{sorted}(Y).
\]

The mode is \{slo\text{wsort}(I, O), \text{permute}(O, I), \text{sorted}(I)\}, and there are delay declarations to ensure that derivations are input-consuming. The predicate slo\text{wsort} is not atom-terminating. However it can easily be made atom-terminating by replacing \text{permute}(Y, X) with \text{permute}(X, Y), so that \text{permute} is used in the mode in which it is atom-terminating.\(^1\)

Note that according to the Gödel specification, no guarantees are given about the selection rule that go beyond ensuring that derivations for the above program are input-consuming. Hence the program is not guaranteed to terminate even for a "well-behaved" query such as slo\text{wsort}([1,2], Y). Even though Hill and Lloyd do not claim that the program terminates, one would still expect it to do so. In contrast, we can modify the program as stated above, and guarantee that the modified program terminates.

Figure 12 shows a fragment from a program for the n-queens problem. The mode is \{nqueen\text{ns}(I, O), sequence(I, O), \text{safe}(I), \text{permute}(O, I), is(O, I), \text{safe aux}(I, I, I), no diag(I, I, I), \text{sorted}(I)\}. Again using as level mapping the term size of one of the arguments, one can see that the clauses defining \{no_diag, safe aux, safe\} are ICD-acceptable and thus these predicates are atom-terminating. Note that for efficiency reasons, this program relies on input-consuming derivations where atoms using safe are selected as early as possible. This will be discussed in Chapter 8.

\(^1\)This example had to be adapted because the argument order in the definition of permute given in the Gödel book is the reverse of the order in Figure 9. It is the case though that slo\text{wsort}, as given in the Gödel book, is not atom-terminating.
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\[
\text{plus_one}(X) :-
\]

\[
\text{minus_two(succ(X))} :-
\]

\[
\text{plus_one}(X).
\]

\[
\text{minus_one(succ(X)).}
\]

\[
\text{minus_one(X).}
\]

\[
\text{minus_two(0).}
\]

Figure 13: An example requiring a complex level mapping

As a more complex example, consider the program in Figure 13, whose mode is \{\text{plus_one}(I), \text{minus_two}(I), \text{minus_one}(I)\}. Defining

\[
|\text{plus_one}(s)| = 3*TSize(s) + 4
\]

\[
|\text{minus_two}(s)| = 3*TSize(s)
\]

\[
|\text{minus_one}(s)| = 3*TSize(s) + 2,
\]

the clauses are ICD-acceptable and thus the predicates are atom-terminating.

We see from these examples that whenever in some argument position of a clause head, there is a compound term of some recursive data structure, such as \([X][Xs]\), and all recursive calls in the body of the clause have a strict subterm of that term, such as \(Xs\), in the same position — then the clause is ICD-acceptable using as level mapping the term size of that argument position. Since this situation occurs very often, it can be expected that an average program contains many atom-terminating predicates. However, it is unlikely that in any real program, all predicates are atom-terminating.

The example in Figure 13 shows that more complex scenarios than the one described above are possible, but we doubt that they would often occur in practice. Therefore level mappings such as the one used for this program will rarely be needed.

Consider again Definition 6.4. Given a clause \(h \leftarrow a_1, \ldots, a_n\) and an atom \(a_i \equiv h\), we require \(|h\theta| > |a_i\theta|\) for all grounding substitutions \(\theta\), rather than only for \(\theta\) such that \((a_1, \ldots, a_{i-1})\theta\) is in a certain model of the program. This is of course a severe restriction. For example, if we consider \(\text{permute}(O, I)\) (Figure 9 on page 57), there cannot be a moded typed level mapping such that \(\text{permute}(\text{null}, X, Y, \theta) > \text{permute}(X, Z, \theta)\) for all \(\theta\). That however is not surprising since \(\text{permute}(O, I)\) is not atom-terminating.

With a similar argument, we can show that there cannot be a moded typed level mapping such that the usual recursive clause for \(\text{quicksort}(I, O)\) (a modified version of it is shown in Figure 14 on page 87) is ICD-acceptable, although we conjecture that \(\text{quicksort}(I, O)\) is atom-terminating. This shows a limitation of the method presented here. It might be possible to relax Definition 6.4 to allow more programs, but the fact remains that many predicates are not atom-terminating.

Our method of showing that a predicate \(p\) is atom-terminating is based on assuming that all predicates \(q\) with \(p \equiv q\) have already been shown to be atom-terminating. Thus if \(p\) can be shown to be atom-terminating using Theorem 6.4, then all predicates \(q\) with \(p \equiv q\) are atom-terminating. This does not mean that if \(p\) is atom-terminating, then
all predicates \( q \) with \( p \sqsupseteq q \) are atom-terminating. This is demonstrated in the following example.

**Example 6.5** Consider the following program with mode \( \{ p(I), q(I) \} \) and type \( \{ p(\text{int}), q(\text{int}) \} \).

\[
\begin{align*}
p(0) & : \leftarrow q(0). \\
q(0). \\
q(1) & : \leftarrow q(1).
\end{align*}
\]

The predicate \( p \) is atom-terminating, but our method fails to show this, since \( q \) is not atom-terminating. Of course this program is contrived, and we do not expect this problem to occur in “real” programs.

### 6.5 Applying the Method

The requirement of input-consuming derivations merely reflects the very meaning of *input*: an atom must only consume its own input, not produce it. Thus if one accepts that (appropriately chosen) modes are useful for verification and reflect the programmer’s intentions, then one should also accept this requirement and regard any violation of it as pathological.\(^2\)

The requirement of input-consuming derivations is trivially met for LD-derivations of a well moded query and program, since the leftmost atom in a well moded query is ground in its input positions. It can also be ensured by using delay declarations as in Gödel [HL94] that require the input arguments of an atom to be ground before this atom can be selected. In the next chapter we shall see how input-consuming derivations can be ensured using `block` declarations.

As we have said in the introduction of this chapter, the class of programs for which all input-consuming derivations terminate is quite limited. For the predicates that are not atom-terminating, stronger assumptions about the selection rule are necessary. In Chapter 8, we show one way of incorporating the method of this chapter into a more comprehensive method for proving termination. We now briefly sketch two other ways.

First, we could build on a technique developed by Martin and King [MK97]. They consider coroutining derivations, but impose a bound on the depth of each sub-derivation by introducing auxiliary predicates with an additional argument that serves as depth counter. Applying the results of this chapter, we only have to impose this depth bound for the predicates that are not atom-terminating. For the atom-terminating predicates, we can save the overheads involved in this technique.

Secondly, we could use delay declarations as they are provided for example in Gödel [HL94]. For the atom-terminating predicates, it is sufficient to ensure input-consuming derivations, by checking for partial instantiation of the input positions using a `DELAY ... UNTIL NONVAR ...` declaration. For the other predicates, it must be ensured that the input positions are ground using a `DELAY ... UNTIL GROUND ...` declaration. Note

\(^2\)An exception, concerning programs we cannot verify using the methods of this thesis, is discussed in Subsection 11.1.9.
that according to its specification, Gödel does not guarantee a (default) left-to-right selection rule, and therefore delay declarations are crucial for termination. Note also that a groundness test is usually more expensive than a test for partial instantiation. To the best of our knowledge, there has never been a systematic treatment of the question of when \texttt{GROUND} declarations are needed, and when \texttt{NONVAR} declarations are sufficient.

6.6 Discussion

We have identified the class of programs for which all input-consuming derivations are finite. Predicates can be shown to be in that class using the notions of \textit{level mapping} and \textit{acceptable clause} in a very similar way to methods for \textsc{ld}-derivations [DD94, DD98, EB99].

We have considered input-consuming derivations rather than, say, a particular kind of delay construct. This abstract view should make it possible to incorporate the results of this chapter into various more comprehensive methods for proving termination. One advantage is that in this chapter, we do not impose the restriction that programs must be input-linear. This restriction, as we will see in the next chapter, is necessary so that \texttt{block} declarations can ensure input-consuming derivations. Hence if input-consuming derivations can be ensured without imposing this restriction, say by using guards as in (F)\textsc{ghc} [Ued86], then the results of this chapter could be applied to show termination.

Note also that the method presented in this chapter can be used to show termination of parallel executions [CC94, Tie91]. In formalisations of parallel executions, one important question is which atoms should be allowed to be selected in parallel. This question has several aspects, one of which is termination. Concerning this aspect, we can state that performing input-consuming derivation steps in parallel, rather than consecutively, does not affect the termination behaviour of a program.

This chapter closely follows Etalle et al. [EBC99]. They have a statement analogous to Theorem 6.4, but they also show a converse statement. It says that if for a predicate \( p \), all \textsc{ld}-derivations for a well moded query \( p(s, t) \) terminate, then there is a level mapping such that the clauses defining \( p \) are well-acceptable. It would be interesting to show a similar result for arbitrary input-consuming derivations, but presumably this must be difficult, since our definition of acceptability is much more restrictive.

Unlike most other approaches to termination [AP94a, Bez93, DVB92, DD98, EBC99, LS97, MK97], we do not rely on the idea that the size of an atom can be pinned down when the atom is selected. We show that under certain conditions, it is enough to rely on a relative decrease in the size of the selected atom, even though this size cannot be pinned down. More precisely, we exploit the fact that an atom in a query cannot proceed indefinitely unless it is repeatedly fed by some other atom occurring earlier in the query. This implies that every derivation for the query is finite.
Chapter 7

Ensuring Input-Consuming Derivations

In this chapter, we show how block declarations can be used to ensure that derivations are input-consuming. To this end, we must introduce further correctness properties in the style of the properties introduced in Chapter 5.

7.1 The Simplicity of block Declarations

The block declarations declare that certain arguments of an atom must be non-variable before that atom can be selected. Insufficiently instantiated atoms are delayed. As demonstrated in SICStus Prolog [SIC98], block declarations can be efficiently implemented: the test whether arguments are non-variable has a negligible impact on performance. Therefore block declarations or similar constructs are widely used.

It is a distinctive feature of this work that we consider block declarations, as opposed to delay declarations which can check for the instantiation of a subterm of an argument [HL94], or delay declarations that check for groundness.

One would expect that block declarations are sufficiently powerful to ensure that derivations are input-consuming. Consider the clause head append([X|Xs], Ys, [X|Zs]) (Figure 10 on page 57) and assume that the mode is append(I, I, O). If we want to resolve an atom append(s, t, u) in a query, then we should check first whether s is non-variable, because otherwise the derivation step would not be input-consuming. However, we will see that the technical details are quite subtle.

As mentioned on page 58, we believe that the most important purpose of delay declarations is to ensure input-consuming derivations. Most works about delay declarations do not explicitly state what their purpose is [AL95, Lüt93, MT95, MK97, Nai92]. Moreover, at least Lüttringhaus-Kappel [Lüt93] considers delay declarations that are used for a purpose that goes far beyond ensuring that derivations are input-consuming. Namely, they are used to ensure that an atom is only selected when it is bounded with respect to some norm (this is done to ensure termination).

This chapter is organised as follows. The next section introduces some terminology related to block declarations. Section 7.3 introduces permutation simply typed
7.2 Terminology Related to block Declarations

A block declaration [SIC98] for a predicate \( p/n \) is a (possibly empty) set of atoms each of which has the form \( p(b_1, \ldots, b_n) \), where \( b_i \in \{?, -\} \) for \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \). A program consists of a set of clauses and a set of block declarations, one for each predicate defined by the clauses. If \( P \) is a program, then an atom \( p(t_1, \ldots, t_n) \) is selectable in \( P \) if for each atom \( p(b_1, \ldots, b_n) \) in the block declaration for \( p \), there is some \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \) such that \( t_i \) is non-variable and \( b_i = - \).

A delay-respecting derivation for a program \( P \) is a derivation where the selected atom is always selectable in \( P \). We say that it flounders if it ends with a non-empty query where no atom is selectable.

7.3 Permutation Simply Typed Programs

To ensure that derivations are input-consuming, one would expect that there should be block declarations such that an atom can only be selected when its input arguments are non-variable. The following example however shows that this is not sufficient.

**Example 7.1** Consider the following version of \( \text{delete}(O, I, O) \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{:- block delete(?, ?, ?).} \\
\text{delete}(X, [X|Z], Z). \\
\text{delete}(X, [U|H|T], [U|Z]) :\text{- delete}(X, [H|T], Z).
\end{align*}
\]

Then we have the following delay-respecting but not input-consuming derivation

\[
\text{delete}(A, [1|L], R) \rightarrow \text{delete}(A, [H'|L'], R') \rightarrow \text{delete}(A, [H''|L''], R'') \rightarrow \ldots
\]

Note that although \( \text{delete}(A, [1|L], R) \) is not a well typed query, it may occur in a well typed query, say \( \text{delete}(B, [2], L) \), \( \text{delete}(A, [1|L], R) \). This version of \( \text{delete} \) is part of the most specific program [MNL90] corresponding to the program in Figure 9 on page 57, proposed [Nai92] to prevent looping for permutation \( (O, I) \). However, it does not work. The query permutation \( A, [1] \) indeed terminates, but permutation \( A, [1, 2] \) still loops.

Thus to ensure that derivations are input-consuming, we will require that each input argument in each clause head is flat. This condition is violated by the clause head \( \text{delete}(X, [U|H|T], [U|Z]) \), but it is met for the program in Figure 9 on page 57.

The next example shows however that requiring flat terms in clause heads is still not enough.
Example 7.2 Consider the following program in mode \( p(I, O) \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{:- block } p(\&_1, ?). \\
p(g(Y), Y).
\end{align*}
\]

Then \( p(g(X), 3) \rightarrow \square \) is a delay-respecting but not input-consuming derivation, since \( X \) becomes instantiated to 3.  

The easiest solution is to require that the output positions in a query are always filled with variables. In mode \( p(I, O) \), the query \( p(g(X), 3) \) should not arise, since its output is already instantiated. We will now present this solution, although it has certain limitations. In Section 7.4, we will see how these limitations can partly be overcome.

We first define \textit{permutation simply-modedness}, which is a generalisation of simply-modedness [AE93, AL95], just as for the other correctness properties. In a permutation simply moded query, the output positions are filled with variables.

**Definition 7.1** [permutation simply moded] Let \( Q = p_1(s_1, t_1), \ldots, p_n(s_n, t_n) \) be a query and \( \pi \) a permutation on \( \{1, \ldots, n\} \). Then \( Q \) is \( \pi\text{-simply moded} \) if it is \( \pi \)-nicely moded and \( t_1, \ldots, t_n \) is a vector of \textit{variables}. The clause \( p(t_0, s_{n+1}) \leftarrow Q \) is \( \pi\text{-simply moded} \) if it is \( \pi \)-nicely moded and \( t_1, \ldots, t_n \) is a vector of \textit{variables}.

A \textbf{permutation simply moded} query (clause, program) and a \textbf{simply moded} query (clause, program) \textbf{corresponding to} a query (clause, program) are defined in analogy to Definition 5.2.

We quote the following persistence property for simply-modedness.

**Lemma 7.1** [AE93, Lemma 27] Let \( Q \) be a simply moded query and \( C \) a simply moded clause where \( \text{vars}(Q) \cap \text{vars}(C) = \emptyset \). Then every LD-resolvent of \( Q \) and \( C \) is simply moded.

We combine permutation simply-modedness with permutation well-typedness, adding an extra condition concerning the clause heads.

**Definition 7.2** [permutation simply typed] A query is \( \pi\text{-simply typed} \) if it is \( \pi \)-simply moded and \( \pi \)-well typed. A clause \( p(t_0, s_{n+1}) \leftarrow p_1(s_1, t_1), \ldots, p_n(s_n, t_n) \) is \( \pi\text{-simply typed} \) if it is \( \pi \)-simply moded and \( \pi \)-well typed, and \( t_0 \) has a variable in each position of variable type and a flat type-consistent term in each position of non-variable type.

A \textbf{permutation simply typed} query (clause, program) and a \textbf{simply typed} query (clause, program) \textbf{corresponding to} a query (clause, program) are defined in analogy to Definition 5.2.

Note that since the vector of output arguments of a permutation simply typed query is a linear vector of variables, permutation simply typed queries are type-consistent.

**Example 7.3** The \texttt{permute} program (Figure 9 on page 57), for any of the types in Example 5.7, is simply typed for mode \{\texttt{permute}(I, O), \texttt{delete}(I, O, I)\}, and permutation simply typed for mode \{\texttt{permute}(O, I), \texttt{delete}(O, I, O)\}.
7.3. PERMUTATION SIMPLY TYPED PROGRAMS

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{:- block quicksort(\text{-},\text{-}).} & \quad \text{block part(\text{-},\text{-},\text{-},\text{-}).} \\
\text{quicksort([\text{-},\text{-}]).} & \quad \text{part(\text{-},\text{-},\text{-},\text{-}).} \\
\text{quicksort([X|Xs],Ys) :-} & \quad \text{part([\text{-},\text{-},\text{-},\text{-}])}. \\
\text{append(As2,[X|Bs2],Ys),} & \quad \text{part([X|Xs],C,[X|As],Bs):-} \\
\text{part(As,As2),} & \quad \text{leq(As,C),} \\
\text{quicksort(As,As2),} & \quad \text{part(As,C,As,Bs).} \\
\text{quicksort(Bs,Bs2).} & \quad \text{part([X|Xs],C,As,[X|Bs]):-} \\
\text{:- block append(\text{-},\text{-},\text{-}).} & \quad \text{grt(As,C),} \\
\text{append([\text{-},\text{-}].} & \quad \text{part(As,C,As,Bs).} \\
\text{append([X|Xs],Ys,[X|Zs]) :-} & \quad \text{:- block leq(\text{-},\text{-}), leq(\text{-},\text{-}).} \\
\text{append(Xs,Ys,Zs).} & \quad \text{leq(A,B) :- A <= B.} \\
\text{:- block grt(\text{-},\text{-}), grt(\text{-},\text{-}).} & \quad \text{grt(A,B) :- A > B.}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 14: The quicksort program

Example 7.4 Figure 14 shows a version of quicksort. Assume the type \{quicksort(nil,nil), append(nil,nil,nil), leq(num,num), part(nil,num,nil,nil)\}. The program is permutation simply typed for mode \{quicksort(I,O), append(I,I,O), leq(I,I), grt(I,I), part(I,I,O,O)\}. It is not permutation simply typed for mode \{quicksort(O,I), append(O,O,I), leq(I,I), grt(I,I), part(O,O,I,J)\}, because of the non-variable term \[X|Bs2\] in an output position.

As an aside, note that this program uses auxiliary predicates \text{leq} and \text{grt} to realise block declarations on the built-ins \text{<=} and \text{>}. Built-ins will be discussed in Sections 9.4 and 10.1.

Example 7.5 Figure 15 shows a program that converts binary trees into lists or vice versa. The type of the program is \{treeList(tree, list), append(list, list, list)\}. It is permutation simply typed for mode \{treeList(I,O), append(I,I,O)\}. However it is not permutation simply typed for mode \{treeList(O,I), append(O,O,I)\}, because of the non-variable term \[Label\] in an output position.

The persistence properties stated in Lemmas 5.3 and 5.10 are independent of the selection rule. We show a similar persistence property for permutation simply typed programs. However this property only holds if the derivation step is input-consuming, since otherwise output positions of the resolvent might become non-variable. In the following lemma, it is not actually assumed that the derivation step is input-consuming. It is only assumed that the input arguments of the selected atom are an instance of the input arguments of the clause head. While this is trivially necessary for a derivation step to be input-consuming, point (d) of the lemma states that it is also sufficient.
\[\text{block } \text{treeList}(-,-)\] 
\[\text{block } \text{append}(-,?,?)\]

\[\text{treeList}(\text{leaf},[])\] 
\[\text{append}([],Y,Y)\]

\[\text{treeList}(\text{node}(L,\text{Label},R),\text{List}) \leftarrow \text{append}([X][Xs],Ys,[X][Zs]) \leftarrow \text{append}(Xs,Ys,Zs)\]

\[\text{treeList}(L,LList), \text{treeList}(R,RList)\]

Figure 15: Converting trees to lists or vice versa

Lemma 7.2 Let \( Q = p_1(s_1,t_1), \ldots, p_n(s_n,t_n) \) be a \( \pi \)-simply typed query and \( C = p_k(v_0,u_{m+1}) \leftarrow q_1(u_1,v_1), \ldots, q_m(u_m,v_m) \) a \( \rho \)-simply typed, input-linear clause where \( \text{vars}(C) \cap \text{vars}(Q) = \emptyset \). Suppose for some \( k \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \), \( p_k(s_k,t_k) \) and \( p_k(v_0,u_{m+1}) \) are unifiable and \( s_k \) is an instance of \( v_0 \). Then there is an MGU \( \theta = \theta_1\theta_2 \) of \( p_k(s_k,t_k) \) and \( p_k(v_0,u_{m+1}) \) such that

a. \( v_0\theta_1 = s_k \) and \( \text{dom}(\theta_1) \subseteq \text{vars}(v_0) \),
b. \( t_k\theta_2 = u_{m+1}\theta_1 \) and \( \text{dom}(\theta_2) \subseteq \text{vars}(t_k) \),
c. \( \text{dom}(\theta) \subseteq \text{vars}(t_k) \cup \text{vars}(v_0) \),
d. \( \text{dom}(\theta) \cap \text{vars}(s_k) = \emptyset \), that is, the derivation step is input-consuming,
e. \( \text{dom}(\theta) \cap \text{vars}(t_1, \ldots, t_{k-1}, v_1, \ldots, v_m, t_{k+1}, \ldots, t_n) = \emptyset \),
f. the resolvent of \( Q \) and \( C \) with selected atom \( p_k(s_k,t_k) \) is \( D\text{er}(\pi,\rho,k) \)-simply typed.

Proof. Claim (a) follows from the assumption that \( s_k \) is an instance of \( v_0 \).

Since \( t_k \) is a linear vector of variables, there is a substitution \( \theta_2 \) such that \( \text{dom}(\theta_2) \subseteq \text{vars}(t_k) \) and \( t_k\theta_2 = u_{m+1}\theta_1 \), which shows (b).

Since \( Q \) is \( \pi \)-nicely moded, we have \( \text{vars}(t_k) \cap \text{vars}(s_k) = \emptyset \), and therefore \( \text{vars}(t_k) \cap \text{vars}(v_0\theta_1) = \emptyset \). Thus it follows by (b) that \( \theta = \theta_1\theta_2 \) is an MGU of \( p_k(s_k,t_k) \) and \( p_k(v_0,u_{m+1}) \). Claim (c) follows from (a) and (b). Claim (d) follows from (c) because \( \text{vars}(t_k) \cap \text{vars}(s_k) = \emptyset \). Claim (e) follows from (c) because of the linearity of \( (t_1, \ldots, t_{k-1}, v_1, \ldots, t_{k+1}, \ldots, t_n) \).

By Lemmas 5.3 and 5.10, the resolvent is \( D\text{er}(\pi,\rho,k) \)-nicely moded and \( D\text{er}(\pi,\rho,k) \)-well typed. By (e), the vector of the output arguments of the resolvent is a linear vector of variables, and hence (f) follows. \( \square \)

The following lemma states a persistence property similar to Lemma 7.2 (f) but for LD-resolvents only. Note that in this case, it is not necessary to require an input-linear clause. However, because of this weaker assumption, the lemma is not actually a corollary of Lemma 7.2.

Lemma 7.3 Every LD-resolvent of a simply typed query \( Q \) and a simply typed clause \( C \), where \( \text{vars}(C) \cap \text{vars}(Q) = \emptyset \), is simply typed.
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PROOF. By Lemma 7.1, the resolvent is simply moded. By Lemma 5.10, the resolvent is well typed. Therefore the resolvent is simply typed. □

The next lemma says that in an input-consuming derivation for a permutation simply typed program and query, it can be assumed without loss of generality that the output positions in each query are filled with variables that occur in the initial query or in some clause body used in the derivation. This is used to prove Theorem 8.3.

Lemma 7.4 Let $P$ be a permutation simply typed, input-linear program, and $Q_0$ a permutation simply typed query. Let $\theta_0 = \emptyset$ and $\xi = \langle Q_0, \theta_0 \rangle; \langle Q_1, \theta_1 \rangle; \ldots$ be an input-consuming derivation of $P \cup \{Q_0\}$. Then for all $i \geq 0$, if $x$ is a variable occurring in an output position in $Q_i$, then $x \theta_i = x$.

PROOF. The proof is by induction on the position $i$ in the derivation. The base case $i = 0$ is trivial since $\theta_0 = \emptyset$. Now suppose the result holds for some $i$ and $Q_{i+1}$ exists. By Lemma 7.2 (f), $Q_i \theta_i$ is permutation simply typed. Thus the result follows for $i + 1$ by Lemma 7.2 (c) and the inductive hypothesis. □

For permutation simply typed programs, block declarations can be used to ensure input-consuming derivations. However, before we show this, we first introduce a generalisation of permutation simply typed programs.

7.4 Permutation Robustly Typed Programs

Examples 7.4 and 7.5 suggest that Definition 7.2 is sometimes too restrictive. Both programs have an atom using append in a clause body where the second argument of that atom is non-variable. This means that these programs are not permutation simply typed when append is used in mode append($O$, $O$, $I$).

It has been acknowledged previously by Apt and Etalle [AE93] that it is difficult to reason about queries where non-variable terms in output positions are allowed, but on the other hand, there are natural programs where this occurs. These authors assume that output positions in a query are always filled with variables, but consider allowing for non-variable terms as a direction for future work.

We define permutation robustly-typedness, which is a carefully crafted extension of permutation simply-typedness, allowing for non-variable but flat terms in certain output positions. The definition is more complicated than the definitions of previous correctness properties. The difficulty in designing such a concept is in ensuring that a persistence property analogous to Lemmas 5.3, 5.8, 5.10 and 7.2 holds. In particular, the definition is such that permutation robustly typed queries are type-consistent, which is important so that we can apply the results of Chapter 6.

In the sequel, we associate a label free or bound with each argument position of each predicate. The intuition behind these labels is as follows: an atom should be selectable only when it is non-variable in its bound input positions. Moreover, a query may contain a non-variable term in an output position only if the position is bound.

Definition 7.3 [free-bound-labelling] Let $P$ be a permutation well typed program. A free-bound-labelling is a function assigning a label free or bound to each argument position of each predicate $p$, such that
• all positions of variable type are free,

• if there is a clause in $P$ defining $p$ whose head has a non-variable term in an input position, then this input position is bound.

We denote the projection of a vector of arguments $r$ onto its free positions as $r^f$, and onto its bound positions as $r^b$.

We assume that a free-bound-labelling is associated with each program, without making this explicit. As with assigning the mode and the type to a predicate, we do not propose a method of deciding which positions should be free or bound. In all our examples however, the choice is simple:

• an input position of $p$ is bound if and only if there is some clause defining $p$ whose head has a non-variable term in that position,

• an output position of $p$ is bound if and only if there is some clause body containing an atom using $p$, which has a non-variable term in that position.

Note in particular that the conditions of the above definition can only be met if each clause head has a variable in each input position of variable type. By Definition 7.2, this requirement is clearly met by permutation simply typed programs.

**Definition 7.4** [permutation robustly typed] Let $Q = p_1(s_1, t_1), \ldots, p_n(s_n, t_n)$ be a query and $\pi$ a permutation on $\{1, \ldots, n\}$. Then $Q$ is $\pi$-robustly typed if it is $\pi$-nicely moded and $\pi$-well typed, $t^f_1, \ldots, t^f_n$ is a vector of variables, and $t^b_1, \ldots, t^b_n$ is a vector of flat type-consistent terms.

The clause $p(t_0, s_{n+1}) \leftarrow Q$ is $\pi$-robustly typed if it is $\pi$-nicely moded and $\pi$-well typed, and

1. $t^f_0, \ldots, t^f_n$ is a vector of variables, and $t^b_0, \ldots, t^b_n$ is a vector of flat type-consistent terms,

2. if a position in $s^b_{n+1}$ of type $\tau$ is filled with a variable $x$, then $x$ also fills a position of type $\tau$ in $t^b_0, \ldots, t^b_n$.

A permutation robustly typed query (clause, program) and a robustly typed query (clause, program) corresponding to a query (clause, program) are defined in analogy to Definition 5.2.

Permutation robustly typed programs are an extension of permutation simply typed programs. Consequently, Definition 7.2 coincides with Definition 7.4 in the case that all output positions are free, and all input positions of variable type are free. Note that a permutation simply typed program is also permutation robustly typed with respect to a free-bound-labelling where the input positions are labelled as explained just after Definition 7.3.

**Example 7.6** Recall that we assume for all examples that an input position of a predicate $p$ is bound if and only if there is some clause defining $p$ whose head has a non-variable term in that position.
Consider again Example 7.3. The permute program (Figure 9 on page 57) is permutation simply typed in both modes and hence permutation robustly typed, assuming that all output positions are free.

Consider the quicksort program (Figure 14 on page 87) with the type given in Example 7.4. This program is permutation robustly typed in mode \{quicksort(O, I), append(O, O, I), leq(I, I), grt(I, I), part(O, I, I, I)\}, assuming the second position of append is the only bound output position. Note in particular that Condition 2 of Definition 7.4 is met for the recursive clause of append: the variable Ys fills an output position of the head and also an output position of the body. The program is also permutation robustly typed in mode \{quicksort(I, O), append(I, I, O), leq(I, I), grt(I, I), part(I, I, O, O)\}, assuming that all output positions are free.

Similarly, the treeList program (Figure 15 on page 88) is permutation robustly typed in mode \{treeList(O, I), append(O, O, I)\} assuming the second position of append is the only bound output position. It is also permutation robustly typed in mode \{treeList(I, O), append(I, I, O)\} assuming that all output positions are free.

In Lemma 7.2, we showed a persistence property of permutation simply-typedness. There we did not actually assume that the derivation step is input-consuming, but only that the input arguments of the selected atom are an instance of the input arguments of the clause head. The following example shows that for permutation robustly-typedness, this is not sufficient.

**Example 7.7** Consider append(I, I, O) (Figure 10 on page 57) and assume that all positions are bound. Then the query

\[
\text{append}([], [], \text{Bs}), \text{append}([], \text{Bs}, [\text{C}][\text{Cs}])
\]

is (permutation) robustly typed. Suppose we want to resolve the second atom using the first clause for append. The vector \([[], \text{Bs}]\) is an instance of \([[], \text{Y}]\), and yet the MGU of append\([[], \text{Bs}, [\text{C}][\text{Cs}]]\) and append\([[], \text{Y}, \text{Y}]\) binds \text{Bs} to \([\text{C}][\text{Cs}]\), and hence the derivation step would not be input-consuming.

We now state a simple proposition which is illustrated in Figure 16. If we read \(p(s, t)\) as a selected atom and \(p(v, u)\) as a clause head, the proposition states a necessary condition for a derivation step to be input-consuming.

**Proposition 7.5** Let \(p(s, t)\) and \(p(v, u)\) be two atoms that are unifiable with MGU \(\theta\), and suppose that \(\text{dom}(\theta) \cap \text{vars}(s) = \emptyset\). If in some position, \(u\) is filled with a variable \(x\) and \(t\) is filled with a non-variable term, and \(x\) also has a direct occurrence in \(v\) in position \(i\), then \(s\) is non-variable in position \(i\).

The following lemma shows a persistence property of permutation robustly-typedness.

**Lemma 7.6** Let \(Q = p_1(s_1, t_1), \ldots, p_n(s_n, t_n)\) be a \(\pi\)-robustly typed query, let \(k \in \{1, \ldots, n\}\), and \(C = p_k(v_0, u_{n+1}) \leftarrow q_1(u_1, v_1), \ldots, q_m(u_m, v_m)\) a \(\rho\)-robustly typed, input-linear clause where \(\text{vars}(Q) \cap \text{vars}(C) = \emptyset\). Suppose that \(p_k(s_k, t_k)\) and \(p_k(v_0, u_{n+1})\) are unifiable and
\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{s} \\
p(\ldots, f(\ldots), \ldots, f(\ldots), \ldots) \\
p(\ldots, x, \ldots, x, \ldots) \\
\text{v} \\
u
\end{array} \]

Figure 16: Illustrating Proposition 7.5

\[ Q : \begin{array}{ccccccc}
p_1(s_1, t_1) & \cdots & p_k(s_k, t_k) & \cdots & p_n(s_n, t_n)
\end{array} \]

Stage 1 Stage 2 (f+) Stage 3 (b−)

\[ C : \begin{array}{c}
p_k(v_0, u_{m+1}) \quad \vdash \quad q_1(u_1, v_1) \\
\vdots \\
p_m(u_m, v_m)
\end{array} \]

Figure 17: Data flow in the unification

1. \( s_k \) is an instance of \( v_0 \), and
2. if a variable \( x \) fills positions \( i \) in \( v_0^b \) and \( j \) in \( u_{m+1}^b \), and position \( j \) in \( t_k^b \) is non-variable, then position \( i \) in \( s_k^b \) is also non-variable.

Then there is an MGU \( \theta \) of \( p_k(s_k, t_k) \) and \( p_k(v_0, u_{m+1}) \) such that

a. \( \text{dom}(\theta) \cap \text{vars}(s_k) = \emptyset \), that is, the derivation step is input-consuming,

b. the resolvent of \( Q \) and \( C \) with selected atom \( p_k(s_k, t_k) \) is \( \text{Der}(\pi, \rho, k) \)-robustly typed.

PROOF. We show how \( \theta \) is computed, where we consider three stages. In the first, \( s_k \) and \( v_0 \) are unified. In the second, the output positions are unified where the bindings go from \( C \) to \( Q \). In the third, the output positions are unified where the bindings go from \( Q \) to \( C \). Figure 17 illustrates which variables are bound in each stage. The first three parts of the proof correspond to the three stages of the unification.

PART 1: (unifying \( s_k \) and \( v_0 \)). Since by assumption 1, \( s_k \) is an instance of \( v_0 \), there is a (minimal) substitution \( \theta_1 \) such that \( v_0 \theta_1 = s_k \). We show that the following statements hold:

S1a \( \text{dom}(\theta_1) \cap \text{vars}(s_k) = \emptyset \).

S1b \( \text{dom}(\theta_1) \cap \text{vars}(v_1, \ldots, v_m, t_1, \ldots, t_n) = \emptyset \).

S1c Let \( x \) be a variable occurring directly in a position of type \( \tau \) in \( u_{m+1}^b \theta_1 \), such that \( t_k^b \) is non-variable in this position. Then \( x \notin \text{vars}(s_k) \). Moreover, \( x \) can only occur in \( v_1, \ldots, v_m, t_1, \ldots, t_n \) in a bound position of type \( \tau \), and the occurrence must be direct.
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S1d \( \text{vars}(u_{m+1}\theta_1) \cap \text{vars}(t_k) = \emptyset. \)

S1a holds by the construction of \( \theta_1. \)

S1b holds since by Definition 7.4 and the assumption that \( C \) is input-linear, we have that \( v_0, \ldots, v_m, t_1, \ldots, t_n \) is linear.

Let \( x \) be a variable occurring directly in a position of type \( \tau \) in \( u_{m+1}\theta_1, \) such that \( t^b_k \) is non-variable in this position. Let \( y \) be the variable in the same position in \( u^b_{m+1}. \)

Suppose that \( y \in \text{vars}(v_0). \) Then by Definition 7.4, \( y \) occurs directly in \( v^b_0, \) say in position \( i, \) and by assumption 2, \( s^b_k \) is non-variable in position \( i. \) Thus \( y\theta_1 \) is not a variable, which is a contradiction. Therefore \( y \not\in \text{vars}(v_0). \) Hence \( y \not\in \text{dom}(\theta_1) \) and thus \( x = y \) and \( x \not\in \text{vars}(s_k). \) Furthermore it follows by Definition 7.4 that \( x \) can only occur in \( v_1, \ldots, v_m, t_1, \ldots, t_n \) in a bound position of type \( \tau, \) and the occurrence must be direct. Thus S1c holds.

Since \( Q \) is permutation nicely moded, \( \text{vars}(s_k) \cap \text{vars}(t_k) = \emptyset \) and hence \( \text{vars}(\text{ran}(\theta_1)) \cap \text{vars}(t_k) = \emptyset. \) Thus S1d holds.

**PART 2**: (unifying \( t_k \) and \( u_{m+1}\theta_1 \) in each position where either the argument in \( t_k \) is a variable, or the arguments in \( t_k \) and \( u_{m+1}\theta_1 \) are both non-variable). Note that this includes all positions in \( t^+_k \) and \( u^b_{m+1}\theta_1, \) but may also include positions in \( t^-_k \) and \( u^b_{m+1}\theta_1. \)

Since, by S1b, \( t_k\theta_1 = t_k, \) Part 2 covers precisely the output positions where the binding “goes from \( u_{m+1}\theta_1 \) to \( t_k\theta_1 \)” (see Figure 17). We denote by \( t^+_k \) the projection of \( t_k \) onto the positions where the argument in \( t_k \) is a variable, or the arguments in \( t_k \) and \( u_{m+1}\theta_1 \) are both non-variable, and by \( t^-_k \) the projection onto all other positions, and likewise for \( u_{m+1}\theta_1. \)

By S1d, \( \text{vars}(u_{m+1}\theta_1) \cap \text{vars}(t^+_k) = \emptyset. \) Thus there is a minimal substitution \( \theta' \) such that \( t^+_k\theta' = u_{m+1}\theta_1. \) Let \( \theta_2 = \theta_1\theta'. \) Then by S1b and S1d, \( t^+_k\theta_2 = t^+_k\theta_1 = u^b_{m+1}\theta_2. \) We show the following statements:

S2a \( \text{dom}(\theta_2) \cap \text{vars}(s_k) = \emptyset. \)

S2b \( \text{dom}(\theta_2) \cap \text{vars}(v_1, \ldots, v_m, t_1, \ldots, t_{k-1}, t^b_k, t_{k+1}, \ldots, t_n) = \emptyset. \)

S2: Let \( x \) be a variable occurring directly in a position of type \( \tau \) in \( u^b_{m+1}\theta_2. \) Then \( x \notin \text{vars}(s_k), \) and \( x \) can only occur in \( v_1, \ldots, v_m, t_1, \ldots, t_{k-1}, t^b_k, t_{k+1}, \ldots, t_n \) in a bound position of type \( \tau, \) and the occurrence must be direct.

S2d \( \text{vars}(u_{m+1}\theta_2) \cap \text{vars}(t^b_k) = \emptyset. \)

Since \( \text{vars}(s_k) \cap \text{vars}(t_k) = \emptyset, \) we have \( \text{dom}(\theta') \cap \text{vars}(s_k) = \emptyset. \) This and S1a imply S2a.

S2b holds because S1b holds and \( (v_1, \ldots, v_m, t_1, \ldots, t_n) \) is linear.

---

1By definition of the superscript notation \( b^- \) we have that \( t^b_k \) is non-variable in this position.
By $S1d$, $\text{dom}(\theta') \cap \text{vars}(u_{m+1}^{-}\theta_1) = \emptyset$. This together with $S1c$ implies $S2c$. Furthermore, because of the linearity of $t_k$, $S2d$ follows.

**PART 3:** (unifying $t_k^{-}$ and $u_{m+1}^{-}\theta_2$). By $S1d$, $\text{dom}(\theta') \cap \text{vars}(u_{m+1}^{-}\theta_1) = \emptyset$, and thus $u_{m+1}^{-}\theta_2 = u_{m+1}^{-}\theta_1$. Therefore, by the definition of the superscript $b^{-}$ in Part 2, $u_{m+1}^{-}\theta_2$ is a vector of variables. By $S2d$, $\text{vars}(u_{m+1}^{-}\theta_2) \cap \text{vars}(t_k^{-}) = \emptyset$, so that there is a minimal substitution $\theta''$ such that $u_{m+1}^{-}\theta_2 \theta'' = t_k^{-}$. Let $\theta_3 = \theta_2 \theta''$. Then, by $S2b$, we have $u_{m+1}^{-}\theta_3 = t_k^{-}\theta_3$. We show the following statements:

**S3a** \( \text{dom}(\theta_3) \cap \text{vars}(s_k) = \emptyset. \)

**S3b** \( (v_1, \ldots, v_m, t_1, \ldots, t_{k-1}, t_{k+1}, \ldots, t_n) \theta_3 \) is linear and has flat type-consistent terms in all bound positions and variables in all free positions.

By $S2c$, $\text{dom}(\theta'') \cap \text{vars}(s_k) = \emptyset$. This and $S2a$ imply $S3a$.

Suppose $x$ is a variable in $u_{m+1}^{-}\theta_2$ occurring in a position $i$ of type $\tau$, and $x$ also occurs in $(v_1, \ldots, v_m, t_1, \ldots, t_{k-1}, t_{k+1}, \ldots, t_n)$. By $S2c$, the latter occurrence of $x$ is in a bound position of type $\tau$, and the only occurrence of $x$ in $(v_1, \ldots, v_m, t_1, \ldots, t_{k-1}, t_{k+1}, \ldots, t_n)$. Let $I$ be the set of positions where $x$ occurs in $u_{m+1}^{-}\theta_2$, and let $T$ be the set of terms occurring in $t_k^{-}$ in positions in $I$. Then $T$ is a set of variable-disjoint, flat terms. Therefore their most general common instance $x\theta''$ is a flat term and $x\theta''$ is type-consistent with respect to $\tau$. Moreover, since $(v_1, \ldots, v_m, t_1, \ldots, t_{k-1}, t_k^{-}, t_{k+1}, \ldots, t_n)$ is linear, $\text{vars}(x\theta'') \cap \text{vars}(v_1, \ldots, v_m, t_1, \ldots, t_{k-1}, t_{k+1}, \ldots, t_n) = \emptyset$ and hence it follows that $(v_1, \ldots, v_m, t_1, \ldots, t_{k-1}, t_{k+1}, \ldots, t_n) \theta''$ is linear and type-consistent. This and $S2b$ imply $S3b$.

**PART 4:** Defining $\theta = \theta_3$ it follows that $p_k(s_k, t_k) \theta = p_k(v_0, u_{m+1}) \theta$. By $S3a$, $s_k \theta = s_k$, which shows (a). By $S3b$ and Lemmas 5.3 and 5.10, the resolvent of $Q$ and $C$ is $\text{Der}(\pi, \rho, k)$-robustly typed, which shows (b).

From Lemma 7.6, we can conclude that permutation robustly typed programs are type-consistent with respect to input-consuming derivations. Of course, this holds in particular for permutation *simply* typed programs.

**Lemma 7.7** Every permutation robustly typed program is type-consistent with respect to input-consuming derivations.

**Proof.** Let $P$ be a permutation robustly typed program and $Q$ a permutation robustly typed query. Trivially, assumption 1 in Lemma 7.6 is necessary for a derivation step to be input-consuming. By Proposition 7.5, assumption 2 in Lemma 7.6 is also necessary for a derivation step to be input-consuming. Hence by Lemma 7.6 (b), any input-consuming derivation of $P \cup \{Q\}$ contains only permutation robustly typed queries. By Definition 7.4, every permutation robustly typed query is type-consistent, and hence $P$ is type-consistent with respect to input-consuming derivations. \( \square \)

We define *input selectability*. We will see that in a program with input selectability, an atom is selectable only if it meets assumptions 1 and 2 in Lemma 7.6.
7.4. PERMUTATION ROBUSTLY TYPED PROGRAMS

:- block permute(-,-).
permute([],[]).
permute([U|X|Y]):- permute(X,Z),
delete(U,Y,Z).

:- block delete(?,-,-).
delete(X,[X|Z],Z).
delete(X,[U|Y],[U|Z]) :-
delete(X,Y,Z).

Figure 18: The permute program with block declarations

Definition 7.5 [input selectability] Let P be a permutation robustly typed program. P has input selectability if for every permutation robustly typed query Q, an atom in Q is selectable in P if and only if it is non-variable in all bound input positions. 

Input selectability is similar to the condition that “the delay declarations imply matching” [AL95].

For a program to have input selectability, the block declarations must be such that an atom whose free output positions are all variable is selectable if and only if all bound input positions are non-variable.

Example 7.8 Figure 18 shows the permute program of Figure 9 on page 57, with block declarations added. Here we only consider delete. Let us first assume mode delete(I,O,I), with a free-bound-labelling delete(free,free,bound) as explained on page 90. Then the block declarations ensure input selectability. Now assume mode delete(O,I,I) with a free-bound-labelling delete(free,bound,free). For this mode, the block declarations also ensure input selectability. Hence the block declarations ensure input selectability with respect to two different modes.

The following proposition states that input selectability ensures that every selectable atom meets assumptions 1 and 2 in Lemma 7.6.

Proposition 7.8 Let P be a permutation robustly typed, input-linear program with input selectability, Q = p₁(s₁,t₁),...,pₙ(sₙ,tₙ) be a π-robustly typed query, k ∈ {1,...,n}, and C = pₖ(v₀,uₘ+₁) ← B a clause in P. Suppose that pₖ(sₖ,tₖ) is selectable and pₖ(sₖ,tₖ) and pₖ(v₀,uₘ+₁) are unifiable. Then assumptions 1 and 2 in Lemma 7.6 are fulfilled.

Proof. Since p(sₖ,tₖ) is selectable in P, it follows that sₖ is non-variable in all bound positions. By Definition 7.4, v₀ is a linear vector having flat terms in all bound positions, and variables in all other positions. Thus assumption 1 is fulfilled. Assumption 2 is fulfilled since sₖ is non-variable in all bound positions.

The following theorem is a consequence of Proposition 7.8 and Lemma 7.6.

Theorem 7.9 Let P be a permutation robustly typed, input-linear program with input selectability, and Q a permutation robustly typed query. Then every delay-respecting derivation of P ∪ {Q} is input-consuming.
Note that the converse is not true. There could be input-consuming derivation steps which are not delay-respecting.

The following example illustrates why it is an advantage that the selected atom only has to be non-variable in the bound input positions.

**Example 7.9** Consider the block declaration for append in Figure 15 (page 88). Given that the usual modes for append are append(I, I, O) and append(O, O, I), one might expect a general theory to say that an atom using append should be selectable if either the first two arguments or the third argument are non-variable. This would correspond to the block declaration

\[ \text{:- block append(-,-,-), append(?,-,-).} \]

However, the simpler block declaration is justified since by Definition 7.3, we may assume that for the mode append(I, I, O), the second position is free. The simpler block declaration is the one usually given [HL94, Lütt93, MT95], but to the best of our knowledge, its adequacy has never been explained on such an abstract level. \(\triangleright\)

The next example illustrates why in Definition 7.5, input selectability is defined with respect to atoms in permutation robustly typed queries.

**Example 7.10** Consider append(O, O, I) where the second position is the only bound output position, as in quicksort(O, I) (Figure 14 on page 87) or treeList(O, I) (Figure 15 on page 88). The program for append has input selectability. \(Q = \text{append(A, [B|Bs], [1])}\) is a permutation robustly typed query, and its atom is selectable. The atom append([1], [1], O) is also selectable, although its input position is variable. This does not contradict Definition 7.5, since the first position is free, and thus this atom cannot occur in a permutation robustly typed query with respect to mode append(O, O, I). \(\triangleright\)

Looking at Definition 7.4, one is tempted to think that it is best to associate the label bound with all output positions, because that would make the definition less restrictive. However, we require a program to have input selectability in each of its modes. Since input selectability is defined with respect to atoms in permutation robustly typed queries, and permutation robustly typed queries are defined with respect to given free and bound positions, it turns out that the choice of free and bound positions constrains the possible set of modes. This is illustrated in the following example.

**Example 7.11** Consider append(O, O, I), where both output positions are bound, and the block declaration is as in Figure 15 (page 88). Note that this block declaration is intended to allow for the current mode append(O, O, I), but also alternatively for mode append(I, I, O). Now consider the query

\[ \text{append(Cs, Ds, [1, 2, 3]), append([A|As], [B|Bs], Cs)} \]

This query is robustly typed with respect to the current mode append(O, O, I). The second atom is selectable although it is variable in its only bound input position. Therefore the program does not have input selectability. This could be rectified by replacing the block declaration with
7.5. SUMMARY OF THE CORRECTNESS PROPERTIES

\[ \begin{align*}
\pi\text{-simply typed} \\
\text{Def. 7.2 (page 86)} \\
\text{termination,} \\
\text{error-freedom,} \\
\text{unification-freedom} \\
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
\pi\text{-simply moded} \\
\text{Def. 7.1 (page 86)} \\
\ \ \\
\pi\text{-robustly typed} \\
\text{Def. 7.4 (page 90)} \\
\text{termination} \\
\ \ \\
\pi\text{-well moded} \\
\text{Def. 5.4 (page 68)} \\
\ \ \\
\pi\text{-nicely moded} \\
\text{Def. 5.2 (page 65)} \\
\text{occur-check freedom} \\
\ \ \\
\pi\text{-well typed} \\
\text{Def. 5.5 (page 69)} \\
\text{non-floundering} \\
\end{align*} \]

Figure 19: The correctness properties

\[ \text{:- block append(?,-,-).} \]

but then the program could not be used in mode \text{append}(I,I,O) anymore. However, we have not encountered a case where a “natural” mode of a program was ruled out because of this problem.

\[ \triangledown \]

7.5 Summary of the Correctness Properties

We now give an overview of the correctness properties for programs and queries that are used in this thesis. Figure 19 shows all the properties. An arrow stands for implication. In each box, we quote the definition of the property and state the main purpose for which it is used, apart from the obvious purpose of defining other properties.

The arrows 1–4 correspond to implications by definition. As stated in Proposition 5.13, permutation well-modedness is permutation well-typedness for the special case that the only type is the type \textit{all ground}. Moreover, permutation simply-typedness is permutation robustly-typedness for the special case that all output positions, and exactly the input positions of variable type, are free.
Chapter 8

Termination and block Declarations

In this chapter, we consider termination of logic programs with block declarations. In Section 6.5, we said that often, assuming input-consuming derivations is not sufficient to ensure termination. We now make an additional assumption, namely that derivations are left-based. These are derivations where (allowing for some exceptions explained in the next section) the leftmost selectable atom is selected in each step. This is intended to model derivations in the common implementations of Prolog with block declarations [SIC98]. Since "leftmost" obviously refers to the textual order of atoms in a query, we cannot make the simplifying assumption in this chapter that the textual order is always identical to the producer-consumer order, as discussed in Subsection 5.3.2. That is, whenever we use one of the correctness properties such as permutation nicely-modedness, we cannot assume that the permutations are always the identity.

8.1 Two Approaches to the Termination Problem

Our first approach to the termination problem is focused on speculative output bindings [Na1992], that is, output bindings made before it is known that a solution exists. This is a well-known source of non-termination associated with delay declarations. We present two complementing methods for dealing with this problem and thus proving (or ensuring) termination. Which method must be applied depends on the program and on the mode being considered. The first method exploits the fact that a program does not use any speculative bindings, by ensuring that no atom ever delays for all left-based derivations. The second method exploits the fact that a program does not make any speculative bindings. This approach builds on previous heuristics [Na1985, Na1992] and relies on conditions which are easy to check. However, it is quite limited.

The second approach to the termination problem builds on Chapter 6 but assumes that derivations are not only input-consuming, but also left-based. The question is: what shall we do about predicates that are not atom-terminating? A good intuitive explanation for the problem these predicates pose is that they may loop when called with insufficient input. For example, consider the permute program as shown in Figure 20. For permute(O, I) the query permute(A, [1|E]) has insufficient input and may loop.
8.2. LEFT-BASED DERIVATIONS

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{:} & \text{- block permute}(-,-). \\
\text{permute}([],[]). \\
\text{permute}([U|X],Y) :- \\
& \text{delete}(U,Y,Z), \\
& \text{permute}(X,Z).
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 20: Placing recursive calls last for \text{permute}

However, the query \text{permute}(A,[1,2]) has sufficient input and terminates. The idea for proving termination is that, for such predicates, calls with insufficient input must never arise. This can be ensured by appropriate ordering of atoms in the clause bodies, as demonstrated in Figure 20 (in contrast to Figure 18 on page 95). This may actually work in several modes, provided not too many predicates have this undesirable property.

Both approaches implicitly rely on termination of LD-derivations, in that they translate the termination problem for a program with delay declarations to the same problem for a corresponding program executed left-to-right. It is assumed that, for the corresponding program, termination can be shown using some existing technique [Apt97, AP90, DD94, DVB92, DD93, DD98, EBC99, LS96, LS97]. For the example programs we give, except for the program in Figure 13 on page 81, Lindenstrauss has confirmed to us that the TermiLog system [LS97] can automatically prove termination for the corresponding programs assuming LD-derivations.

This chapter is organised as follows. The next section defines left-based derivations. Section 8.3 presents the first approach. Section 8.4 presents the second approach. Section 8.5 discusses the results of this chapter and compares the two approaches.

8.2 Left-Based Derivations

We now attempt to formalise derivations in most existing Prolog implementations. Some authors have considered a selection rule stating that in each derivation step, the leftmost selectable atom is selected. Boye claims that several modern Prolog implementations and even Gödel [HL94] use this selection rule [Boy96, page 123]. Apt and Luitjes [AL95] have interpreted Naish's [Nai86, Nai92] notion of a “default left-to-right” selection rule in this way. Naish has not specified precisely what a default left-to-right selection rule is, but he is aware of the fact that the selection rule of most Prolog implementations does not state that the leftmost selectable atom is always selected.\footnote{Personal communication.}

As an aside, Apt and Luitjes also claim that Lüttringhaus-Kappel [Lüt93] has considered this selection rule, but this is definitely not the case, since Lüttringhaus-Kappel considers arbitrary delay-respecting derivations.

Prolog implementations do not usually guarantee the order in which two simultaneously woken atoms are selected. In the following, we define \text{waiting} atoms, which are the atoms that were previously delayed, together with all their descendants. We specify that waiting atoms are always preferred over other atoms, but we do not specify the relative selection order of two waiting atoms.
Definition 8.1 [waiting atom, left-based derivation] Let $P$ be a program and let $Q_0; \ldots; Q_i; \ldots$ be a delay-respecting derivation, where $Q_i = R_{1i}, R_2$, and $R_1$ contains no atom that is selectable in $P$. Then every descendant of every atom in $R_1$ is waiting. A delay-respecting derivation $Q_0; Q_1; \ldots$ is left-based if in each $Q_i$, an atom which is not waiting is selected only if there is no selectable atom to the left of it in $Q_i$.\hfill\triangleleft

Example 8.1 Consider the following program:
\[
\begin{align*}
:_- \text{block } a(-). & \quad :_- \text{block } b(-) \\
a(1). & \quad \text{b}(X) : \text{b2}(X).
\end{align*}
\]

The following is a left-based derivation. Waiting atoms are overlined. The selected atom in each step is underlined, as in previous examples.
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\overline{a(X), b(X), c(X), d} \leadsto \underline{a(1), b(1), d} \leadsto \overline{a(1), b(2)(1), d} \leadsto \underline{a(1), d} \leadsto \underline{d} \leadsto \square.
\end{array}
\]

Note that $b(1)$ and $b2(1)$ are waiting and selectable, and therefore they can be selected although there is the selectable atom $a(1)$ to the left. In contrast, $d$ is never waiting and can only be selected in the last step. The following is another left-based derivation. Here, the leftmost selectable atom is selected in each step.
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\overline{a(X), b(X), c(X), d} \leadsto \underline{a(1), b(1), d} \leadsto \underline{b(1), d} \leadsto \underline{b2(1), d} \leadsto \underline{d} \leadsto \square.
\end{array}
\]
\hfill\triangleleft

We do not believe that it would be useful or practical to try to specify the selection rule of existing Prolog implementations more precisely. Our experiments suggest that it depends on the order in which variables are bound when two terms are unified, which is clearly an artefact of the implementation. We are confident however that derivations in most Prolog implementations are left-based. To the best of our knowledge, this has not been formalised previously, although Naish has considered such derivations informally [Na86, Na92].

We can state the following simple lemma about left-based derivations.

Lemma 8.1 Let $P$ be a program and $\xi$ a left-based derivation such that in each query in $\xi$, the leftmost atom is selectable in $P$. Then $\xi$ is an LD-derivation.

Proof. Let $\xi = Q_0; Q_1; \ldots$. We show by induction that for all $i \geq 0$, $Q_i$ contains no waiting atom, and the leftmost atom in $Q_i$ is selected in the step $Q_i; Q_{i+1}$.

In $Q_0$, no atom is waiting, and hence the leftmost atom is selected. Now suppose that for some $i > 0$, $Q_i$ contains no waiting atom. Then, since the leftmost atom of $Q_i$ is selectable, it is selected. Moreover, no atom in $Q_{i+1}$ is waiting. $\square$

8.3 Termination and Speculative Bindings

In this section, we present two complementing methods for showing termination. These are explained in the following example.
Example 8.2 Consider the \texttt{permute} program (Figure 18 on page 95). The derivation in Example 6.2 loops because \texttt{delete} produces a speculative output binding \cite{Nai92}. The output variable \( z' \) is bound before it is known that this binding will never have to be undone. Assuming left-based derivations, termination in both modes can be ensured by swapping the two body atoms of the recursive clause for \texttt{permute}. The modified program is shown in Figure 20 on page 99. This technique has been described as \textit{placing recursive calls last} \cite{Nai92}. To explain why the program terminates, we have to apply a different reasoning for the different modes.

In mode \texttt{permute}(O, I), the atom that produces the speculative output occurs \textit{textually before} the atom that consumes it. This means that the consumer waits until the producer has completed, that is, undone the speculative binding. The program does not use speculative bindings. In mode \texttt{permute}(I, O), \texttt{delete} is used in mode \texttt{delete}(I, O, I), and in this mode it does not \textit{make} speculative bindings.

Observe that in mode \texttt{permute}(O, I), termination for this example depends on derivations being left-based, and therefore any method which abstracts from the textual order must fail.

The methods presented in this section can be used to prove termination for \texttt{permute} (Figure 20 on page 99), \texttt{treeList} (Figure 15 on page 88), \texttt{plusOne} (Figure 13 on page 81), and \texttt{delete} as defined in Example 7.1. However, they do not work for \texttt{quicksort} (Figure 14 on page 87) and \texttt{nqueens} (which will be shown in Figure 22 on page 106).

8.3.1 Termination by not Using Speculative Bindings

In LD-derivations, speculative bindings are never used \cite{Nai92}. By Lemma 8.1, a left-based derivation is an LD-derivation, provided the leftmost atom in each query in the derivation is always selectable. Moreover, by Definition 5.5, the leftmost atom in a well typed query is always non-variable in its input positions of non-variable type. This implies the following theorem.

\textbf{Theorem 8.2} Let \( Q \) be a well typed query and \( P \) a well typed program such that an atom is selectable in \( P \) whenever its input positions of non-variable type are non-variable. Then every left-based derivation of \( P \cup \{Q\} \) is an LD-derivation.

We now give two examples of programs where by Theorem 8.2, we can use any method for LD-derivations \cite{DD94} to show termination for any well typed query.

Example 8.3 Consider \texttt{permute}(O, I) (Figure 20 on page 99) with either of the types given in Example 5.7. This program is well typed.

Example 8.4 Consider the \texttt{delete} program in Example 7.1. Assuming either of the types given in Example 5.7, this program is well typed. Moreover, this is a program for which Section 8.4 is not applicable, because the program is not permutation robustly typed.
8.3.2 Termination by not Making Speculative Bindings

Some programs and queries have the property that there cannot be any failing derivations [PR99]. Bossi and Cocco [BC99] have defined a class of such programs called noFD, assuming LD-derivations. We define non-speculative programs, which is a similar concept. The definition is based on permutation simply typed programs.

**Definition 8.2** [non-speculative] A program $P$ is **non-speculative** if it is permutation simply typed, input-linear, and every simply typed atom using a predicate in $P$ is unifiable with some clause head in $P$.

Note that unlike noFD programs, non-speculative programs must be input-linear. Thus in particular, they must not use the equality predicate in mode $\equiv(I, I)$, that is, they must not use equality tests.

**Example 8.5** We give some examples of non-speculative programs. Both versions of the `permute` program (Figure 18 on page 95 and Figure 20 on page 99), assuming either of the types given in Example 5.7, are non-speculative in mode $\{\text{permute}(I, O), \text{delete}(I, O, I)\}$. Every simply typed atom is unifiable with at least one clause head.

Both versions are not non-speculative in mode $\{\text{permute}(O, I), \text{delete}(O, I, O)\}$, because $\text{delete}(A, [I, B])$ is a simply typed atom which is not unifiable with any clause head.

The program `treeList` (Figure 15 on page 88) is non-speculative in the mode $\{\text{treeList}(I, O), \text{append}(I, I, O)\}$. It is not non-speculative in mode $\{\text{treeList}(O, I), \text{append}(O, O, I)\}$ because it is not permutation simply typed (see Example 7.5).

Now consider the `plus_one` program (Figure 13 on page 81) and suppose all arguments have type $\{0, \text{succ}(0), \text{succ}(%(\text{succ}(0))), \ldots\}$. Then the program is non-speculative. We will see later that this gives us an alternative way of proving termination for this program.

A delay-respecting derivation for a non-speculative program $P$ with input selectability and a permutation simply typed query cannot fail\(^2\). However it could still be infinite. The following theorem says that this can only happen if the simply typed program corresponding to $P$ has an infinite LD-derivation for this query.

**Theorem 8.3** Let $P$ be a non-speculative program with input selectability and $P'$ a simply typed program corresponding to $P$. Let $Q$ be a permutation simply typed query and $Q'$ a simply typed query corresponding to $Q$. If there is an infinite delay-respecting derivation of $P \cup \{Q\}$, then there is an infinite LD-derivation of $P' \cup \{Q'\}$.

**Proof.** For simplicity assume that $Q$ and each clause body in $P$ do not contain two identical atoms. Let $Q_0 = Q$, $\theta_0 = \emptyset$ and

$$\xi = \langle Q_0, \theta_0; \langle Q_1, \theta_1 \rangle; \ldots$$

\(^2\)It can also not `flounder`, as we will see in Section 9.3.
be a delay-respecting derivation of \(P \cup \{Q\}\). The idea is to construct an LD-derivation \(\xi'\) of \(P' \cup \{Q'\}\) such that whenever \(\xi\) uses a clause \(C\), then \(\xi'\) uses the corresponding clause \(C'\) in \(P'\). It will then turn out that if \(\xi'\) is finite, \(\xi\) must also be finite.

We call an atom \(a\) **resolved in** \(\xi\) at \(i\) if \(a\) occurs in \(Q_i\) but not in \(Q_{i+1}\). We call a **resolved in** \(\xi\) if for some \(i\), \(a\) is resolved in \(\xi\) at \(i\). Let \(Q_0 = Q\) and \(\theta'_0 = \emptyset\). We construct an LD-derivation

\[
\xi' = \langle Q'_0, \theta'_0 \rangle; \langle Q'_1, \theta'_1 \rangle; \ldots
\]

of \(P' \cup \{Q'\}\) showing that for each \(i \geq 0\) the following hold:

S1(i) If \(q(u, v)\) is an atom in \(Q'_i\) that is not resolved in \(\xi\), then \(\text{vars}(v\theta'_i) \cap \text{dom}(\theta_j) = \emptyset\) for all \(j \geq 0\).

S2(i) Let \(x\) be a variable such that, for some \(j \geq 0\), \(x\theta_j = f(\ldots)\). Then \(x\theta'_i\) is either a variable or \(x\theta'_i = f(\ldots)\).

We first show S1(0) and S2(0). Let \(q(u, v)\) be an atom in \(Q'_0\) that is not resolved in \(\xi\). Since \(\theta'_0 = \emptyset\), it follows that \(v\theta'_0 = v\). Furthermore, by Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 and since \(q(u, v)\) is not resolved in \(\xi\), we have \(v\theta_j = v\) for all \(j\). Thus S1(0) holds. S2(0) holds because \(\theta'_0 = \emptyset\).

Now assume that for some \(i\), \(\langle Q'_i, \theta'_i \rangle\) is defined, \(Q'_i\) is not empty, and S1(i) and S2(i) hold. Let \(p(s, t)\) be the leftmost atom of \(Q'_i\). We define a derivation step \(\langle Q'_i, \theta'_i \rangle; \langle Q'_{i+1}, \theta'_{i+1} \rangle\) with \(p(s, t)\) as the selected atom, and show that S1(\(i + 1\)) and S2(\(i + 1\)) hold.

**Case 1:** \(p(s, t)\) is resolved in \(\xi\) at \(l\) for some \(l\). Consider the simply typed clause \(C' = h \leftarrow B'\) corresponding to the *uniquely renamed* clause (using the same renaming) used in \(\xi\) to resolve \(p(s, t)\). Since \(p(s, t)\) is resolved in \(\xi\) at \(l\), and \(\xi\) is delay-respecting and \(P\) has input selectability, it follows that \(p(s, t)\theta_h\) is non-variable in all bound input positions. Thus each bound input position of \(p(s, t)\) must be filled by a non-variable term or a variable \(x\) such that \(x\theta_l = f(\ldots)\) for some \(f\). Moreover, \(p(s, t)\theta'_h\) must have non-variable terms in all bound input positions since \(Q'_i\) is well typed. Thus it follows by S2(i) that in each bound input position, \(p(s, t)\theta'_h\) has the same top-level functor as \(p(s, t)\theta_h\), and since \(h\) has flat terms in the bound input positions, there is an MGU \(\phi'_h\) of \(p(s, t)\theta'_h\) and \(h\). We use \(C'\) for the step \(\langle Q'_i, \theta'_i \rangle; \langle Q'_{i+1}, \theta'_{i+1} \rangle\).

We must show S1(\(i + 1\)) and S2(\(i + 1\)). Consider an atom \(q(u, v)\) in \(Q'_i\) other than \(p(s, t)\). By Lemma 7.2 (c), \(\text{vars}(v\theta'_i) \cap \text{dom}(\phi'_h) = \emptyset\). Thus for the atoms in \(Q'_{i+1}\) that occur already in \(Q'_i\), S1 is maintained. Now consider an atom \(q(u, v)\) in \(B'\) which is not resolved in \(\xi\). By Lemma 7.4, \(v\theta'_{i+1} = v\). Since \(q(u, v)\) is not resolved in \(\xi\), for all \(j > l\) we have that \(q(u, v)\) occurs in \(Q_j\) and thus by Lemma 7.4, \(v\theta_j = v\). Thus S1(\(i + 1\)) follows. S2(\(i + 1\)) holds because of S2(i) and since \(p(s, t)\) is resolved using the same clause head as in \(\xi\).

**Case 2:** \(p(s, t)\) is not resolved in \(\xi\). Since \(P'\) is non-speculative, there is a (uniquely renamed) clause \(C' = h \leftarrow B'\) in \(P'\) such that \(h\) and \(p(s, t)\theta'_h\) have an MGU \(\phi'_h\). We use \(C'\) for the step \(\langle Q'_i, \theta'_i \rangle; \langle Q'_{i+1}, \theta'_{i+1} \rangle\).
We must show $S_1(i + 1)$ and $S_2(i + 1)$. Consider an atom $q(u, v)$ in $Q'_i$ other than $p(s, t)$. By Lemma 7.2 (c), $\text{vars}(\theta'_j) \cap \text{dom}(\psi'_i) = \emptyset$. Thus for the atoms in $Q'_{i+1}$ that occur already in $Q'_i$, $S_1$ is maintained. Now consider an atom $q(u, v)$ in $B'$. Clearly $q(u, v)$ is not resolved in $\xi$, since it does not even occur in $\xi$. Since $\text{vars}(C') \cap \text{vars}(Q_j \theta_j) = \emptyset$ for all $j$ and since by Lemma 7.4, we have $\nu \theta'_i = v$, $S_1(i + 1)$ follows.

By $S_1(i)$, we have $\text{vars}(\theta'_i) \cap \text{dom}(\theta_j) = \emptyset$ for all $j$. By Lemma 7.2 (c), we have $\text{dom}(\psi'_i) \subseteq \text{vars}(\theta'_i) \cup \text{vars}(C')$. Thus we have $\text{dom}(\psi'_i) \cap \text{dom}(\theta_j) = \emptyset$ for all $j$. Moreover, $S_2(i)$ holds, and so $S_2(i + 1)$ follows.

Since this construction can only terminate when the query is empty, either $Q'_n$ is empty for some $n$, or $\xi'$ is infinite.

Thus we show that if $\xi'$ is finite, then every atom resolved in $\xi$ is also resolved in $\xi'$. So let $\xi'$ be finite of length $n$. Assume for the sake of deriving a contradiction that $j$ is the smallest number such that the atom $a$ selected in $(Q_j, \theta_j); (Q_{j+1}, \theta_{j+1})$ is never selected in $\xi'$. Then $j \neq 0$ since $Q_0$ and $Q_0$ are permutations of each other and all atoms in $Q_0$ are eventually selected in $\xi'$. Thus there must be a $k < j$ such that $a$ does not occur in $Q_k$ but does occur in $Q_{k+1}$. Consider the atom $b$ selected in $(Q_k, \theta_k); (Q_{k+1}, \theta_{k+1})$. Then by the assumption that $j$ was minimal, $b$ must be the selected atom in $(Q'_i, \theta'_i); (Q'_{i+1}, \theta'_{i+1})$ for some $i \leq n$. Hence a must occur in $Q'_{i+1}$, since the clause used to resolve $b$ in $\xi'$ is a simply typed clause corresponding to the clause used to resolve $b$ in $\xi$. Thus $a$ must occur in $Q'_n$, contradicting that $\xi'$ terminates with the empty query.

Thus if $\xi'$ is finite, then $\xi$ is also finite, or equivalently, if $\xi$ is infinite, then $\xi'$ is also infinite. □

As stated on page 99, for \texttt{permute}(I, O) (Figure 20 on page 99), \texttt{treeList}(I, O) (Figure 15 on page 88) and \texttt{plus_one}(I) (Figure 13 on page 81), the corresponding simply typed programs terminate for simply typed queries, assuming LD derivations. By Theorem 8.3 it follows that the former programs terminate for permutation simply typed queries, assuming delay-respecting derivations.\(^3\)

All of these examples can also be shown to terminate using Chapter 6. We now give a program for which this is not the case.

**Example 8.6** Consider the program in Figure 21, where the mode is \{is\_list(I), equal\_list(I, O)\} and the type is \{is\_list(list), equal\_list(list, list)\}. The program is permutation simply typed (the second clause is (2,1)-simply typed) and non-speculative, and all LD-derivations for the corresponding simply typed program terminate. Hence it follows that all delay-respecting derivations of a permutation simply typed query and this program terminate. While we conjecture that is\_list is also atom-terminating, the method of Chapter 6 cannot show this (compare this to the discussion about quicksort(I, O) on page 81).

This example is clearly a contrived one, which is partly because it has been designed to be as simple as possible. We are not aware of a more natural example, but this example suggests that the method presented in this subsection might be useful whenever the method of Chapter 6 fails to prove that a predicate is atom-terminating. □

\(^3\)In the case of \texttt{plus\_one}, we would have to add block declarations to ensure input selectability.
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\[
\begin{align*}
\texttt{:- block is_list(\_).} & \quad \texttt{:- block equal_list(\_, \_, \_.).} \\
\texttt{is_list([\_]).} & \quad \texttt{equal_list([\_], [\_]).} \\
\texttt{is_list([X|Xs]):-} & \quad \texttt{equal_list([X|Xs], [X|Ys]):-} \\
\text{is_list(Ys),} & \quad \text{equal_list(Xs, Ys).}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 21: The is_list program

Note that any program that uses tests cannot be non-speculative. In the quicksort program (Figure 14 on page 87), the atoms leq(X, C) and grt(X, C) are tests. These tests are exhaustive, that is, at least one of them succeeds [BC99]. We are confident that the result of this subsection could be generalised to allow for such tests. We have not attempted this generalisation because on the whole, the method presented in the next section seems more useful. Pedreschi and Ruggieri however consider a more general notion of “non-failure”, which allows for programs such as quicksort [PR99].

8.4 Termination and Atom-Terminating Predicates

We now present an alternative method for showing termination which overcomes some of the limitations of the methods presented in the previous section. In particular, the method can be used for quicksort (Figure 14 on page 87) and nqueens (Figure 22) as well as permute (Figure 20 on page 99) and treeList (Figure 15 on page 88). We expect the method presented here to be more useful, although, as Examples 8.4 and 8.6 show, it does not subsume the methods of the previous section.

In this section, two techniques are combined. On the one hand, we use Chapter 6 to show that certain predicates are atom-terminating. On the other hand, we reduce the problem of proving termination for a program with block declarations to the same problem for a corresponding program without block declarations, as in the previous section. It is assumed that termination for the corresponding program has been shown using some existing method for LD-derivations [DD94].

Let us now illustrate the limitations of the previous section. For permute(O, I) (Figure 20 on page 99), termination could be ensured by applying the heuristic of placing recursive calls last [Nai92]. The following example however shows that even this version of permute(O, I) can cause a loop depending on how it is called within some other program.

Example 8.7 Figure 22 shows a program for the n-queens problem. Here block declarations are used to implement the test-and-generate paradigm. We have already seen a fragment of this program in Figure 12 on page 80, however with a different order of atoms in the first clause.

Assuming mode \{nqueens(I, O), sequence(I, O), safe(I), permute(O, I), <(I, I), is(O, I), safe_aux(I, I, I), no_diag(I, I), \(\forall (I, I)\) \} and type \{nqueens(int, int), sequence(int, int), safe(int), permute(int, int), <(int, int), is(int, int),
:- block nqueens(-,?).
  nqueens(N,Sol) :-
    sequence(N,Seq),
    safe(Sol),
    permute(Sol,Seq).
:- block sequence(-,?).
  sequence(0,[]).
  sequence(N,[N|Seq]) :-
    0 < N,
    N1 is N-1,
    sequence(N1,Seq).
:- block safe(-).
  safe([]).
  safe([N|Ns]) :-
    safe_aux(Ns,1,N),
    safe(Ns).
:- block safe_aux(-,?,?), safe_aux(?,-,?),
    safe_aux(?,-,?).
  safe_aux([],-,-).
  safe_aux([M|Ms],Dist,N) :-
    no_diag(N,M,Dist),
    Dist2 is Dist+1,
    safe_aux(Ms,Dist2,N).
:- block no_diag(-,?,?), no_diag(?,-,?),
    no_diag(?,-,?).
  no_diag(N,M,Dist) :-
    Dist \=\ N-M,
    Dist \=\ M-N.
:- block permute(-,-).
  permute([],[]).
  permute([U|Y],Z) :-
    delete(U,Y,Z),
    permute(X,Y,Z).
:- block delete(?,-,-).
  delete(X,[X|Z],Z).
  delete(X,[U|Y],Z).

Figure 22: A program for n-queens

safe_aux(\,int,int), no_diag(int,int), \=\(\{int,int\}\), the first clause is \(\{1,3,2\}\)-robustly typed. Moreover, the query nqueens(4,Sol) terminates.

If however in the first clause, the atom order is changed by moving sequence(N,Seq) to the end, then nqueens(4,Sol) loops. This is because resolving sequence(4,Seq) with the second clause for sequence makes a binding (which is not speculative) which triggers the call permute(Sol,[4|T]). This call results in a loop since permute(0, T) is not atom-terminating. Note that [4|T], although non-variable, is insufficiently instantiated for permute(Sol,[4|T]) to be correctly typed in its input position: permute is called with insufficient input.

Note that in this example, unlike in the quicksort program (Figure 14 on page 87), there are no block declarations for the built-ins <, is and \=\=. In Section 10.1, we will see why it is not necessary to have block declarations here.

To ensure termination, atoms in a clause body that loop when called with insufficient input should be placed so that all atoms which produce the input for these atoms occur textually earlier. Note that this explains in particular why in the second clause for permute in the above example, the recursive call to permute must be placed last. In Chapter 6, we have seen that atom-terminating predicates do not loop for input-consuming derivations, which means in particular, they do not loop when called with
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insufficient input.

This section assumes permutation robustly typed programs. By Theorem 7.9, delay-
respecting derivations for permutation robustly typed, input-linear programs with input
selectability are input-consuming.

A query is called well fed if each atom is atom-terminating or occurs in such a
position that all atoms which “feed” the atom occur earlier.

Definition 8.3 [well fed] Let $P$ be a permutation robustly typed program. For a
$\pi$-robustly typed query $p_1(s_1, t_1), \ldots, p_n(s_n, t_n)$, an atom $p_i(s_i, t_i)$ is well fed if all
predicates $q$ with $p_i \sqsupseteq q$ are atom-terminating, or $\pi(j) < \pi(i)$ implies $j < i$ for all $j$. A
$\pi$-robustly typed query (clause) is well fed if all of its (body) atoms are well fed. $P$ is
well fed if all of its clauses are well fed.

Of course, since it is undecidable whether a predicate is atom-terminating, we must
assume it to be not atom-terminating if it has not been shown to be atom-terminating.
In Example 6.5, we have seen the situation that a predicate $p$ is atom-terminating
but some predicate $q$ with $p \sqsubseteq q$ is not atom-terminating. To simplify the proof
of Theorem 8.5, we want to exclude this pathological situation. This is reflected in the
above definition by the requirement “all predicates $q$ with $p_i \sqsubseteq q$ are atom-terminating”,
rather than just “$p_i$ is atom-terminating”.

Example 8.8 The programs mentioned in Example 7.6 are well fed in the given modes.
The queens program (Figure 22 on page 106) is well fed in the mode given in Example 8.7.
The program is not well fed in mode $\{\text{queens}(O, I), \text{sequence}(O, I), \text{safe}(I),$
\text{permute}(I, O), <(I, I), \text{is}(O, I), \text{safe}_\text{aux}(I, I, I), \text{no}\_\text{diag}(I, I, I), \text{=}\text{=} (I, I)\}$, because
it is not permutation nicely moded in this mode: in the second clause for sequence, N1
occurs twice in an output position.

The property of being well fed is persistent under resolution.

Lemma 8.4 Every resolvent of a well fed query $Q$ and an input-linear well fed clause
$C$, where $\text{vars}(Q) \cap \text{vars}(C) = \emptyset$ and the derivation step is input-consuming, is well fed.

Proof. By Lemma 7.6 (b), the resolvent is permutation robustly typed. The condition
on the permutation in Definition 8.3 can be checked by inspecting Definition 5.1.

The following theorem reduces the problem of showing termination of left-based derivations
for a well fed program to showing termination of LD-derivations for a corresponding
robustly typed program.

Theorem 8.5 Let $P$ be an input-linear, well fed program with input selectability, and
$Q$ a well fed query. Let $P'$ and $Q'$ be a robustly typed program and query corresponding
to $P$ and $Q$, respectively. If every LD-derivation of $P' \cup \{Q'\}$ is finite, then every left-
based derivation of $P \cup \{Q\}$ is finite.

Proof. In this proof, call an atom $p(s, t)$ critical if it is not the case that all predicates
$q$ with $p \sqsubseteq q$ are atom-terminating. Let $Q_0 = Q$, $\theta_0 = \emptyset$ and
\[
\xi = (Q_0, \theta_0); \ldots; (R_1, \sigma_1); (Q_1, \theta_1); \ldots; (R_2, \sigma_2); (Q_2, \theta_2) \ldots
\]
be a left-based derivation, where $R_1, R_2, \ldots$ are the queries in $\xi$ where a critical atom is selected.

PART 1: We show for each $i \geq 0$: If $R_i$ exists, then in each query in $\langle Q_0, \theta_0 \rangle; \ldots; \langle R_i, \sigma_i \rangle$, the critical atoms are not waiting, and for each $l \leq i$, the leftmost critical atom in $R_l$ is selected in the step $\langle R_i, \sigma_i \rangle; \langle Q_i, \theta_i \rangle$. The proof is by induction on $i$.

CASE 1: Base case. The case $i = 0$ is trivial since $R_0$ does not exist.

CASE 2: Inductive step. Suppose the statement holds for some $i \geq 0$.

CASE 2a: If $R_{i+1}$ does not exist, the statement follows trivially for $i + 1$.

CASE 2b: Now suppose that $R_{i+1}$ exists. Let $Q_i = a_1, \ldots, a_n$ and suppose $Q_0 \theta_i$ is $\pi$-robustly typed, and $k$ is the smallest number such that $a_k$ is critical.

Let $(F, a_k)$ be the subquery of $Q_i$ containing all $a_j$ with $\pi(j) \leq \pi(k)$. By Lemma 8.4, $Q_i \theta_i$ is well fed, and thus $j \leq k$ for all $a_j$ in $(F, a_k)$. By Proposition 5.11

$$(F, a_k) \theta_i \text{ is permutation well typed.} \quad (1)$$

Consider an arbitrary $\langle \bar{Q}, \bar{\theta} \rangle$ in $(Q_0, \theta_0); \ldots; (R_{i+1}, \sigma_{i+1})$ and assume that no critical atom in the query preceding $\langle \bar{Q}, \bar{\theta} \rangle$ in $\xi$ is waiting. Note that since $\bar{Q}$ contains $a_k$, it follows that $\bar{Q}$ contains at least one descendant of $(F, a_k)$. By (1) and Lemma 5.10, $\bar{Q}$ contains, in particular, at least one descendant $a$ of $(F, a_k)$ such that $a \theta$ is selectable, and moreover, either $a = a_k$ or $a$ occurs to the left of $a_k$ in $\bar{Q}$. Therefore no critical atom in $\langle \bar{Q}, \bar{\theta} \rangle$ is waiting.

Suppose that $R_{i+1} \sigma_{i+1}$ contains a descendant $a$ of $(F, a_k)$ such that $a \sigma_{i+1}$ is selectable, and $a \neq a_k$. Then, since by the previous paragraph, $a_k$ is not waiting in $R_{i+1}$, it follows that $a_k$ cannot be selected in $\langle R_{i+1}, \sigma_{i+1} \rangle; \langle Q_{i+1}, \theta_{i+1} \rangle$, which contradicts the definition of $R_{i+1}$. Thus it follows that

$$R_{i+1} \text{ contains no descendant of } F, \quad (2)$$

and so $a_k \sigma_{i+1}$ is selectable. Moreover, no critical atom in $R_{i+1} \sigma_{i+1}$ is waiting, and so the selected atom in $\langle R_{i+1}, \sigma_{i+1} \rangle; \langle Q_{i+1}, \theta_{i+1} \rangle$ is $a_k$.

PART 2: For all $i > 0$ such that $R_i$ exists, let $C_i$ be the uniquely renamed clause used in the step $\langle R_i, \sigma_i \rangle; \langle Q_i, \theta_i \rangle$, and let $C'_i$ be a robustly typed clause corresponding to $C_i$ (using the same renaming). Let $Q'_0 = Q'$ and $\theta'_0 = \emptyset$. We construct an LD-derivation

$$\xi' = \langle Q'_0, \theta'_0 \rangle; \ldots; \langle R'_1, \sigma'_1 \rangle; \langle Q'_1, \theta'_1 \rangle; \ldots; \langle R'_2, \sigma'_2 \rangle; \langle Q'_2, \theta'_2 \rangle; \ldots,$$

where $R'_1, R'_2, \ldots$ are the queries in $\xi'$ where a critical atom is selected, such that for all $i > 1$, $C'_i$ is the clause used in $\langle R'_i, \sigma'_i \rangle; \langle Q'_i, \theta'_i \rangle$. Since $\xi'$ is finite by assumption, this implies that $\xi$ is finite. We show the following statements for all $i \geq 0$ such that $Q_i$ exists:

S1 (i) The critical atoms of $Q_i$ and $Q'_i$ are identical and occur in the same order.
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S2(\(i\)) \(\theta_i = \theta'_i \rho_i\) for some substitution \(\rho_i\).

S3(\(i\)) Let \(Q_i = a_1, \ldots, a_n\) and assume that \(Q_i \theta_i\) is \(\pi\)-robustly typed, and let \(a_k\) be a critical atom (\(k \in \{1, \ldots, n\}\)). By S1(\(i\)) we can write \(Q'_i = (F', a_k, I')\) for some \(F'\) and \(I'\). For every \(a\) in \(F'\), for every \(a_j\) (\(j \in \{1, \ldots, n\}\)) that is a descendant of \(a\) in \(\xi\), we have \(\pi(j) < \pi(k)\).

The proof is by induction on \(i\).

CASE 1: Base case. S1(0) follows from Definition 8.3. S2(0) holds since \(\theta_0 = \theta'_0 = \emptyset\). For S3(0), note that \(Q'_0 = \pi(Q_0)\) and hence \(F'\) contains exactly the atoms \(a_j\) with \(\pi(j) < \pi(k)\).

CASE 2: We now assume that S1(\(i\))–S3(\(i\)) hold for some \(i \geq 0\) and that \(Q_{i+1}\) exists, and construct

\[\langle Q'_i, \theta'_i \rangle; \ldots; (R'_{i+1}, \sigma'_{i+1}); \langle Q'_{i+1}, \theta'_{i+1} \rangle\]

so that S1(\(i+1\))–S3(\(i+1\)) hold.

As in Part 1, let \(Q_i = a_1, \ldots, a_n\), suppose that \(Q_i \theta_i\) is \(\pi\)-robustly typed, let \(k\) be the smallest number such that \(a_k\) is critical, and \((F', a_k, I')\) be the subquery of \(Q_i\) containing all \(a_j\) with \(\pi(j) \leq \pi(k)\). By S1(\(i\)), \(Q'_i = (F', a_k, I')\) for some \(F'\) and \(I'\), where \(F'\) contains only atom-terminating atoms. By S3(\(i\)), for every \(a\) in \(F'\), for every \(a_j\) (\(j \in \{1, \ldots, n\}\)) that is a descendant of \(a\) in \(\xi\), we have \(\pi(j) < \pi(k)\), and therefore \(a_j\) is in \(F\). Thus it follows by (2) in Part 1 that

\[R_{i+1}\] contains no descendants of \(F'\).

Let \(R'_{i+1} = a_k, I'\). By (3) and since by S2(\(i\)), \(\theta'_i\) is more general than \(\theta_i\), it is possible to construct an LD-derivation \(\langle Q'_i, \theta'_i \rangle; \ldots; (R'_{i+1}, \sigma'_{i+1}); \langle Q'_{i+1}, \theta'_{i+1} \rangle\), such that if \(C\) is the uniquely renamed clause used to resolve an atom in \(\xi\), then a robustly typed clause \(C'\) corresponding to \(C\) (using the same renaming) is used in \(\langle Q'_i, \theta'_i \rangle; \ldots; (R'_{i+1}, \sigma'_{i+1}); \langle Q'_{i+1}, \theta'_{i+1} \rangle\). Furthermore \(\sigma'_{i+1}\) is more general than \(\sigma_{i+1}\). Hence \(C'_{i+1}\) can be used in \(\langle R'_{i+1}, \sigma'_{i+1}; \langle Q'_{i+1}, \theta'_{i+1} \rangle\).

Since in the clause body of \(C'_{i+1}\), the critical atoms occur in the same order as in \(C_{i+1}\), S1(\(i+1\)) holds. Since \(\sigma'_{i+1}\) is more general than \(\sigma_{i+1}\), it follows that \(\theta'_{i+1}\) is more general than \(\theta_{i+1}\), so S2(\(i+1\)) holds. For the critical atoms in \(Q_{i+1}\) which occur in the clause body of \(C'_{i+1}\), S3(\(i+1\)) follows from Definition 8.3. For the critical atoms in \(Q_{i+1}\) which occur already in \(R_{i+1}\), S3(\(i+1\)) follows from S3(\(i\)).

By Definition 7.4, \(Q\) is permutation well typed, type-consistent and permutation nicely moded. By Lemma 7.7, \(P\) is type-consistent with respect to input-consuming derivations. By Theorem 7.9, \(\xi\) is input-consuming. Hence by Theorem 6.3, \(\xi\) could be infinite only if there are infinitely many steps where a critical atom is resolved. Since \(\xi\) is finite, \(\xi\) cannot have infinitely many steps where a critical atom is resolved, and thus \(\xi\) is finite.

\[\text{Recall that as discussed on page 63, Theorem 6.3 generalises to permutation well typed and permutation nicely moded programs and queries.}\]
Example 8.9 Consider the quicksort program (Figure 14 on page 87) with the type given in Example 7.4. As stated in Example 8.8, this program is well fed in mode \{\\texttt{quicksort}(I, O), \texttt{append}(I, I, O), \texttt{leq}(I, I), \texttt{grt}(I, I), \texttt{part}(I, I, O, O)\}. In particular, the \texttt{append} atom in the body of the recursive clause for \texttt{quicksort} is well fed since it is atom-terminating (see Example 6.4). All other body atoms in the program are well fed because of their textual position.

As stated on page 99, the robustly typed program corresponding to this program terminates for all robustly typed queries, assuming LD-derivations. By Theorem 8.5 it follows that the \texttt{quicksort} program of Figure 14 terminates for all well fed queries, assuming left-based derivations.

Now consider the mode \{\\texttt{quicksort}(O, I), \texttt{append}(O, O, I), \texttt{leq}(I, I), \texttt{grt}(I, I), \texttt{part}(O, I, I, I)\}. The \texttt{quicksort} program is also well fed with respect to this mode. The two recursive calls in the second clause for \texttt{quicksort} are well fed because of their textual position. All other atoms are well fed because they are atom-terminating. For \texttt{part}, this can be shown using Theorem 6.4, where the level mapping of an atom \texttt{part}(l, c, s, b) is defined as the sum of the list lengths of s and b. As for the first mode, we can conclude that the program terminates for all well fed queries, assuming left-based derivations.

Example 8.10 Consider the \texttt{nqueens} program (Figure 22 on page 106). We have seen in Example 6.4 that \texttt{nodiag}, \texttt{safe}\_aux and \texttt{safe} are atom-terminating.

The clause defining \texttt{nqueens} is \((1, 3, 2)\)-robustly typed. The second atom is well fed since it is atom-terminating. The first atom is well fed since for \(\pi = (1, 3, 2), \pi(j) < \pi(1)\) implies \(j < 1\) for all \(j\). The third atom is well fed since \(\pi(j) < \pi(3)\) implies \(j < 3\) for all \(j\).

As stated on page 99, the robustly typed program corresponding to this program terminates for all robustly typed queries, assuming LD-derivations. By Theorem 8.5 it follows that the \texttt{nqueens} program of Figure 22 terminates for all well fed queries, assuming left-based derivations.

According to the producer-consumer order, \texttt{safe}(Sol) occurs textually too early. However, this is the idea of the test-and-generate paradigm: the test \texttt{safe}(Sol) comes before the generator \texttt{permute}(Sol, Seq). This way, \texttt{safe}(Sol) is always selected as early as possible and therefore “non-solutions” to the \(n\)-queens problem are detected early.

Our method can only show termination for the mode given in Example 8.7, but not for the mode \texttt{nqueens}(O, I), although the program actually terminates for that mode (provided the block declarations are modified to allow for both modes). The reason that our method fails is not some insignificant detail of our definitions that could easily be rectified. One can definitely say that the modes in this program “go wrong”: every call to \texttt{sequence}(O, I) triggers calls to \texttt{sequence}(I, O). The consequence is that \texttt{nqueens}(O, I) runs in exponential time although it could run in quadratic time.

To the best of our knowledge, no method previously proposed can prove termination for this program, which is a classical example of a program using coroutines.

Similarly, we can show termination for \texttt{permute} (Figure 20 on page 99) and \texttt{treeList} (Figure 15 on page 88). We are assuming here that all builts have input selectability.
8.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we have presented two approaches to proving termination for programs with block declarations.

The first approach is focused on speculative output bindings, which have long been recognised as a source of non-termination in programs with delay declarations [Nai92]. The approach consists of two complementing methods based on not using and not making speculative bindings, respectively. For permute (Figure 20 on page 99) and treeList (Figure 15 on page 88), it turns out that in one mode, the first method applies, and in the other mode, the second method applies. This approach is simple to understand and to apply, and it represents the first work on termination we have published [SHK99b].

The second approach builds on Chapter 6. We require programs to be permutation robustly typed, a property which ensures that derivations are input-consuming. In the next step, we identify predicates that are atom-terminating. Atom-terminating atoms can be placed in clause bodies anywhere. The other atoms must be placed sufficiently late, so that their input is sufficiently instantiated when they are called. Provided that the corresponding robustly typed program terminates for all LD-derivations, this then implies that the original program terminates for all left-based derivations.

On the whole, the second approach is more useful. It can be used to show termination for quicksort (Figure 14 on page 87) and nqueens (Figure 22 on page 106), where the first approach fails. In the original paper where this approach was first presented [SHK98], it was not yet based on the results of Chapter 6 in their present general form. In this thesis, the approach follows the idea that one should abstract from the details of particular delay constructs wherever possible, and instead consider input-consuming derivations.

On the other hand, as Examples 8.4 and 8.6 show, the second approach does not formally subsume the first. Example 8.6 suggests in particular that the method of Subsection 8.3.2 might be useful whenever the method of Chapter 6 fails to prove that a predicate is atom-terminating, although it actually is. Of course, it would ultimately be desirable to have a more powerful method for proving that a predicate is atom-terminating, but we consider this to be a difficult problem.
Chapter 9

Further Aspects of Verification

So far, we have studied termination of non-standard derivations. Following work by Apt and others [AE93, AL95], we now investigate four other aspects of verification: programs should only require matching instead of the full unification procedure wherever possible; the omission of the occur-check should be safe; programs should not flounder; and there should be no type or instantiation errors with the use of built-ins.

Our results on unification freedom, occur-check freedom and flounder freedom are generalisations of previous work [AE93, AL95]. Our work on built-ins is aimed mainly at arithmetic built-ins. We exploit the fact that for numbers, being non-variable implies being ground, and show how to prevent instantiation and type errors.

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 9.1 shows when programs are unification free. Section 9.2 shows when the occur-check can safely be omitted. Section 9.3 shows when programs do not flounder. Section 9.4 is about errors related to built-ins. Section 9.5 concludes.

9.1 Unification Free Programs

A program is unification free if unification can be replaced by matching. Knowing that a program has this property can improve the efficiency of the compiled code. Apt and Etalle [AE93] show unification freedom for LD-derivations. They assume simply moded and well typed programs and rely on the selected atom always being correctly typed in its input positions.
9.1. **UNIFICATION FREE PROGRAMS**

When we generalise these results to arbitrary input-consuming derivations, we must take into account that the selected atom may not be sufficiently instantiated to be correctly typed in its input positions. Nevertheless, we will now see that permutation simply typed programs are unification free. We first recall some definitions [AE93].

**Definition 9.1** [match, left-right disjoint] Given two vectors of terms \( s = s_1, \ldots, s_n \) and \( t = t_1, \ldots, t_n \) we use \( \{ s = t \} \) as abbreviation for the set of equations \( \{ s_1 = t_1, \ldots, s_n = t_n \} \). Consider a set of equations \( E = \{ s = t \} \). A substitution \( \theta \) such that \( \text{dom}(\theta) \subseteq \text{vars}(s) \) and \( s\theta = t \), or \( \text{dom}(\theta) \subseteq \text{vars}(t) \) and \( t\theta = s \), is a **match** for \( E \). Furthermore, \( E \) is **left-right disjoint** if \( \text{vars}(s) \cap \text{vars}(t) = \emptyset \). ◄

The following is a special case of *iterated matching* [AE93].

**Definition 9.2** [double matching] Let \( E \) be a left-right disjoint set of equations. \( E \) is **solvable by double matching** if the following holds: if \( E \) is unifiable, then there are sets of equations \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \) and substitutions \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) such that

- \( E = E_1 \cup E_2 \),
- \( E_2 \theta_1 \) is left-right disjoint, and
- \( \theta_1 \) is a match for \( E_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) is a match for \( E_2 \theta_1 \).

shint

We now define programs that are unification free for input-consuming derivations, as opposed to LD-derivations as assumed by Apt and Etalle [AE93].

**Definition 9.3** [unification free for input-consuming derivations] Let \( \xi \) be a derivation. Let \( p(s) \) be a selected atom in \( \xi \) and \( p(t) \) the head of the clause used to resolve \( p(s) \). Then the set of equations \( s = t \) is **successfully considered** in \( \xi \).

Let \( P \) be a program and \( Q \) a query. Suppose that all sets of equations successfully considered in all input-consuming derivations of \( P \cup \{ Q \} \) are solvable by double matching. Then \( P \cup \{ Q \} \) is **unification free for input-consuming derivations**. ◄

Note that unlike Apt and Etalle, we say that a set of equations is *successfully considered*, rather than just considered. This is because an atom can only be resolved if the unification with the clause head is successful. In our notion of derivation, there is no such thing as “trying” to unify an atom with a clause head unsuccessfully.

In the sequel, since we only consider input-consuming derivations, we will simply say “unification free” instead of “unification free for input-consuming derivations”.

Apt and Etalle [AE93] exploit the fact that many programs have **generic expressions** in their input positions. A generic expression for a type \( T \) is a term \( t \) such that if \( s \) is a term of type \( T \) and \( s \) is unifiable with \( t \), then \( s \) is an instance of \( t \). In a permutation simply typed program, the input positions of each clause head are filled with generic expressions, since they are filled with variables in positions of variable type and flat type-consistent terms in positions of non-variable type.

\(^1\)Note that \( s \) is a vector of terms. We do not care about input or output positions at this point.
Theorem 9.1 Let $P$ be a permutation simply typed, input-linear program and $Q$ a permutation simply typed query. Then $P \cup \{Q\}$ is unification free.

PROOF. Consider a derivation step $R, R'$ in an input-consuming derivation of $P \cup \{Q\}$, where $p(s, t)$ is the selected atom, $p(v, u)$ is the head of the clause used in this step and $\theta$ is the MGU. By Lemma 7.2 (f), $R$ is permutation simply typed. Let $E_1 = \{s = v\}$ and $E_2 = \{t = u\}$ so that $E_1 \cup E_2$ is the set of equations successfully considered at this step. By Lemma 7.2 (a, b), $\theta = \theta_1 \theta_2$ where $\theta_1$ is a match for $E_1$, $\text{dom}(\theta_1) \subseteq \text{vars}(v)$, $\text{vars}(\text{ran}(\theta_1)) \subseteq \text{vars}(s)$ and $\theta_2$ is a match for $\{t = u\theta_1\}$. Since $\text{dom}(\theta_1) \subseteq \text{vars}(v)$ and $\text{vars}(v) \cap \text{vars}(t) = \emptyset$, we have $E_2 \theta_1 = \{t = u\theta_1\}$. Therefore $\theta_2$ is a match for $E_2 \theta_1$. Since $R$ is permutation simply typed, $\text{vars}(s) \cap \text{vars}(t) = \emptyset$ so that $E_2 \theta_1$ is left-right disjoint. Therefore $E_1 \cup E_2$ is solvable by double matching and hence $P \cup \{Q\}$ is unification free. \qed

Most programs we have seen are permutation simply typed and input-linear, and hence unification free. However, quicksort$(O, I)$ (Figure 14 on page 87) and treeList$(O, I)$ (Figure 15 on page 88) are not permutation simply typed. The following example illustrates why the reasoning of the above theorem does not work for those programs, even though they may well be unification free. This difficulty has been acknowledged previously by Apt and Etalle [AE93].

Example 9.1 Consider the following two derivations for treeList$(O, I)$ (Figure 15 on page 88). Here the first clause for append is used:

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{treeList}(A, [1]) \leadsto \\
\text{append}([\text{List}, \text{Label}][\text{List}], [1]), \text{treeList}(L, \text{LList}), \text{treeList}(R, \text{RList}) \leadsto \\
\text{treeList}(L, []), \text{treeList}(R, [])
\end{array}
\]

and here the second clause is used:

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{treeList}(A, [1]) \leadsto \\
\text{append}([\text{List}, \text{Label}][\text{List}], [1]), \text{treeList}(L, \text{LList}), \text{treeList}(R, \text{RList}) \leadsto \\
\text{append}([\text{Xs}, \text{Label}][\text{List}], []), \text{treeList}(L, [1|\text{Xs}]), \text{treeList}(R, \text{RList}).
\end{array}
\]

In both derivations, the last step is solvable by double matching. In the first case, the partitioning of the set of equations is

\[E_1 = \{[1] = Y\}, \quad E_2 = \{[\text{Label}][\text{List}] = Y, \text{LList} = []\}.
\]

In the second case, it is

\[E_1 = \{[1] = [\text{X}][\text{Xs}] \} \quad \text{and} \quad E_2 = \{[\text{LList} = [\text{X}][\text{Xs}]]\}.
\]

Note that the second argument position of append is in a different set of the partition depending on the clause which is used. It is not possible to fix a partitioning into the input and output positions, which is the idea underlying Theorem 9.1. \triangleleft
9.2. Occur-Check Freedom

A derivation is *occur-check free* if for every set of equations considered in this derivation, the occur-check can safely be omitted. We must first define what it means for a set of equations to be *considered*. This builds on Definition 9.3. The concept has been previously defined by Apt and Luitjes [AL95]. However, their definition is imprecise in that it depends on a concept of a derivation which may end with a failed attempt to unify a selected atom with a clause, without actually defining this concept formally.

**Definition 9.4** [considered] Let \( P \) be a program and \( \xi \) a derivation. A set of equations \( s = t \) is considered in \( \xi \) if it is either successfully considered in \( \xi \), or there is an atom \( p(s) \) in the last query of \( \xi \) and a clause in \( P \) whose head is \( p(t) \).

In the above definition, no assumptions are made about the degree of instantiation of the “selected atom” \( p(s) \). This is because our result on occur-check freedom holds for arbitrary derivations. It would of course be possible to take into account that \( \xi \) is say, delay-respecting or left-based, and impose a restriction such as “\( p(s) \) must be selectable”. It would however not be meaningful to take into account that \( \xi \) is *input-consuming*. We illustrate this with an example.

**Example 9.2** Consider the program

\[
p(A, B).
p(A, A).
\]

where the mode is \( p(I, I) \), and consider the query \( p(X, f(X)) \). Suppose we require that derivations are input-consuming. Then we can perform a derivation step using the first clause. We cannot perform a derivation step using the second clause, because \( p(X, f(X)) \) and \( p(A, A) \) are not unifiable. It is therefore meaningless to reason about whether this derivation step would have been input-consuming. The notion of *input-consuming* is only meaningful for actual derivation steps, not for attempted ones.

**Definition 9.5** [occur-check free] A derivation is *occur-check free* [AL95, AP94b] if no execution of the Martelli-Montanari unification algorithm [MM82] for a set of equations considered in this derivation ends with a set of equations including an equation \( x = t \), where \( x \) is not \( t \), but \( x \) occurs in \( t \).

We quote the following theorem.

**Theorem 9.2** [AL95, Theorem 13] Let \( P \) be a nicely moded, input-linear program and \( Q \) a nicely moded query. Then all derivations of \( P \cup \{Q\} \) are occur-check free.

The next theorem is a trivial consequence of this and Lemma 5.3.

**Theorem 9.3** [occur check] Let \( P \) be a permutation nicely moded, input-linear program and \( Q \) a permutation nicely moded query. Then all derivations of \( P \cup \{Q\} \) are occur-check free.

Most programs considered in this thesis are permutation nicely moded and input-linear, and hence occur-check free.
9.3 Floundering

Freedom from floundering is an important aspect of verification mainly because of its relationship to termination. As Apt and Luitjes [AL95] put it

\[ \ldots \] the “stronger” the delay declarations are the bigger the chance that a deadlock arises, but the smaller the chance that divergence [non-termination] can result. So deadlock freedom and termination seem to form two boundaries within which lie the “correct” delay declarations.

In other words, one can always trivially ensure termination by having delay declarations such that no atom is ever selectable. That way, every derivation immediately flounders and hence terminates. Likewise, one can trivially ensure non-floundering by declaring that every atom is always selectable.\(^2\) That way, no derivation can ever flounder but possibly at the cost of non-termination.

Therefore, for every approach to the termination problem of programs with delay declarations, one must ask critically: Does the method “buy” termination with floundering? For the automatically generated delay declarations of Lüttngohaus-Kappel [Lüt93], the answer could sometimes be “yes”. This is discussed in Subsection 11.1.5.

Compared to termination however, non-floundering is an easy problem. Under the reasonable assumption that programs and queries are permutation well typed, it can be shown that no derivation flounders. The assumption is reasonable because most programs are permutation well typed.\(^3\) On the other hand, it is usually unreasonable to expect non-floundering for a query that is not instantiated enough to be permutation well typed. We have argued in Subsection 1.2.2 that ensuring input-consuming derivations is paramount. Usually, floundering is the only way to ensure this for insufficiently instantiated queries. As an example, consider the query \texttt{append([1|xs], [], zs)} (see Figure 10 on page 57).

The following theorem generalises [AL95, Theorem 26] to permutation well typed programs. Note that permutation robustly typed programs with input selectability (Definition 7.5) fulfill the condition that an atom is selectable if it is non-variable in all input positions of non-variable type.

**Theorem 9.4** Let \( P \) be a permutation well typed program and \( Q \) be a permutation well typed query. Assume that an atom is selectable if it is non-variable in all input positions of non-variable type. Then no delay-respecting derivation of \( P \cup \{Q\} \) flounders.

**Proof.** Let \( Q_0 = Q \) and \( \xi = Q_0; Q_1; \ldots \) be a delay-respecting derivation of \( P \cup \{Q\} \). Consider an arbitrary \( Q_i = a_1, \ldots, a_n \) where \( n \geq 1 \). By Lemma 5.10, \( Q_i \) is \( \pi \)-well typed for some \( \pi \). By Definition 5.5, the atom \( a_{\pi^{-1}(1)} \) is correctly typed in its input positions, and thus non-variable in its input positions of non-variable type. Therefore \( a_{\pi^{-1}(1)} \) is selectable. Thus every non-empty query in \( \xi \) contains a selectable atom, and so \( \xi \) does not flounder. \( \square \)

---

\(^2\)Technically, this is achieved simply by having no delay declarations at all.

\(^3\)Etalle and others [AE93, EBC99] even claim that most programs are well typed and simply modeled.
The above theorem can be used to show freedom from floundering for all programs with block declarations we have introduced.

9.4 Errors Related to Built-ins

Built-in predicates (built-ins) can be a source of execution errors. Some built-ins produce an error if certain arguments have a wrong type or are insufficiently instantiated. For example, \( X \text{ is } \texttt{foo} \) results in a type error and \( X \text{ is } V \) results in an instantiation error.

Not surprisingly, delay declarations are useful to prevent instantiation errors, since they test for sufficient instantiation. The relationship between delay declarations and type errors will be explained in the next subsection.

One problem with built-ins is that their implementation may not be written in Prolog, or whatever logic programming language we consider. Thus we assume that each built-in is conceptually defined by possibly infinitely many (fact) clauses. The ISO standard for Prolog [ISO95] does not define the built-in predicates as conceptual clauses, but it is nevertheless so precise that it should generally be possible to verify whether such a definition is correct.

To prove that a program is free from errors related to built-ins, we require it to meet certain correctness properties (see Section 7.5). These properties have to be satisfied by the conceptual clauses for the built-ins as well as by the user-defined clauses.

For example, there could be facts "0 is 0+0.", "1 is 0+1.", and so forth. A particularly interesting example is "\( X = X. \)" which is the definition of the built-in \( = \). This is why in an input-linear program, the mode \( =\langle I, I \rangle \) is forbidden, since the clause is not input-linear for that mode.

In this section, we first explain why type errors are related to delay declarations. We then present two approaches to ensuring freedom from instantiation and type errors for programs with delay declarations. For different programs and built-ins, different approaches may be applicable.

9.4.1 The Connection between Delay Declarations and Type Errors

At first sight, it seems that delay declarations, or more generally, non-standard selection rules, do not affect the problem of type errors, be it positively or negatively. Delay declarations cannot enforce arguments to be correctly typed. Also, one would not expect that a non-standard selection rule could be the cause of wrongly typed arguments.

This is probably true in practice, but in theory, there is the problem of type consistency, which is particularly relevant for non-standard derivations (see Section 5.7). Consider the program consisting of the fact clause "\( \texttt{two} (2). \)" and the built-in \( \texttt{is} \), with type \( \{ \texttt{two}(\text{int}), \texttt{is}(\text{int, int}) \} \) and mode \( \{ \texttt{two}(O), \texttt{is}(O, I) \} \). Suppose an atom using \( \texttt{is} \) is selectable only when its input is non-variable. The query

\[
X \text{ is } \texttt{foo}, \texttt{two} (\texttt{foo})
\]

is \( \langle 2, 1 \rangle \)-well typed since trivially \( \models \texttt{foo} : \text{int} \Rightarrow \texttt{foo} : \text{int} \). It results in a type error.
For LD-derivations this problem does not arise. The well typed query corresponding to the above query is $\texttt{two(\text{foo})}$, $\texttt{X is \text{foo}}$. Since the type of $\texttt{two}$ is $\texttt{int}$ and the program is well typed, the atom $\texttt{two(\text{foo})}$ can never be resolved, and therefore the derivation fails without ever reaching $\texttt{X is \text{foo}}$.

### 9.4.2 Exploiting Constant Types

The approach described in this subsection aims at preventing instantiation and type errors for built-ins, for example arithmetic built-ins, that require arguments to be ground. It has been proposed by Apt and Luitjes [AL95] to equip these predicates with delay declarations so that they are only executed when the input is ground. This has the advantage that one can reason about arbitrary arithmetic expressions, as in, say, $\texttt{quicksort([1+1,3-8],M)}$. The disadvantage is that block declarations cannot be used. In contrast, we assume that the type of arithmetic built-ins is the constant type $\texttt{num}$. Then we show that block declarations are sufficient. The following lemma is similar to and based on [AL95, Lemma 27].

**Lemma 9.5** Let $Q = p_1(s_1,t_1), \ldots, p_n(s_n,t_n)$ be a $\pi$-well typed query, where $p_i(S_i, T_i)$ is the type of $p_i$ for each $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$. Suppose, for some $k \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, that $s_k$ has a non-variable term $s$ occurring directly in a position of constant type $S$, and there is a substitution $\theta$ such that $t_j \theta : T_j$ for all $j$ with $\pi(j) < \pi(k)$. Then $s : S$ (and thus $s$ is ground).

**Proof.** By Definition 5.5, $s_k \theta : S_k$, and thus $s \theta : S$ and so $s \theta$ is a constant. Since $s$ is already non-variable, it follows that $s$ is a constant and thus $s \theta = s$. Therefore $s : S$. □

By Definition 7.2, for every permutation simply typed query $Q$, there is a $\theta$ such that $Q \theta$ is correctly typed in its output positions. Thus by Lemma 9.5, if the arithmetic built-ins have type $\texttt{num}$ in all input positions, then it is enough to have block declarations such that these built-ins are only selected when the input positions are non-variable.

Note that in the following theorem, we do not mention instantiation or type errors, as we have not defined formally what an error “is”. From a formal point of view, all that matters is that an atom selected when its input arguments are correctly typed does not produce an error.

**Theorem 9.6** Let $P$ be a permutation simply typed, input-linear program with input selectability and $Q$ be a permutation simply typed query. Then in any delay-respecting derivation $\xi$ of $P \cup \{Q\}$, an atom will be selected only when it is correctly typed in its input positions of constant type.

**Proof.** By Lemma 7.2 (f) and Theorem 7.9, $\xi$ consists of permutation simply typed queries. The result thus follows from Lemma 9.5. □

**Example 9.3** Consider $\texttt{quicksort(I,O)}$ (Figure 14 on page 87) with the type given in Example 7.4. No delay-respecting derivation for a permutation simply typed query and this program can result in an instantiation or type error related to the arithmetic built-ins.
9.4. ERRORS RELATED TO BUILT-INS

:~ block length(?,-,?).  
length(L,N) :-  
len_aux(L,0,N).  
len_aux(L,0,N).  
M2 is M + 1, 
less(\[Xs\],M2,N).  
len_aux(Xs,M2,N).

Figure 23: The length program

9.4.3 Atomic Positions

Sometimes, when the above method does not work because a program is not permutation simply typed, it is still possible to show absence of instantiation errors for arithmetic built-ins. We observe that these built-ins have argument positions of type \textit{num} or \textit{int} which are constant types. Thus, the idea is to declare certain argument positions in a predicate, including the above argument positions of the built-ins, to be \textit{atomic}. This means that they can only be ground or free but not partially instantiated. Then there need to be block declarations such that an atom is only selected when the arguments in these positions are non-variable, and hence ground. Just as with types and modes, we assume that the positions which are atomic are already known.

\textbf{Definition 9.6 [respects atomic positions]} A query (clause) \textbf{respects atomic positions} if each term in an atomic position is ground or a variable which \textit{only} occurs in atomic positions. A program respects atomic positions if each of its clauses does. <

A program need not be permutation nicely moded or permutation well typed in order to respect atomic positions.

\textbf{Example 9.4} The program in Figure 23 computes the length of a list. In this example, we are regarding the atom \textit{M2 is M + 1} as an atom with three arguments \textit{M2, M, and 1}. The program then respects atomic positions, assuming that all argument positions are atomic, except the first argument position of \textit{length} and \textit{len_aux}, respectively. The \textit{block} declaration on the built-in \textit{<} is realised with an auxiliary predicate \textit{less}. <

The property of respecting atomic positions is persistent under resolution.

\textbf{Lemma 9.7} Let \( C \) be a clause and \( Q \) a query which respect atomic positions, where \( \textit{vars}(C) \cap \textit{vars}(Q) = \emptyset \). Then a resolvent of \( C \) and \( Q \) also respects atomic positions.

\textbf{Proof.} Let \( Q = a_1, \ldots, a_n \) be the query and \( C = h \leftarrow b_1, \ldots, b_m \) be the clause. Let \( a_k \) be the selected atom and assume it is unifiable with \( h \) using MGU \( \theta \). We must show that

\[ Q' = (a_1, \ldots, a_{k-1}, b_1, \ldots, b_m, a_{k+1}, \ldots, a_n)\theta \]

respects atomic positions.
Let $x$ be a variable which fills an atomic position in $a_k$ or $h$. Since $Q$ and $C$ respect atomic positions, $x\theta$ is either a variable which only occurs in atomic positions in $Q'$, or a ground term.

Consider a term $s$ filling an atomic position in $a_1, \ldots, a_{i-1}, a_{i+1}, \ldots, a_n$ or $b_1, \ldots, b_m$. If $s$ is a ground term, then $s\theta$ is also a ground term. Suppose that $s$ is a variable. If $s \not\in \text{dom}(\theta)$, then $s\theta$ is also a variable. If $s \in \text{dom}(\theta)$ then $s$ must fill an atomic position in $a_k$ or $h$. By the previous paragraph, $s\theta$ is either a variable which only occurs in atomic positions in $Q'$, or a ground term.

By the following theorem, instantiation errors can be prevented by having block declarations such that an atom using a built-in is only called when it is non-variable in its atomic positions. The theorem is a consequence of the above lemma.

**Theorem 9.8** Let $P$ be a program and $Q$ be a query which respect atomic positions. Let $p$ be a predicate such that an atom using $p$ is selectable in $P$ only if it is non-variable in its atomic positions. Then in any delay-respecting derivation of $P \cup \{Q\}$, an atom using $p$ is selected only when it is ground in its atomic positions.

Using Theorem 9.8 we can show freedom from instantiation errors for programs where the arithmetic arguments are variable-disjoint from any other arguments, such as the program in Figure 23. Note that type errors cannot be ruled out using the theorem.

Note also that for this example, we can only rule out instantiation errors caused by $<$, since the auxiliary predicate less realises a block declaration for $<$. We cannot rule out instantiation errors caused by is. In Section 10.1, it will be justified that there is no block declaration for is.

### 9.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we have presented verification methods concerning four aspects of verification: freedom from unification, occur-check, floundering, and errors related to built-ins. These methods build on and improve previous work in this area [AE93, AL95].

We have shown that permutation simply typed programs are unification free for arbitrary input-consuming derivations. This result is more general than the corresponding one by Apt and Etalle [AE93] since they only consider (input-consuming) $LD$-derivations. However, we require that all clause heads are input-linear and have flat terms in their input positions.

Our results on occur-check freedom and non-floundering are straightforward variations of previous results [AL95]. They are based on the observation that when we consider derivations where the textual order of atoms in a query is irrelevant for the selection of an atom, any result for nicely moded or well typed programs trivially generalises to permutation nicely moded or permutation well typed programs. Note that our result on occur-check freedom holds for all derivations.

We have shown that for (arithmetic) built-ins, block declarations are often sufficient to ensure freedom from instantiation and type errors. This improves previous results [AL95] in that those assume delay declarations that test for groundness. In the next chapter, we will show that sometimes, no delay declarations are needed at all.
Chapter 10

Weakening Some Conditions

In this chapter, we consider ways of weakening some conditions imposed on the programs for verification purposes. We have postponed these considerations so far to avoid making the main arguments of Part III unnecessarily complicated.

In Section 10.1, we give conditions so that certain block declarations can be omitted without affecting the runtime behaviour. In Section 10.2, we study ways of weakening the requirement that clause heads must be input-linear. Section 10.3 shows that we can easily generalise the notion of mode of a program. Section 10.4 is a discussion.

10.1 Simplifying the block Declarations

Even for programs containing block declarations, it is rare that all predicates have block declarations. In particular, block declarations for built-ins are awkward because they can only be realised (at least in SICStus [SIC98]) by introducing an auxiliary predicate (see Figure 14 on page 87). This makes previous methods for verification [AL95] but also the methods we introduced in Chapter 9 somewhat impractical. The queens program (Figure 22 on page 106), which is a standard example of a program using block declarations, does not have any block declarations for the built-ins.

Even for user-defined predicates, it is desirable to omit the block declarations if possible, since runtime testing for instantiation has an overhead, albeit small.

In this section, we show how, using information about the initial query, it can be ensured that some of the instantiation tests always succeed so that they actually become redundant. This justifies the omission of block declarations.

An additional benefit is that in some cases, we can even ensure that arguments are ground, rather than just non-variable. We will see in Section 10.2 that this is useful in order to weaken the restriction that every clause head must be input-linear.

10.1.1 Permutation Simply Typed Programs Using Constant Types

In the program in Figure 22 on page 106, there are no block declarations and hence no auxiliary predicates for <, is and ≠\neq. This is justified because the input for those predicates is always provided by the clause heads. For example, it is not necessary to have a block declaration for < because when an atom using sequence is called, the first argument of this atom is already ground.
We show here how this intuition can be formalised for permutation simply typed programs. In the following definition, we consider a set $B$ containing the predicates for which we want to omit the block declarations.

**Definition 10.1** [B-ground] Let $P$ be a permutation simply typed program and $B$ a set of predicates whose input positions are all of constant type.

A query is **B-ground** if it is permutation simply typed and each atom using a predicate in $B$ has ground terms in its input positions.

An argument position $k$ of a predicate $p$ in $P$ is a **B-position** if there is a clause $p(t_0,s_{n+1}) \leftarrow p_1(s_1,t_1), \ldots, p_n(s_n,t_n)$ in $P$ such that for some $i$ where $p_i \in B$, some variable in $s_i$ also occurs in position $k$ in $p(t_0,s_{n+1})$.

The program $P$ is **B-ground** if every $B$-position of every predicate in $P$ is an input position of constant type, and an atom $p(s,t)$, where $p \not\in B$, is selectable only if it is non-variable in the $B$-positions of $p$.

As the following example shows, the requirement on selectability in the above definition is not automatically met by programs with input selectability.

**Example 10.1** The queens program (Figure 22 on page 106) is $B$-ground, where $B = \{ \langle, \; \langle, \; \langle = \rangle \}$ The first position of sequence, the second position of safe_aux, and all positions of no_diag are $B$-positions.

Does input selectability guarantee for this example that an atom $p(s,t)$, where $p \not\in B$, is selectable only if it is non-variable in the $B$-positions of $p$? According to Definition 7.3, the second position of safe_aux and all positions of no_diag might be free positions. Therefore the answer is no. However, the block declarations given in Figure 22 do guarantee this requirement.

The following theorem says that for $B$-ground programs, the input of all atoms using predicates in $B$ is always ground.

**Theorem 10.1** Let $P$ be a $B$-ground, input-linear program and $Q$ a $B$-ground query, and $\xi$ an input-consuming, delay-respecting derivation of $P \cup \{ Q \}$. Then each query in $\xi$ is $B$-ground.

**Proof.** The proof is by induction on the length of $\xi$ Let $Q_0 = Q$ and $\xi = Q_0; Q_1; \ldots$. The base case holds by the assumption that $Q_0$ is $B$-ground.

Now consider some $Q_j$ where $j \geq 0$ and $Q_{j+1}$ exists. By Lemmas 7.2 (f) and 7.7, $Q_j$ and $Q_{j+1}$ are permutation simply typed and type-consistent. The induction hypothesis is that $Q_j$ is $B$-ground.

Let $p(u,v)$ be the selected atom, $C = p(t_0,s_{n+1}) \leftarrow p_1(s_1,t_1), \ldots, p_n(s_n,t_n)$ be the clause and $\theta$ the MGU used in the step $Q_j; Q_{j+1}$. Consider an arbitrary $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$ such that $p_i \in B$.

If $p \not\in B$, then by the condition on selectability in Definition 10.1, $p(u,v)$ is non-variable in the $B$-positions of $p$, and hence, since the $B$-positions are of constant type, $p(u,v)$ is ground in the $B$-positions of $p$. If $p \in B$, then $p(u,v)$ is ground in all input positions by the induction hypothesis, and hence $p(u,v)$ is a fortiori ground in all $B$-positions of $p$. 
Thus it follows that $s_\theta$ is ground. Since the choice of $i$ was arbitrary and because of the induction hypothesis, it follows that $Q_{j+1}$ is $B$-ground.

In Section 7.4, we have seen that input-consuming derivations can be ensured with block declarations so that programs have input selectability (Theorem 7.9). Now by the above theorem, we can drop the requirement of input selectability for the predicates in $B$. Regardless of selectability, atoms using predicates in $B$ are only selected when their input is ground, simply because their input is ground at all times during the execution. Theorems 7.9 and 9.6 are applicable for programs where only the predicates not in $B$ meet the requirement of input selectability. On the other hand, for those predicates, the requirements on the block declarations may actually go beyond input selectability.

**Example 10.2** In the *nqueens* program (Figure 22 on page 106), there are no block declarations, and hence no auxiliaries, for the occurrences of *is*, *<*, and *\*, but there are block declarations on *safe_aux* and *no_diag* that ensure the condition on selectability in Definition 10.1. Theorems 7.9 and 9.6 are applicable for the *nqueens* program. 

### 10.1.2 Programs that Respect Atomic Positions

The idea used in the previous subsection can also be applied to programs which are not permutation simply typed but which respect atomic positions. However there are some small technical differences. The example we use for illustration here is the program in Figure 23 on page 119.

Note that in the following definition, we associate a mode (or possibly several alternative modes) with a program, although Definition 9.6 is independent of modes.

**Definition 10.2** [B-ground$^*$] Let $P$ be a program which respects atomic positions and $B$ a set of predicates whose input positions are all atomic.

A query is B-ground$^*$ if it respects atomic positions and each atom using a predicate in $B$ has ground terms in its input positions.

An argument position $k$ of a predicate $p$ in $P$ is a B-position$^*$ if there is a clause $p(t_0,s_{n+1}) \leftarrow p_1(s_1,t_1), \ldots, p_n(s_n,t_n)$ in $P$ such that for some $i$ where $p_i \in B$, some variable in $s_i$ also occurs in position $k$ in $p(t_0,s_{n+1})$.

The program $P$ is B-ground$^*$ if every B-position$^*$ of every predicate in $P$ is an atomic input position, and an atom $p(s,t)$, where $p \notin B$, is selectable only if it is non-variable in the B-positions$^*$ of $p$.

**Example 10.3** Consider the program in Figure 23 on page 119 with atomic positions defined as in Example 9.4. This program is \{is\}-ground$^*$, and the second position of *len_aux* is an \{is\}-position$^*$. 

The following theorem is analogous to Theorem 10.1.

**Theorem 10.2** Let $P$ and $Q$ be a B-ground$^*$ program and query, and $\xi$ be a delay-respecting derivation of $P \cup \{Q\}$. Then each query in $\xi$ is B-ground$^*$. 

**Proof.** The proof is by induction on the length of $\xi$. Let $Q_0 = Q$ and $\xi = Q_0; Q_1; \ldots$. The base case holds by the assumption that $Q_0$ is B-ground$^*$. 

Now consider some $Q_j$ where $j \geq 0$ and $Q_{j+1}$ exists. By Lemma 9.7, $Q_j$ and $Q_{j+1}$ respect atomic positions. The induction hypothesis is that $Q_j$ is $B$-ground\(^*\).

Let $p(u, v)$ be the selected atom, $C = p(t_0, s_{n+1}) \leftarrow p_1(s_1, t_1), \ldots, p_n(s_n, t_n)$ be the clause and $\theta$ the MGU used in the step $Q_j; Q_{j+1}$. Consider an arbitrary $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$ such that $p_i \in B$.

If $p \not\in B$, then by the condition on selectability in Definition 10.2, $p(u, v)$ is non-variable in the $B$-positions\(^*\) of $p$, and hence, since $Q_j$ respects atomic positions, $p(u, v)$ is ground in the $B$-positions\(^*\) of $p$. If $p \in B$, then $p(u, v)$ is ground in all input positions by the induction hypothesis, and hence $p(u, v)$ is a fortiiori ground in all $B$-positions of $p$.

Thus it follows that $s_i\theta$ is ground. Since the choice of $i$ was arbitrary and because of the induction hypothesis, it follows that $Q_{j+1}$ is $B$-ground\(^*\).

By Theorem 10.2, it is justified that there is no block declaration for $s_i$ in the program in Figure 23 on page 119. More precisely, any delay-respecting derivation for this program and an $\{is\}$-ground\(^*\) query is also a derivation for the same program except that $s_i$ is only selectable when its input is non-variable. Therefore by Theorem 9.8, there are no instantiation errors.

### 10.1.3 Exploiting the Fact that Derivations Are Left-Based

We now show that if derivations are left-based, the block declarations can be omitted in even more cases.

**Definition 10.3** [well placed] Let $P$ be a permutation well typed program and $Q = p_1(s_1, t_1), \ldots, p_n(s_n, t_n)$ a $\pi$-well typed query. An atom $p_i(s_i, t_i)$ is well placed in $Q$ if for all $j \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, $\pi(j) < \pi(i)$ implies $j < i$. For the clause $C = p(t_0, s_{n+1}) \leftarrow Q$, an atom is well placed in $C$ if it is well placed in $Q$.

Not surprisingly, well placed atoms stay well placed throughout a derivation. This proposition can be verified by inspecting Definition 5.1.

**Proposition 10.3** Let $C$ and $Q$ be a permutation well typed clause and query and let $Q'$ be a resolvent of $C$ and $Q$. Then each well placed atom in $Q$, other than the selected atom, is also well placed in $Q'$. Moreover, if the selected atom is well placed in $Q$, then each well placed atom in $C$ is also well placed in $Q'$.

The following theorem says that in a left-based derivation, a well placed atom is not selected before it is correctly typed in its input positions, since the atoms that “feed” it will always be preferred. Therefore, if it can be ensured that atoms using a predicate $p$ are always well placed, then it is not necessary to check the input positions of atoms using $p$ with block declarations.

**Theorem 10.4** Let $P$ be a permutation well typed program where an atom is selectable in $P$ if all input positions of non-variable type are non-variable, and let $Q$ be a permutation well typed query. Let $p$ be a predicate and $W = \{q \mid q \supseteq p\}$, and suppose in
Q and all clauses of P, all atoms using predicates in W are well placed. Then in any
left-based derivation of P \cup \{Q\}, all atoms using predicates in W are selected only when
they are correctly typed in their input positions.

PROOF. Let \(\xi\) be a left-based derivation of \(P \cup \{Q\}\). We show that atoms using
predicates in W which are eventually selected never become waiting (see Definition 8.1)
in \(\xi\).\(^1\) In particular, we look at one arbitrary but fixed atom using a predicate in W
which is eventually selected in \(\xi\). We show that if it is not waiting at some query in
\(\xi\), then it will never become waiting. When it is eventually selected, then any direct
descendants of this atom that use a predicate in W are not waiting either. Since in the
initial query, no atoms are waiting, it follows by an obvious inductive argument that
atoms using predicates in W which are eventually selected never become waiting in \(\xi\).

Let \(Q' = a_1, \ldots, a_n\) be a \(\pi\)-well typed query in \(\xi\) where for some \(i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}, a_i\) is an
atom using a predicate in W which is eventually selected in \(\xi\). Assume that \(a_i\) is not
waiting. By Proposition 10.3, \(a_i\) is well placed in \(Q'\). Since \(a_i\) is eventually selected, we
can write \(\xi\) as

\[\xi = Q' \ldots; a_i; (F, a_i, H)\sigma; (F, H)\theta \ldots\]

Consider an arbitrary query \((\bar{F}, a_i, \bar{H})\theta\) in \(Q' \ldots; (F, a_i, H)\theta\) (that is, a query in \(\xi\)
before \(a_i\) is selected).

If \((\bar{F}, a_i, \bar{H})\theta\) contains any descendants of atoms \(a_j\) such that \(\pi(j) < \pi(i)\), then since \(a_i\)
is well placed in \(Q'\), it follows that these descendants occur in \(\bar{F}\theta\). Since \((\bar{F}, a_i, \bar{H})\theta\) is
permutation well typed, it follows by Lemma 5.1 (a) that there is at least one selectable
atom in \(\bar{F}\theta\), and therefore \(a_i\) does not become waiting in the derivation step following
\((\bar{F}, a_i, \bar{H})\theta\).

If however, \((\bar{F}, a_i, \bar{H})\theta\) contains no descendant of an atom \(a_j\) such that \(\pi(j) < \pi(i)\), then by Lemma 5.12, \(a_i\theta\) is correctly typed in its input positions and hence selectable.
Therefore \(a_i\) does not become waiting in the derivation step following \((\bar{F}, a_i, \bar{H})\theta\).

Since \(a_i\) is never waiting, it follows by the definition of left-based derivations that \(a_i\)
can only be selected if there is no selectable atom to the left of \(a_i\). That is, \(F\theta\) contains
no selectable atom. Therefore, since \(a_i\) is well-placed in \(Q'\), it follows that \((F, a_i, H)\theta\)
contains no descendant of an atom \(a_j\) such that \(\pi(j) < \pi(i)\), and thus by Lemma 5.12,
\(a_i\theta\) is correctly typed in its input positions.

Moreover, since \(a_i\) is not waiting when it is selected, it follows that the direct descendants
of \(a_i\) that use a predicate in W are not waiting either. \(\square\)

Note that permutation robustly typed programs with input selectability (Definition 7.5)
fulfill the condition that an atom is selectable if it is non-variable in all input positions
of non-variable type.

In a similar way as in Subsection 10.1.1, the above theorem justifies dropping the
requirement of input selectability for the predicates in W. Theorem 7.9 is applicable for
programs where only the predicates not in W meet the requirement of input selectability.

\(^1\)They also never become waiting if they are never selected, but we are not interested in such atoms.
Example 10.4 In the *nqueens* program (Figure 22 on page 106 and Figure 20 on page 99), the block declaration for *permute* can be omitted. Note however that this requires that any call to *nqueens* is well placed in the query where it occurs. Moreover, the version of *permute* without block declarations can only be used in mode *permute*(O, I).  

10.2 Weakening Input-Linearity of Clause Heads

For most of our results, it is assumed that programs are input-linear. Building on the previous section, we now discuss ways of weakening this rather severe restriction.

The requirement that clause heads are input-linear is needed to show the persistence of permutation nicely-modedness (Lemma 5.3). This is analogous to the same statement restricted to nicely-modedness (Lemma 5.2, [AL95, Lemma 11]). However, the clause head does not have to be input-linear when the statement is further restricted to *LD*-resolvents [AP91b, Lemma 5.3]. The following example by Apt (personal communication) demonstrates this difference.

Example 10.5 Consider the program

\[
eq(A, A)
\]

\[
q(A).
\]

\[
r(I).
\]

where the mode is \{q(I), r(O), eq(I, I)\}. The query

\[
q(X), r(Y), eq(X, Y)
\]

is nicely moded. The query *q*(X), *r*(X) is a resolvent of the above query, and it is *not* nicely moded. Since *eq*/2 is equivalent to the built-in */=*/2, the example illustrates why input-linear programs must not contain uses of */=*/(I, I).

Requiring input-linear clause heads is undoubtedly a severe restriction. It means that it is not possible to test two input arguments for equality. However, this also indicates why in the above example, resolving *eq*(X, Y) is harmful: *eq* is intended to be a test, clearly indicated by its mode *eq*(I, I), but in the given derivation step, it is actually not a test, since it binds variables.

By Lemma 5.4, the requirement of input-linear heads can be dropped if derivation steps are input-consuming. This means that an atom using */=*/(I, I) must be only selected when both arguments are ground.

The mode */=*/(I, I) could be realised with an equality test, say *eq_test*(s, t), whose operational semantics is as follows: if s and t are identical, it succeeds; if s and t are not unifiable, it fails; otherwise, the test is delayed until s or t become further instantiated. Such a test is used in the guards of clauses in concurrent (constraint) logic languages such as (F)GHC [Ued86], but in ordinary logic programming languages, it is usually not provided.

Alternatively, the mode */=*/(I, I) can be realised with a delay declaration such that an atom *s=t* is selected only when *s* and *t* are ground. In SICStus, this can be done
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using the built-in when [SIC98]. However we do not follow this line because we focus on
block declarations, and because it would commit a particular occurrence of \( s = t \) to a test in all modes in which the program is used.

Nevertheless, even using block declarations, there are situations when clause heads
that are not input-linear can be allowed. Effectively, we have to show that each derivation
step using a non input-linear clause could be replaced with a derivation step using
an input-linear clause.

We first need to define formally what it means for an atom to have a subterm “in a
certain place”, and what a non-linear place is.

Definition 10.4 [to have in a place] Let \( a = p(t_1, \ldots, t_n) \) be an atom. Then for each
\( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \), \( a \) has \( t_i \) in place \( \rho^i \). Moreover, if \( a \) has a term \( f(s_1, \ldots, s_m) \) in place \( \zeta \),
then for each \( i \in \{1, \ldots, m\} \), \( a \) has \( s_i \) in place \( \zeta.f^i \). A place \( \zeta \) is an input place of \( a \)
if \( \zeta = \rho^i\zeta' \) and \( i \) is an input position of \( p \).

Example 10.6 The atom \( p(f(g(X)), h(Y)) \) has \( X \) in place \( \rho^1.f^1.g^1 \) and \( Y \) in place \( \rho^2.h^1 \).
The atom \( p(f(g(Z)), h(7)) \) has \( 7 \) in the same place where \( p(f(g(X)), h(Y)) \) has \( Y \).

Definition 10.5 [non-linear place] Let \( p(v, u) \leftarrow B \) be clause. A place \( \zeta \) is a non-linear place of \( p(v, u) \) if it is an input place and \( p(v, u) \) has a variable in \( \zeta \) which
occurs more than once in \( v \).

Example 10.7 Let \( p(f(g(X)), h(X)) \leftarrow \ldots \) be a clause where the mode is \( p(f, I) \). Then
\( \rho^1.f^1.g^1 \) and \( \rho^2.h^1 \) are non-linear places of \( p(f(g(X)), h(X)) \). Moreover, \( p(f(g(Z)), h(7)) \)
has the terms \( Z \) and \( 7 \) in the non-linear places of \( p(f(g(X)), h(X)) \).

The following lemma states that if a selected atom is ground in all non-linear places
of the clause head, and the selected atom is unifiable with the clause head, then this clause
can be replaced by a certain input-linear clause without affecting the resolvent.
Note the similarity between the following lemma and Lemma 5.4.

Lemma 10.5 Let \( Q = a_1, \ldots, a_n \) be a query and \( C = p(v, u) \leftarrow b_1, \ldots, b_m \) a clause
where \( \text{vars}(Q) \cap \text{vars}(C) = \emptyset \). Suppose that for some \( k \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \), \( p(v, u) \) and
\( a_k = p(s, t) \) are unifiable with MGU \( \theta \), and \( p(s, t) \) is ground in all non-linear places of
\( p(v, u) \).
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Let \( C' = p(v', u) \leftarrow b_1, \ldots, b_m \) be an input-linear clause such that

1. \( \text{vars}(v) \subseteq \text{vars}(v') \) and \( \text{vars}(v') \cap \text{vars}(Q) = \emptyset \),

2. there exists a substitution \( \sigma \) such that \( C' \sigma = C \) and \( \text{dom}(\sigma) = \text{vars}(v') \setminus \text{vars}(v) \).

Then \((a_1, \ldots, a_{k-1}, b_1, \ldots, b_m, a_{k+1}, \ldots, a_n) \theta\) is also a resolvent of \( Q \) and \( C' \).

PROOF. Consider an arbitrary variable \( x \) that occurs more than once in \( v \), and let \( X \subseteq \text{dom}(\sigma) \) be the set of variables \( x' \) such that \( x' \sigma = x \). Since \( p(s, t) \) is ground in all places where \( p(v, u) \) has \( x \), it follows that \( s \) has the same ground term, say \( t \), in all places where \( v \) has \( x \). Therefore it follows that any unifier of \( p(v', u) \) and \( p(s, t) \) binds each variable in \( X \) to \( t \). This means that \( \sigma \theta \) is an MGU of \( p(v', u) \) and \( p(s, t) \).

Moreover, by assumptions 1 and 2,

\[(a_1, \ldots, a_{k-1}, b_1, \ldots, b_m, a_{k+1}, \ldots, a_n) \theta = (a_1, \ldots, a_{k-1}, b_1, \ldots, b_m, a_{k+1}, \ldots, a_n)\sigma \theta,\]

and so \((a_1, \ldots, a_{k-1}, b_1, \ldots, b_m, a_{k+1}, \ldots, a_n) \theta\) is not only a resolvent of \( C \) and \( Q \), but also a resolvent of \( C' \) and \( Q \).

\( \square \)

Lemma 10.5 should not be interpreted as suggesting a program transformation, namely to replace clauses with corresponding input-linear clauses. Such a transformation might make a clause head unfiable with a potential selected atom where it was not unfiable before, which would affect the semantics of the program. It is only in the case that \( p(s, t) \) and \( p(v, u) \) are already unfiable that we can, conceptually, replace \( C \) with \( C' \).

Lemma 10.5 is applicable whenever we can guarantee that the selected atom is always ground in the non-linear places of the clause head. We now outline two ways in which this can be ensured.

First, one can exploit the fact that atoms are well placed. Consider a permutation well typed program where an atom is selectable in \( P \) if all input positions of non-variable type are non-variable. We can weaken Definition 5.3 by allowing for clause heads \( p(t, s) \) where a variable \( x \) occurs in several input positions, provided that

- all occurrences of \( x \) in \( t \) are in positions of ground type, and
- in each clause of the program and in any initial query for the program, each atom using a predicate \( q \sqsupseteq p \) is well placed.

By Theorem 10.4, it is then ensured that multiple occurrences of a variable in the input of a clause head implement an equality test between input arguments. Therefore, Lemmas 5.3, 7.2 and 7.6 hold assuming this weaker definition of “input-linear”.

**Example 10.8** Consider the **append** program (Figure 10 on page 57) in “test mode”, that is \( \text{append}(I, I, I) \). This program is permutation nicely moded but not input-linear. Nevertheless, the program can be used in this mode provided that all arguments are of ground type and calls to **append** are always well placed.

Secondly, one can exploit the fact that the arguments being tested for equality are of constant type. This time we have to weaken Definition 5.3 by allowing for clause heads \( p(t, s) \) where a variable \( x \) occurs in several input positions, provided that
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- all occurrences of $x$ in $t$ are direct and in positions of constant type, and
- an atom using $p$ is selectable only if these positions are non-variable.

By Theorem 9.6, it is then ensured that when an atom $p(u, v)$ is selected, $u$ has constants in each position where $t$ has $x$.

**Example 10.9** The `length` program in Figure 23 on page 119 can be used in mode 
\{`length($O$, $I$), `len_aux($O$, $I$, $I$)`\} in spite of that fact that `len_aux([], $N$, $N$)` is not input-linear, using either of the two explanations above. The first explanation relies on all atoms using predicates $q \supseteq `len_aux` being well placed. This is somewhat unsatisfactory since imposing such a restriction impedes modularity. Therefore, the second explanation is preferable.

**10.3 Generalising Modes**

In Section 5.2, we have defined a mode of a program as a set containing one mode for each of its predicates. This means that we have allowed for a program to be used in different modes at different executions, but within each execution, the mode of each predicate was fixed. For example, the query

\[
\text{append}([1, 2], [3, 4], Zs), \ \text{append}(As, Bs, Zs),
\]

where the first atom has mode `append($I$, $I$, $O$)` and the second atom has mode `append($O$, $O$, $I$)`, uses the same predicate in different modes and hence would not be, say, permutation nicely moded. This is a disadvantage as one can easily imagine that a program might use `append($I$, $I$, $O$)` is one place and `append($O$, $O$, $I$)` in another. We have defined modes in this way to avoid unnecessary confusion.

It is easy to see however that the definition of a mode of a program could be generalised. Define a mode $M$ of a program as a set of modes containing at least one mode for each of its predicates. Define that a clause $C = p(t, s) \leftarrow B$ is, say, permutation nicely moded with respect to a mode $p(m_1, \ldots, m_n) \in M$ if it is permutation nicely moded, assuming that the mode $p(m_1, \ldots, m_n)$ is assigned to the clause head and some mode in $M$ is assigned to each body atom in $C$. Define that a program is permutation nicely moded if for each predicate $p$ and each mode $p(m_1, \ldots, m_n) \in M$, all clauses defining $p$ are permutation nicely moded with respect to $p(m_1, \ldots, m_n)$.

**10.4 Discussion**

In this chapter, we presented some methods that can be used to improve the results of the earlier chapters in two ways: omitting the `block` declarations for some predicates, and allowing for multiple occurrences of variables in the input of clause heads.

Omitting the `block` declarations is particularly useful for (arithmetic) built-ins. It aims at the way arithmetic built-ins are used in practice: it is awkward having to introduce auxiliary predicates to implement delay declarations for built-ins. The
nqueens program is a standard example of a program which contains block declarations, but not for the built-ins. We give a formal justification for this.

The requirement that clauses must be input-linear is quite common [AL95, AE93, ER98]. However it is a rather severe restriction, in that it usually rules out predicates running in “test mode” (see Example 10.8). We have shown how this restriction can sometimes be weakened.

Finally, we have outlined a generalisation of modes allowing for predicates to be used in different modes in different places in a program, even within a single execution.
Chapter 11

Related Work and Conclusion

In Chapter 2, we gave an overview of the literature using modes and types. In this chapter, we look, more specifically, at the literature related to Part III of this thesis. We then conclude the thesis by highlighting the main contributions and novel ideas, and mentioning some open problems.

11.1 Related Work

This section has several subsections, each of which is devoted to a paper or a group of closely related papers. Subsection 11.1.1 is an exception. It discusses the significance of “pinning down the size” of an atom throughout the termination literature. We discuss the papers more or less in chronological order.

In Subsection 6.1, we observed that a distinguishing aspect between works on termination is the assumptions they make about the selection rule. This includes assumptions about delay declarations, as one usually thinks of the selection rule as being parametrised by the delay declarations, if there are any. Figure 24 illustrates a variety of assumptions about the selection rule that have been made in the literature. We will refer to this figure as we discuss the different approaches.

11.1.1 The Significance of “Pinning Down the Size” of an Atom

As explained in Section 6.1, most approaches to termination rely on the idea that the size of an atom can be pinned down when the atom is selected. Depending on this size, it is then possible to give an upper bound for the number of descendants of this atom.

Technically, “pinning down the size” usually means that the atom is bounded with respect to some level mapping [AP94a, Bez93, EBC99, LS97, MK97]. However, there are exceptions [DVB92, DD98]. In those works, termination can be shown for the query, say, \texttt{append([X], [], Zs)} using as level mapping the term size of the first argument, even though the term size of \texttt{[X]} is not bounded. However, the method only works for LD-derivations and relies on the fact that any future instantiation of \texttt{X} cannot affect the descendants of \texttt{append([X], [], Zs)}. Therefore it is effectively possible to pin down the size of \texttt{append([X], [], Zs)}.

On the whole, there seems to be a strong reluctance to give up this idea, although
it is recognised that it must fail on some standard examples of programs using coroutines [Nai92]. This is illustrated in Example 6.1. Therefore, some authors attempt to simplify the actual problem by proposing program transformations or introducing additional assumptions about the selection rule [Bez93, MT95, MK97]. It seems that these modifications mainly serve the purpose of making it easier to reason about termination, and not of making programs terminate that would not terminate otherwise. We will discuss this point further below when we look at the various approaches.

11.1.2 Guarded Horn Clauses

The definition of input-consuming derivations has a certain resemblance with derivations in the language of (Flat) Guarded Horn Clauses [Ued86, Ued88]. In (F)GHC, a clause has the form $h \leftarrow G \mid B$, where $G$ is called a guard. There is no backtracking, that is, the choice of a clause to resolve an atom cannot be undone later if the derivation fails. It is therefore crucial that the "correct" clause is used in each step. To this end, an atom $a$ can be resolved using a clause $h \leftarrow G \mid B$ only when $a$ is an instance of $h$ and $G\theta$ is entailed, where $\theta$ is an MGU of $a$ and $h$. The atom $a$ can become instantiated only later via explicit unifications (using the built-in equality predicate) occurring in the body $B$.

Thus whether or not an atom $a$ is selectable in (F)GHC depends not only on $a$ itself but, at least in theory, on the clause used to resolve $a$. This is similar to the concept of input-consuming derivations, where whether or not a derivation step is input-consuming may depend on the clause used to resolve an atom.

When we consider Modeled FGHC [CU96, UM93, UM94], this resemblance becomes even clearer. Intuitively, arguments of the selected atom that affect the choice of the clause are input arguments, whereas arguments that become instantiated by the body $B$ are output arguments. In Modeled FGHC, a number of correctness conditions are imposed that formalise, among other things, this intuition.
11.1.3 Coroutining and Terminating Logic Programs

Naish studies the problem of termination of programs with coroutining [Nai92]. He considers the \texttt{when} declarations of NU-Prolog [TZ86], which are essentially the same as \texttt{block} declarations. These declarations effectively ensure input-consuming derivations, although Naish does not use this concept. The default left-to-right selection rule of Prolog is assumed. This work gives good intuitive explanations why programs loop and heuristics to ensure termination. However, the work is not formal. It is not even formalised what the default left-to-right selection rule is.

Predicates are assumed to have a single mode. As mentioned on page 62, Naish suggests that alternative modes should be achieved by multiple versions of a predicate. This approach is quite common and is also taken in Mercury [SHC96], where these versions are generated by the compiler. While it is possible to take that approach, some authors give the impression that assuming single modes does not imply any loss of generality [AE93, AL95, EB99]. However, generating multiple versions implies code duplication and hence a loss of generality (see Subsection 5.3.2).

Naish uses examples where under the assumption of single modes, there is no reason for using delay declarations in the first place. For example, if we only consider \texttt{permute}(O, I), then the program in Figure 20 (page 99) does not loop for the plain reason that no atom ever delays, and thus the program is executed using LD-derivations. In this case, the elaborate interpretation that one should “place recursive calls last” is misleading. On the other hand, if we only consider \texttt{permute}(I, O), then the version of Figure 20 would hardly be used, on the grounds that it is much less efficient than the version of Figure 18 (page 95). In short, Naish’s discussion on delay declarations lacks motivation when only one mode is assumed.

11.1.4 Strong Termination

Bezem [Bez93] has identified the class of strongly terminating programs, which are programs that universally terminate under any selection rule (see Figure 24 on the facing page). While it is shown that every total recursive function can be computed by a strongly terminating program, this does not change the fact that few existing programs are strongly terminating. Transformations are proposed for three example programs to make them strongly terminating, but no general procedure for transforming programs is given.

11.1.5 Generating Delay Declarations Automatically

Lüttrothhaus-Kappel [Lütt93] proposes a method for generating control (delay declarations) automatically, and has applied it successfully to many programs. However, rather than pursuing a formalisation of some intuitive understanding of why programs loop, and imposing appropriate restrictions on programs, he attempts a high degree of generality. This has certain disadvantages.

First, the method only finds acceptable delay declarations, ensuring that the most general selectable atoms have finite SLD-trees. What is required however are safe delay
declarations, ensuring that instances of most general selectable atoms have finite SLD-trees. A safe program is a program for which every acceptable delay declaration is safe. Lütringham-Kappel states that all programs he has considered are safe, but gives no hint as to how this might be shown in general. This is a missing link.

Secondly, the delay declarations for some programs such as quicksort require an argument to be a nil-terminated list before an atom can be selected. Such a list is sometimes called rigid [MK97, MK97], since its length cannot change via further instantiation (see Figure 24 on page 132). As Lütringham-Kappel points out, “in NU-Prolog [or SICStus] it is not possible to express such conditions”¹ [TZ86]. Note that such uses of delay declarations go far beyond ensuring that derivations are input-consuming. In fact, they ensure that the size of the selected atom can be pinned down.

In a way, the need for such strong delay declarations arises because Lütringham-Kappel assumes arbitrary delay-respecting derivations, rather than left-based derivations. Obviously, his method cannot show termination when termination depends on derivations being left-based.

Thirdly, floundering cannot be ruled out systematically, but only avoided on a heuristic basis. Thus in principle, the method sometimes enforces termination by floundering. This lies in the nature of the weak assumptions made, and thus is sometimes unavoidable, but there is no notion that would allow to reason about whether for a particular program, it was avoidable or not. In contrast, the notions of permutation well-typedness and input-consuming derivations allow to reason about whether floundering is avoidable or not (see Section 9.3).

11.1.6 Verification Using Modes and Types

Apt, Etalle, Luitjes and Pellegrini are among the authors who use correctness properties related to modes and types to verify logic programs [AE93, AL95, AP94b]. These correctness properties have been adopted and extended in this thesis (see Section 7.5).

Apt and Luitjes [AL95] present some methods for verification of logic programs with delay declarations. They consider four aspects of verification: occur-check freedom, non-floundering, freedom from errors related to built-ins, and termination.

The results on occur-check freedom are a generalisation of work by Apt and Pellegrini [AP94b] from LD-derivations to arbitrary derivations. Occur-check freedom is shown based on nicely-modedness. As discussed in Section 10.2, showing the persistence of nicely-modedness, and hence occur-check freedom, for arbitrary derivations requires that clause heads are input-linear.

For arithmetic built-ins, Apt and Luitjes require delay declarations such that an atom is delayed until the arguments are ground. Such declarations are usually implemented less efficiently than block declarations.

Little attention is devoted to termination. Apt and Luitjes propose a method for showing termination which is limited to deterministic programs, that is programs where for each selected atom, there is at most one clause head unifiable with it. Moreover,

¹This statement should probably be weakened. It is possible to express such conditions, but only by introducing auxiliary predicates [MK97].
Apt and Luitjes give conditions for the termination of append, but these are ad-hoc and do not address the general problem.

The results on unification freedom of Section 9.1 are based on work by Apt and Etalle [AE93]. These authors assume well typed programs and LD-derivations.

11.1.7 Termination of LD-Derivations

The methods for proving termination presented in Chapter 8 implicitly rely on previous work on termination for LD-derivations [Apt97, AP90, DVB92, DD93, DD98, EBC99]. De Schreye and Decorte give a survey of the termination literature [DD94]. The TermiLog system is a tool for proving termination automatically [LS96, LS97, LSS97].

11.1.8 Termination for Local Selection Rules

For proving termination, Marchiori and Teusink [MT95] rely on norms and the covering relation between subqueries of a query. This is loosely related to well-typedness. However, their results are not comparable to ours because they assume a local selection rule, that is a rule which always selects an atom which was introduced in the most recent step. No existing language using a local selection rule is mentioned. Assuming local selection rules, it can be ensured that the size of the selected atom can always be pinned down.

The authors state that programs that do not use speculative bindings deserve further investigation, and that they expect any method for proving termination with full coroutining either to be very complex, or very restrictive in its applications.

11.1.9 Directional Types

Boye [Boy96] defines generally well typed programs, of which the permutation well typed programs considered here are a special case. The generalisation lies in considering not just a producer-consumer relation between atoms in a query, but rather between the individual argument positions. This allows to reason about certain programs which operate on open data structures.

The standard example is a program which takes as input a binary tree whose labels are numbers, and returns a tree with the same structure but where all labels are replaced by the maximum label of the original tree. Although this is conceptually a two-pass problem, the program does only one pass over the original tree. This works by first constructing the output tree such that all labels are aliased to the same variable. Only after the original tree has been passed completely, and thus the maximum label is known, will this variable be instantiated.

The maximum label of the original tree is a passed as an input argument to the main predicate of this program, and nevertheless, by the very nature of the algorithm, it cannot be instantiated at the time when an atom using this predicate is selected. Therefore programs using this technique cannot work assuming input-consuming derivations. At present, we can only state that such programs are an exception to the principle that derivations must be input-consuming. It would certainly be desirable to generalise the principle so that such programs would also be included.
11.1.10 Termination by Imposing Depth Bounds

Martin and King [MK97] ensure termination by imposing a depth bound on the SLD-tree (see Figure 24 on page 132). This is realised by a program transformation introducing additional argument positions for each predicate which are counters for the depth of the computation. As with other approaches, the size of the selected atom can always be pinned down: it is simply the value of the depth bound. The difficulty is of course to find an appropriate depth bound that does not compromise completeness.

11.1.11 Beyond Success and Failure

Etalle and van Raamsdonk [ER98] study generalisations of the notions of successful and failing derivations, which are traditionally regarded as the cornerstones of control in logic programming. They define non-destructive programs. This concept is similar to input-consuming derivations, although they take a different viewpoint: they define a program property rather than a property of the selection rule. A non-destructive program is a program for which all delay-respecting derivations are input-consuming. In Chapter 7, we have seen several (syntactically defined) classes of non-destructive programs.

11.1.12 Termination of Well-Moded Programs

Chapter 6 closely follows Etalle et al. [EBC99], who study well-terminating programs, that is programs for which all LD-derivations for all well moded queries terminate. Proving that a program has this property is based on moded level mappings and well-acceptable clauses. These concepts are similar to moded typed level mapping (Definition 6.2) and ICD-acceptable clause (Definition 6.4). For simply moded programs, the paper even gives a characterisation of well-termination. That is, it shows that if a program is well-terminating, then its clauses are well-acceptable. This is not a contradiction to the undecidability of termination, as the existence of a level mapping with respect to which a program is well-acceptable is undecidable.

11.1.13 \exists-Universal Termination

Bezem [Bez93] has defined strong termination, which is universal termination for all selection rules. Ruggieri [Rug99] has defined a complementary concept called \exists-universal termination. A program P and query Q \exists-universally terminate if there exists a selection rule S such that all S-derivations of P ∪ \{Q\} are finite. This concept is important with regards to the separation of the logic and control aspects of a program as advocated by Kowalski [Kow79]. If a program \exists-universally terminates, then it is, at least in principle, possible to associate control with the program so that it actually terminates. If the program does not \exists-universally terminate, then it does not terminate for any selection rule.

In this context, fair selection rules play a special role. A selection rule is fair if each atom in a query is eventually selected. Ruggieri shows that a program \exists-universally terminates if and only if it terminates for all fair selection rules [Rug99, Theorem 2.4.3]. Thus from the point of view of proving termination, assuming fair selection rules is the
11.2. CONCLUSION

The main contribution of Part III is to provide a method for showing termination of programs with block declarations assuming left-based derivations. That is, we are proposing a solution to the termination problem for programs with delay declarations as the problem was originally stated, albeit informally, by Naish [Nai92]. This problem is a “realistic” one, since the assumptions of block declarations and left-based derivations reflect the most commonly used implementations.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first formal and comprehensive approach to this problem. Other authors have either been informal [Nai92], or made other (usually stronger) assumptions and hence studied another problem [MT95, MK97], or dealt with the problem under very restricted circumstances [AL95].

We now highlight some original, distinctive ideas and concepts of Part III. We then mention some open problems. Finally we recall the main results.

11.2.1 Some Distinctive Novel Ideas

Formalising Selection Rules

It is commonly assumed that selected atoms in a derivation should be instantiated to a certain degree in order to ensure termination and other desirable properties [AL95].

strongest assumption one can make about the selection rule. If a program does not terminate for a fair selection rule, it does not terminate for any selection rule.

Note that Ruggieri follows Apt [Apt97] in defining a selection rule as a function that takes a derivation and returns an atom in the last query (the selected atom). However, this definition is too restrictive for our purposes. For example, it is not possible to define a selection rule that exactly corresponds to input-consuming derivations. A selection rule as defined by Apt cannot be used to model the situation that no atom can be selected, or that more than one atom can be selected (so that it is left open which atom is actually selected). Moreover, it cannot be used to model that whether or not an atom can be selected may depend on the clause used to resolve this atom. This latter aspect cannot even be modelled using sets of selection rules as defined by Apt. Lloyd [Llo87] has a definition of selection rule which is even more restrictive than that of Apt, in that whether or not an atom is selectable may only depend on the present query, and not on the whole derivation.

11.14 Assertion-Based Debugging of (Constraint) Logic Programs

Puebla et al. have developed an assertion-based debugging system for constraint logic programs [PBH99]. This has aspects of program analysis as well as verification. Unlike the verification methods we have presented here, no restrictions (such as well-typedness) are imposed on the program. The system incorporates various techniques involving abstract interpretation and runtime checking. One could imagine that the verification techniques of this thesis could also be incorporated into this system.
In Chapter 5, we presented the concept of *input-consuming derivation*, providing a characterisation of “a certain degree” which is both abstract and intuitive.

Without assuming input-consuming derivations, even predicates for which termination should be trivial do not terminate (see page 9). On the other hand, we have shown that for many predicates, this assumption about the selection rule, together with some correctness conditions satisfied by the program, is sufficient to ensure termination.

However, there are also many predicates for which this assumption is not sufficient. One way to strengthen the assumptions about the selection rule is to assume the default left-to-right selection rule of Prolog. Owing to subtleties involving simultaneously woken atoms, neither software manuals nor theoretical works have attempted to formalise this rule precisely. The notion of *left-based* derivation introduced in this thesis (based on previously published work [SHK98]) is a formalisation of default left-to-right selection rules. It is relatively simple and unrestrictive, so that we can claim with reasonable confidence that derivations in existing Prolog systems are left-based.

**Termination without Pinning down the Selected Atom**

Most methods for proving termination of logic programs are based on the following idea: when an atom \( a \) in a query is selected, it is possible to pin down the size of \( a \), and the new atoms introduced in this derivation step are smaller than \( a \). These methods are bound to fail on most programs using coroutining, such as the coroutining derivation of \texttt{append} in Example 6.1 [Bez93, Lit93, MT95, MK97]. In contrast, we show that under certain conditions, it is sufficient to rely on a relative decrease in the size of the selected atom, even though this size cannot be pinned down. This is the key to proving termination for programs with coroutining.

**Three Orderings on Atoms**

In this thesis, three different orderings between the atoms of a query (or clause body) are elaborated: the textual order, the producer-consumer order and the execution order. It is shown that for LD-derivations, all of these orders are identical. Moreover, for selection rules where the textual position is irrelevant for the selection of an atom, the textual order and the producer-consumer order can be assumed to be identical, as a matter of simplification. For selection rules where the textual position of atoms matters, the producer-consumer order can be made explicit using a permutation of the atoms.

**(Permutation) Robustly Typed Programs**

Many verification methods for logic programs, including some in this thesis, rely on the assumption that programs are simply modeled, so that a query always has variables in the output positions [AE93, EBC99]. In Section 7.4, we define (permutation) robustly-typedness, a correctness property allowing for non-variable terms in certain output positions. This property is persistent under resolution and type-consistent with respect to input-consuming derivations.

We have used this property for showing termination, but it may well have other uses, for example to show unification freedom for a larger class of programs [AE93].
11.2. CONCLUSION

Multiple Modes
Throughout Part III, it is assumed that predicates may be used in multiple modes, although this assumption is not always made explicit. We have argued that in the context of programs using non-standard derivations, one should at least allow for multiple modes, although only few predicates can reasonably be used in multiple modes. In previous literature, there is sometimes a lack of motivation: for the examples given, there is no reason for using delay declarations in the first place, if not to enable multiple modes.

Block Declarations
We have argued that among the various kinds of delay declarations, block declarations, which can only test for partial instantiation of arguments of an atom, play a special role. They can be more efficiently implemented than more complex constructs such as delay declarations testing for groundness. Moreover, they are well suited to realise input-consuming derivations while allowing for coroutining.

11.2.2 Open Problems

We now discuss some open problems and possible extensions of this work.

Weakening the Correctness Properties

The verification methods introduced in this thesis are based on a number of correctness properties that the verified programs must have (see Section 7.5). Etalle and Gabbrielli [EG99] have identified programs using layered modes, which are a small but interesting class of programs for which none of the above correctness properties holds, since it is not possible to establish a producer-consumer relation (see Subsection 5.3.1) between the atoms of each query. Therefore, Etalle and Gabbrielli refine the concept of producer-consumer relation by considering the individual argument positions rather than entire atoms, similarly to Boye [Boy96]. It would be interesting to extend some results of this thesis to such programs.

Termination for Input-Consuming Derivations

As stated previously (page 81), we cannot show that all input-consuming derivations of quicksort($I, O$) are finite, although we conjecture that they are. Ideally, one would like to find a characterisation of the programs for which all input-consuming derivations are finite (see Section 6.6 and Subsection 11.1.12).

A Uniform Verification Method for Built-ins

For showing that a program is free from errors related to built-ins (Section 9.4), we have introduced two methods. Whether one of these methods or even both are applicable depends on the program. It would be desirable to find one uniform approach which would work for a larger class of programs.
Weakening the block Declarations

We have discussed that block declarations can be omitted or simplified when sufficient instantiation can be guaranteed at compile time. This issue is related to another problem, namely the rather severe restriction that clause heads must be input-linear. It would be interesting to study this relationship further and come up with results that are more general than the ones in Chapter 10.

11.2.3 Summary of Part III

In Part III of this thesis, we have presented verification methods for logic programs using non-standard derivations, that is programs not using the LD selection rule.

In Chapter 5, we motivated the usefulness of non-standard derivations. We then introduced a number of correctness properties concerning the modes of a program. Many verification methods can be based on these properties.

In Chapter 6, we introduced input-consuming derivations as a minimal assumption needed to prove termination. We used level mappings to provide a method for proving that a program (fragment) terminates for all input-consuming derivations.

In Chapter 7, we showed how block declarations can be used to ensure that derivations are input-consuming. Examples were used to illustrate that this is a non-trivial problem. We introduced the class of permutation robustly typed programs, which is carefully crafted so that block declarations can in fact ensure input-consuming derivations, without being too restrictive.

In Chapter 8, we presented a comprehensive method for showing termination for programs with block declarations. It is based on the insight that for some atoms, the textual position in a query is irrelevant, whereas other atoms must be placed sufficiently late in a query to ensure that they are always called with sufficient input. This assumes left-based derivations.

In Chapter 9, we presented verification methods concerning some further aspects of verification. These were freedom from unification, occur-check, floundering, and errors related to built-ins.

In Chapter 10, we considered ways of omitting the block declarations for some predicates, and allowing for multiple occurrences of variables in the input of clause heads.
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